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Preface
Large dams in Alpine valleys retain most of the sediments, especially coarse material, which is
deposited in the delta of the reservoirs. The common sediment evacuation measures allow to
flush only the fine sediments for example by turbidity current venting. Since the steep rivers
below alpine dams are situated in coarse alluvial containing glacial material, their bed armors
when the supply of bed load is interrupted. Spawning grounds for fish reproduction, which
require appropriate bed forms, are consequently becoming rare. This can be mitigated by the
replenishment of adequate gravel material downstream of large dam combined with artificial
flood release for mobilizing these deposits. According to the revised Swiss Water Protection
Act, flow and sediment transport regime have to be restored downstream of dams in the frame
of river revitalization measures.
Mrs. Elena Battisacco carried out for the first time, systematic physical experiments in a flume
in order to study which arrangement of sediment deposits are suitable for recreating morpho-
logical variability downstream. Using innovative image processing analysis and measurement
techniques, Dr. Battisacco could give new recommendations regarding the placement of
the artificial gravel deposits and the required discharge to mobilize them, with the purpose
that the deposits can recreate morphological bed forms when transported in the river reach
downstream. Also for the first time, the influence of the hydrograph of the artificial flood on
the transport mechanism of the replenishment deposits was studied systematically. With her
research, Dr. Battisacco could give a new insight on the replenishment technique in general
and on the erosion and transportation mechanism of artificial deposits placed in different
arrangements in a river downstream of dams in particular.
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EPFL; Prof. Christopher Robinson from EAWAG, Switzerland; Prof, Philippe Belleudy from the
University of Grenoble Alpes, France and Prof Benjamin Dewals from the University of Liège,
Belgium for their helpful suggestions. Finally, we also thank gratefully the Swiss Federal Office
of Environment for their financial support under the research project “Sediment and habitat
dynamics”.
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Abstract
Dams on rivers alter the sediment continuum, trapping water and sediment in the upstream
reservoirs. River reaches downstream are affected by several negative effects, such as bed
incision, reduction of the river morphological variability, development of an armoured layer
and depletion of ecological habitat for fish. The replenishment of sediment technique has
been used since the 1970s to mitigate the lack of sediment transport in the downstream
reaches of dams. The method is mainly used to re-establish a sediment continuum, restore a
natural bed morphology and to recover spawning grounds for fish. Even if both experimental
and field tests have been performed in the past, there is still a lack of knowledge regarding the
necessary flow released from the bottom outlet of the dam, the amount of sediment and the
configuration of the replenished deposits.
This research aims at filling these gaps by means of experimental tests at the Laboratory of
Hydraulic Constructions at Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). The main
characteristics of an alpine stream were reproduced in a channel facility in terms of grain size
distribution, slope and hydraulic conditions. The sediment replenishment technique was
investigated as an influence to the geometrical configurations and volume of deposits, as well
as applied discharge. The experiments showed that the bed morphological pattern created
by the eroded replenishment material was linked to the initial geometrical arrangement
of the replenishment volumes. When applying parallel configurations of replenishment
volumes, a general bed fining was obtained with material spread over the entire channel width.
Alternating replenishment positioning lead, in turn, to the creation of bed morphological
patterns. The wavelength of these bed forms was seen to be related to the replenishment
length.
Both constant discharge and transient flow were investigated. Three submergence conditions
of the replenishment were tested: unsubmerged, completely submerged and over-submerged.
A submergence equal to the replenishment volume height was optimal to obtain a complete
erosion of the volumes with transport of the material along the channel and persistence
of the material on the channel bed. Four slopes for the increasing and decreasing limb
of triangular-shaped hydrographs, having the same maximum discharge, were tested and
the results compared with the constant discharge cases. A discharge having a triangular
distribution in time is similar to the operational condition of dams when releasing an artificial
flood. Transient flows with steep rising limbs lead to a reduction of 70% of water consumption
compared to a constant flow, although achieving the erosion of the replenished material. The
application of the complete hydrographs showed to be counter-productive in terms of local
vii
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effect of the sediment replenishment. These hydrographs may be useful for reaching longer
distance impacts in sediment replenishment.
Lastly, the effect of consecutive replenishment of sediments was investigated. A second replen-
ishment can increase the deposition heights and volumes downstream. As expected, a second
replenishment affects a longer downstream channel reach. Thus, consecutive replenishments
are useful in field applications to have effects at longer downstream distances.
Key words: sediment continuum, flume experiments, sediment replenishment, sediment
transport, hydrograph, river morphology, gravel augmentation
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Résumé
Les barrages, retenant l’eau et les sédiments dans des réservoirs amonts, impacte la continuité
sédimentaire. Les cours d’eau à l’aval sont affectés par une série d’effets négatifs, tels que
l’incision du lit, la réduction de la variabilité morphologique de la rivière, le développement
d’une couche de pavage et la diminution des habitats écologiques pour les poissons. Les
techniques de réapprovisionnement en sédiments sont utilisées depuis les années 70 pour
compenser l’insuffisance du transport sédimentaire à l’aval de barrages. Cette méthode est
principalement utilisée pour rétablir une continuité sédimentaire, reconstruire une morpho-
logie naturelle du lit et rétablir des lieux de reproduction pour les poissons. Même si des essais
expérimentaux et in situ ont déjà été réalisés, il y a encore un manque de connaissance en ce
qui concerne les débits devant être lâchés par les vidanges du fond des barrages, la quantité
de sédiment et la configuration des dépôts de réapprovisionnement.
Ce projet de recherche vise à combler ces lacunes en réalisant des essais expérimentaux au
Laboratoire de Constructions Hydrauliques de l’Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
(EPFL). Les principales caractéristiques d’un torrent alpin (distribution granulométrique,
pente et conditions hydrauliques) ont été reproduites dans un canal. La technique de réappro-
visionnement sédimentaire a été étudiée en terms d’influence de la configuration géométrique
et volumes, en plus du débit. Les essais montrent que les schémas morphologiques du lit
créés par l’érosion des matériaux de réapprovisionnement sont liés aux arrangements géomé-
triques des volumes de réapprovisionnement. En appliquant des configurations parallèles de
volumes de réapprovisionnement, un affinement général du lit est obtenu avec des matériaux
distribués sur toute la largeur du canal. Alterner la position des réapprovisionnements permet
de créer d’autres schémas morphologiques de lit. La longueur d’onde de ces formes de lit a pu
être reliée à la longueur du réapprovisionnement.
Des débits constants et transitoires ont donc été examinés. Trois configurations de submersion
des réapprovisionnements ont été testées : non-submergés, complètement submergés et sur-
submergés. Il a été démontré que la submersion du volume de réapprovisionnement à 100%
est la meilleure configuration pour obtenir : une érosion complète des volumes, un transport
du matériau le long du canal et sa persistance sur le lit du canal.
Quatre pentes pour augmenter ou diminuer la branche montante de l’hydrographe, ayant un
même débit de pointe, ont été testés et les résultats obtenus ont été comparés avec le cas du
débit constant. Un débit suivant une variation temporelle triangulaire est comparable aux
conditions opérationnelles d’un barrage relâchant une crue artificielle. Un écoulement transi-
toire avec une montée d’hydrographe raide permet une réduction de 70% du volume lâché par
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rapport à un débit constant, en parvenant néanmoins à eroder les materiaux de réapprovision-
nement. Un hydrographe complet relâché sur un tronçon fluvial surestime et réduit les effets
positifs d’un réapprovisionnement sédimentaire. Ces hydrographes pourraient être utiles
pour augmenter la distances d’impact du réapprovissionnement sédimentaire. Enfin, cette
recherche étudie l’effet de la fréquence d’opération en réalisant des réapprovisionnements
sédimentaires consécutifs. Cela a montré qu’un deuxième réapprovisionnement contribue à
affecter le canal plus à l’aval. Des réapprovisionnements consécutifs peuvent être aussi utiles
pour des applications in-situ pour toucher des tronçons plus à l’aval ou pour parvenir à des
sites avec un accès limité.
Mots clefs : Expériences en canal, réapprovisionnement sédimentaire, transport sédimentaire,
hydrographe, morphologie de rivière, augmentation de gravier
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1 Introduction
1
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Scope and motivation
In Switzerland, only few rivers are still in complete natural conditions. Hydropower plants,
water diversions and anthropomorphic structures on rivers are the factors that affect the
sediment transport balance. The sediment transport is reduced by more than 41% from a
survey made by the DETEC (2012). The reduction of sediment supply has demonstrated to
induce negative consequences to the linked ecosystem. Several studies highlighted the need
for interventions to revitalize the watercourses. One of the main purposes of the Swiss Federal
Office for the Environment (FOEN-BAFU) is the revitalization of the river basins in order
to reactivate their natural functions or at least to preserve the existing ones, guaranteeing a
suitable habitat for different species. The "Water protection law", originally introduced in
1991, was modified in 2011 based on the "Initiative Eaux vivantes", promoted by the Swiss
Federation of Fishers (FSP). The revised law defines new parameters and methods that have
to be taken into account for further river use. In particular, the following is required:
• Watercourses have to be revitalised in order to re-established natural conditions. There-
fore, enough space for rivers has to be reserved
• Specific strategy have to be elaborated in order to accomplish the expected revitaliza-
tions which should consider rivers affected by water diversions or human interventions
• The negative effects due to hydroelectric energy production, namely on irregularity of
the flow, deficit of solid transport by water and fish migration have to be reduced.
This research is funded by the Federal Office for the Environment (SFOEN-BAFU-OFEN),
under the program "Wasserbau und Ökologie". It aims at giving a scientific answer for the
revitalisation of the Swiss watercourses by using the replenishment of sediments technique.
The SFOEN is responsible for ensuring sustainable use of natural resources, protection of
citizens against natural hazards and protection of the environment from unacceptable adverse
impacts. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different developed sub-project research. The present
research corresponds to the second sediment transport task of the "Wasserbau und Ökologie"
program (I.I.3, Figure 1.1).
1.2 Research questions
The replenishment of sediment revealed to be a useful tool in order to reduce the lack in
sediment transport downstream of dams and to re-establish morphodynamics conditions
close to nature. Several experimental and field works were so far performed on sediment
replenishment. Nevertheless, this methods is still not fully understood in terms of sediment
dynamics, deposit geometry and placement and required released discharge. These not well
known parameters limit a wider applicability of the technique. The present study aims at filling
these gaps of knowledge by means of laboratory experiments on a flume at the Laboratory
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Figure 1.1 – Sub-project research development belonging to the "Wasserbau und Ökologie"
program (Schleiss et al., 2014)
of Hydraulic Constructions (LCH) of Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). An
armoured bed downstream of a dam was reproduced at a geometric scale of roughly 1:10,
where replenished deposits were placed.
The replenishment of sediment is studied as a function of several parameters, such as the
volume of sediments, the geometrical configurations, the frequency of the placement and
the role of discharge. The discharge is artificially released by dam operations through bottom
outlets. Normally, the discharge downstream of dams is regulated and limited to residual
ecological flow. This study investigates the bed morphological changes induced by the replen-
ished material, the shape of bed forms, their patterns on the channel bed and the implications
for the environment. The objectives of this research may be synthesized in the following
questions:
• Which geometry of sediment deposits are suitable for recreating morphological variabil-
ity in the water reaches downstream sediment-retaining-structures?
• Where and how have replenishment deposits to be placed to be mobilized and conveyed
in order to recreate bed morphological forms?
• Which controlled discharges are necessary for mobilizing the deposits downstream of
the retaining structure? Which transport mechanism is related to the different cases?
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1.3 Report structure
The present work is divided into ten chapters (Figure 1.2). Chapters 4, 7 and 8 are prepared in
the form of scientific articles. Chapters 5 and 6 are parts of publications presented at scientific
meetings. To avoid topic redundancy, their literature review has been removed and collected
in Chapter 2. Chapter 2 includes a brief introduction on the topic of sediment transport, an
overview on the morphological state of river reach downstream of dams, the description of
the replenishment of sediment technique, previous laboratory studies and applications in the
fields. Furthermore, a sight on the ecological aspect is given in this chapter.
The experimental method, including the experimental setup, the assessed parameters and the
experimental procedure, is presented in Chapter 3.
Figure 1.2 – Structure of the manuscript
Chapters 4 and 5 contain analysis and results related to the effects of geometrical parameters
on the bed morphological response to sediment replenishment. Chapter 4 analyses in detail
the influence of the geometrical configuration on bed morphology. Several geometrical
configurations are tested and their response in terms of bed occupation by the replenished
material, initiation of bed forms and morphological bed patterns are investigated. Evidences
show that the parallel geometrical placement of the sediment deposits induces a wide spread
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of material on the whole cross-section of the channel bed; whereas alternating placement
leads to the creation of bed patterns. Chapter 5 investigates the role of the replenishment
length on the development of morphological bed patterns.
The sediment replenishment technique is a method commonly repeated with a certain fre-
quency over the year, therefore Chapter 6 analyses the effect of consecutive replenishment of
sediments on the channel reach. Results shows that the sediments of the second replenish-
ment contribute in increasing the size of the deposits created before. Therefore, an increment
of deposit height due to the second replenishment is observed. This increase in deposit height
is more evident for bed forms located further downstream along the channel.
Chapter 7 investigates the transport mechanisms link to sediment replenishment. The trans-
port mechanism of replenished material results to be affected by the geometrical placement
of deposits and the released discharge. Translation is induced by high submergence ratios,
whereas a mixed transport is observed with lower submergences of the sediment replenish-
ment volumes.
Chapter 8 compares bed morphological response to constant flow and transient regime
released on the channel for the same geometrical configurations. It is shown that transient
flows allows to reduce the necessary released water volume on the flume.
The design of sediment replenishment for a field application is presented in Chapter 9. The
analysis of the case study results does not belong to this research. Conclusions and further
developments are provided in Chapter 10. References are all given at the end of the manuscript.
Tables and figures are numbered incrementally in each chapter and contain the reference to
the chapter. Equations are numbered continuously through the document. In Appendix are
collected the main results for every performed test.
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2.1 Sediment transport
The bedload transport is composed by sand, gravel, cobbles and boulders that are moved by
rolling, sliding and bouncing along the river bed (Kondolf, 1997) (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1 – Mechanism of bedload and suspended sediment transport, as proposed by Plum-
mer et al. (1988)
The size of transported sediments changes along the river: larger gravels are carried by the
flow in the steeper sections, while sands and silts present a large fractions in the downstream
reaches (Kondolf, 1997). Sediment mobilisation depends on several material proprieties, such
as the grain size, and on the fluid proprieties, namely the bed shear stress. Under uniform
condition, the bed shear stress is proportional to the longitudinal slope S, the hydraulic radius
Rh and it is defined as:
τ= ρ∗ g ∗Rh ∗S (2.1)
The bed load transport is a complex system and several threshold of movement were devel-
oped so far mainly based on laboratory experiments. Among others, the Shields diagram is
commonly used to determine whether a certain sediment will be mobilise (Figure 2.2). Based
on laboratory tests, Shields (1936) developed a criteria based on the dimensionless grain
Reynolds number Re∗. The latter is defined as:
Re∗ = u
∗∗d
ν
(2.2)
where d is the grain size, u∗ the shear velocity and ν the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The
plot shows that the dimensionless grain Reynolds number becomes constant for a turbulent
flow (Re∗>400). The critical bed shear stress value fixed at 0.06 by Shields (1936) was lately
corrected by Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) to a value of 0.047. Basically, a critical bed
shear stress value above 0.047 indicates that the grain will be transported by the flow. By
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consequence, as soon as this value will decrease below the threshold of movement the grain
will deposit on the channel bed.
Figure 2.2 – Shield’s diagram according to Dey (2011)
The above mentioned assumptions created the bases for developing formula on the potential
sediment transport for certain given river characteristics. The most commonly applied formula
for alpine channel for slopes varying between 0.5% and 2.0% was developed by Smart and
Jäggi (1983). In this formula, the sediment load Qs is related to the liquid discharge Q, the
grain size in terms of d50 and d90, and to the channel slope. Furthermore, a direct link to the
bed shear stress is made by the critical slope Sc . Potential sediment transport and critical
slope are defined respectively as:
Qs =
( 4
(s−1)
d90
d50
)0.2
S0.6Q(S−Sc ) (2.3)
Sc = τc (S−1)d50
Re∗
(2.4)
These moving sediments tend to create apparently stable bed forms, which are indeed com-
posed by materials continuously replaced by the sediment transport from upstream (Kondolf,
1997). The river morphology can thus be seen as a result of transportation and deposition of
bed material (Church, 2006).
Different approaches were proposed for classifying the river reach morphology. The Schumm
(1977) method is a qualitatively approach based on sediment supply amounts, type of bed
material, bed slope and channel stability. These parameters are related one to each other and
the classification indicates how the river morphology will react to an increase or decrease of
one of these variables (Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3 – Schumm classification of river morphological patterns, from Buffington and
Montgomery (2013)
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Rosgen (1994) provided a quantitative methodology based on dimensionless parameters. The
approach identifies eight major river types based on river forms in terms of width, depth and
sinuosity helping in characterising stream type and typical cross section. Finally, the channel
bed morphology is found to be related to river width, water depth and typical grain size by
Yalin and Da Silva (2001). This analysis is based on field observations. Data are plotted in
relation to two dimensionless parameters: the ratio channel width and water depth (B/h) and
the ratio water depth and median grain size (h/D) (Figure 2.4). This plot permits to foreseen
further river development based on the river characteristics. Therefore, the characteristics of a
river reach downstream of a dam can be introduced to visualise the morphological changes
caused by the human infrastructure.
Figure 2.4 – Definition of bed forms regions by field observations, as proposed by Yalin and
Da Silva (2001)
For maintaining and preserving aquatic and riparian ecosystems, continuous sediment trans-
port and associated morphology diversity are understood as key processes (Kantoush et al.,
2010b). A high sediment supply leads to a more complex river morphology (Church, 2006)
and the two variables proofed to be strictly related (Venditti et al., 2012). This assumption
is strengthened by field observations. A reduction in sediment supply, as occurred along
the Sacramento river (California, USA) after Keswick dam construction, has modified the
downstream river morphology from braided to single-thread channel (Kondolf, 1997).
To any change in sediment supply and discharge, rivers naturally respond by adjusting their
width, depth, slope, bed morphology and channel features (Kondolf, 1997; Buffington and
Montgomery, 1999). The nature of the change is strictly related to the original channel
features in terms of flow regime and sediment loads (Kondolf, 1997). Several studies proofed a
correlation between sediment supply and change in gravel-bed surface texture (Dietrich et al.,
1989; Lisle and Hilton, 1992). The imbalance between the two of them leads to size-selective
deposition or erosion, which may alter both the critical shear stress for moving sediment and
11
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the effective bed shear stress (Naot, 1984; Buffington et al., 1992; Kondolf, 1997; Buffington
and Montgomery, 1999). In particular, an increase in transport rate and higher bed stresses
are observed when finer sediments are supplied into a coarser reach due to the creation of
a smoother bed surface (Buffington and Montgomery, 1999). This is the typical occurrence
when a sediment replenishment is applied in a river.
2.2 Bed morphology downstream of dams
A modification in terms of sediment supply and discharge along the river reach often occurs in
proximity of human constructions, which represent one of the most grave interventions in the
hydrological cycle (McCartney, 2009) (Figure 2.5). Human activities have drastically reduced
the dynamics and the morphological variety of active rivers in the last decades (Pedroli and
Dijkman, 1998).
Figure 2.5 – (a) Natural flow of Weber River upstream of Echo Dam, (b) reduced flow down-
stream the Echo dam (Utah, USA). USGS photo: D. M. Carlisle
Dams, without flushing devices, trap sediment in the upstream reservoir, interrupting the
natural sediment transport and creating a drastic reduction in sediment supply along the
downstream reach (Kondolf, 1997; Brandt, 2000; Grant et al., 2003; Petts and Gurnell, 2005;
Gaeuman, 2008). Williams and Wolman (1984) stated that almost all the sediments reaching
large reservoirs are trapped, while the amount is slightly reduced for smaller basins. Some of
the changes induced by dams involve both the upstream reservoir as well as the downstream
reach. Dams reduce the seasonal fluctuations along the downstream reach and change the
natural thermal variation, which are very important features for the ecological and biological
point of view (Balland, 2004; Kondolf, 1997; Batalla et al., 2004).
In order to qualify the river changes linked to dam constructions, Kantoush et al. (2010b)
categorized them considering three main aspects: ecology, hydrology and morphology (Figure
2.6). The main morphological changes in the downstream reach are related to riverbed incision,
riverbank instability and failure, channel width reduction and bed coarsening (Kondolf and
Wolman, 1993; Kondolf, 1997; Batalla et al., 2004). These negative effect are caused by the
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Figure 2.6 – Effects of dams on rivers downstream, from Kantoush et al. 2010
water transport capacity that exceeds the sediment supply. Fine sediments are eroded and
transported without being replaced from upstream, therefore leading to the creation of an
armour layer (Buffington and Montgomery, 1999). The armour layer is characterised by an
increased d50, thereby a higher magnitude of flow is necessary to mobilize the sediments
(Batalla et al., 2006; Vericat et al., 2006). These reaches are generally highly regulated and flow
variations are limited to natural flood. By consequence, a general reduction in amount of
sediments transported downstream the dam is also observed (Brandt, 2000). On the other
hand, in rivers where water has already created an armour layer, the most evident feature
related to dam presence is channel erosion (Kondolf, 1997). According to Brandt (2000) and
Petts and Gurnell (2005), the amount of trapped sediments is linked to reservoir storage
capacity. Thus, the narrowing of the river reach downstream has been more evident for large
reservoirs.
From the hydrological point of view, dams lead to a reduction in flood frequency and magni-
tude, reduction in overall flows and altered timing of releases (Kondolf and Matthews, 1991;
Ligon et al., 1995; Batalla et al., 2004; Kondolf and Minear, 2004; Balland, 2004; Petts and Gur-
nell, 2005). Due to these changes in the flow regulation, the river loses its capability to recruit
sediments from the riverbanks and terraces, with consequent decrease of the development
of mid channel bars and islands (Ligon et al., 1995). This lack in sediment supply leads to
the variation of braided rivers into more simplified single-thread channel along the reaches
downstream of dams (Ligon et al., 1995). The Stony Creek river, a tributary of the Sacramento
river (California, USA), is an example of these occurrences. After dam constructions, the river
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moved from a braided pattern to a single-thread, incised and laterally migrating (Kondolf,
1997).
The reduction in water discharge and hydrological variability pauperise the riverine ecosystem
in the reach downstream of a dam. A loss of the aquatic and riparian habitats and decrease
water quality are observed in these affected rivers (Kondolf, 1997; Merz and Ochikubo Chan,
2005; Kantoush et al., 2010a; Grant et al., 2003; Ligon et al., 1995; Schmidt and Wilcock, 2008).
The rivers are left dry, or too shallow, or the gravel bed areas have been replaced by fine sand
and armoured bed (Barlaup et al., 2008). These conditions reduce the oxygen content in the
river bed, thus the fish egg survival is compromised (Chapman, 1988). An overall reduction
of suitable areas for pioneer species (i.e the riparian landscape) is proofed by the reduction
of river lateral mobility (Salo et al., 1986; Kalliola and Puhakka, 1988; Florsheim et al., 2008;
Karrenberg et al., 2003). The morphological disturbance regime was found to be a key criteria
for the survival of these species.
Incision and coarsening of the bed, lack in sediment supply and loss in lateral river mobility
are not necessarily linked to the distance from the dam, but derive from the intensity of
the hydrological disturbance, the remaining amount of provided sediments and the local
geomorphological constrains (Sherrard and Erskine, 1991; Grams and Schmidt, 2005). Thus,
it may happen that these negative effects propagate further downstream depending on the
hydrological change and stream type (Rollet et al., 2014; Williams and Wolman, 1984; Church,
1995), leading to an increased number of rivers not reaching the sea anymore (Kantoush and
Sumi, 2010).
Beside the morphological aspects listed by Kantoush et al. (2010b), Brandt (2000) provided
nine possible geomorphological changes occurring downstream of dams linked to distance
from the dam, environment, substrate, released water and characteristics of sediment supply.
At the same time, he provided also some guidelines to prevent serious damages for new
human constructions in the river, whereas a less detailed categorisation is provided by Petts
and Gurnell (2005). The latter divided the downstream river responses considering three kinds
of adjustment:
• Passive response: both flows and channel dimensions are reduced, but without signifi-
cant changes in bed elevations
• Degradation: bed and lateral banks are eroded while the river is moving toward a new
equilibrium with a reduced sediment supply
• Aggradation: the reduction in discharge and the dam operations limit the channel
capability to entrain and transport sediments, resulting in an increase in bed elevation
when the sediment supply is not compromised.
As above mentioned, the issues related to human infrastructures concern both the upstream
and downstream river reach. In the upstream reservoir, the sediments settle and a loss of
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reservoir capacity is observed (Fan and Morris, 1992). The reduction of the storage capacity of
reservoir may lead to a decline of flow regulation capacity (Graf, 1984; Schleiss et al., 2016)
and, as a consequence, sediments may enter the waterway system and hydropower schemes
(Schleiss et al., 1996). In worst case, the sediment may clog the gates (i.e bottom outlet) causing
security problems (Schleiss et al., 1996). Therefore, a socio-economical issue can be addressed
to the trapping of sediments by dams (Fan and Morris, 1992; Morris, 1994; Schleiss et al., 2016).
In this context, revitalisation of disturbed river reaches is becoming a core topic in river
management. So far, several methods have been proposed for mitigating the negative effects
of dams on the downstream river reach. Sediment sluicing and flushing are commonly
practised (Brandt, 2000; Kondolf, 1997). By sediment sluicing the sediments are carried with
the flow throughout the dam, either by the dam outlets or by density currents, before they
can deposit in the reservoir. The flushing of sediments means the erosion and transportation
of sediments already settled in the reservoir by dam outlets (Yoon, 1992). Flushing flows
are used also for removing the fine sediments from the bed and for scouring the latter often
enough to prevent encroachment of riparian vegetation (Kondolf, 1997; Reiser et al., 1989).
Under these circumstances, the released amounts of material may be quite different from
what would be naturally transported by the flow, thus altering even more the downstream
conditions. This operation may cause an ecological drama when applied without precaution
(Balland, 2004). Furthermore, the conveyance of bed load is not possible for dams with
large reservoirs like in alpine catchment regions (Kondolf, 1997). In addition, for the river
integrity and natural morphology maintenance Ligon et al. (1995); Hill et al. (1991) and Rosgen
et al. (1986) recommends the bankfull discharge in the downstream reach of dams. Ligon
et al. (1995) proposed a combination between high flood release from the dam and sediment
augmentation for a concrete success.
Considering the above mentioned restrictions, the enrichment by sediment augmentation of
rivers downstream of the retaining structure is the only practicable solution. Therefore, the
sediment replenishment is obtaining worldwide more relevance and acceptance. Nevertheless,
developing a general countermeasure is challenging and each single case should be treated
properly, including for this the careful analysis of historical hydraulic and sediment supply
data.
2.3 Sediment replenishment technique
Sediment replenishment is one of the proposed techniques to restore the natural morpho-
logical conditions in a river and the sediment supply along the reach downstream of a dam
(Ock et al., 2013). This method aims at solving the deficit of sediments downstream of dams
by artificial addition of them. Analysing several rivers, a common outcome is the necessity to
increase the sediment transport in the downstream river (Balland, 2004).
The sediment replenishment technique aims at the recreation of a natural sediment transport
regime and at promoting bed fining, in light of re-establishing bed morphology diversity (Bal-
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land, 2004; Sklar et al., 2009; Pasternack et al., 2010). For these purposes, once the replenished
material is placed along the reach, it relies on a natural or artificial flood, released from the
dam, for being mobilized (Kantoush et al., 2010b). The replenished material may be excavated
gravel from the reservoir or natural material taken from close sites (Kantoush et al., 2010b)
(Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7 – Schematic representation of replenishment of sediment method, from the excava-
tion point to the delivery of material on the river (in Kantoush et al. (2010b)
A successfull replenishment of sediment is obtained by a good calibration of different pa-
rameters listed by Kantoush and Sumi (2010) (Figure 2.8). Both flow features and sediment
characteristics play a key role. The flow is considered in terms of discharge, water depth and
flow characteristics in order to obtain an adequate velocity distribution close to the replenish-
ment deposits. The replenished material should be carefully chosen considering grain size
distribution and grain features, such as permeability and cohesion.
The sediment replenishment may be used also for ecological restoration. Therefore, the sed-
iment augmentation is made with a specific grain size distribution adequate for recreating
spawning ground for fish normally finer than the exisitng channel bed (Wheaton et al., 2004;
Pasternack et al., 2010; Gaeuman, 2008; Gaeuman and Krause, 2013). This leads to a strong
limitations in the choice of replenished material. Furthermore, the sediment augmentation
has to be done with particles which can be entrained for a given flow (Gaeuman and Krause,
2013). In light of this aim, Bunte (2004) distinguished between an active and a passive ap-
proach. By active replenishment, the material is placed at the location where the spawning
grounds have to be improved, whereas the passive approach rely on released flow to mobilize
the replenished material and create gravel deposits further downstream.
In previous studies and applications, the amount of gravel has been calculated as the product
between the spawning habitat area to be restored and the gravel depth required for spawning
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(Gaeuman and Krause, 2013). This kind of approach is reasonable for an immediate applica-
tion, but it is not sufficient to satisfy a long-term geomorphic objective (Gaeuman and Krause,
2013). The augmentation rate has to be close to the quantity of sediments that the reach can
transport considering the regulated flow by the dam without undergoing other changes in
channel geometry (Gaeuman and Krause, 2013). Therefore, the amount of sediments to be
added is different from the unregulated sediment load, since the transport capacity of river has
been reduced. When considering sediment replenishment downstream of a dam, amplitude,
time and period of the year for water releases should be defined accordingly. The spatial and
temporal extension of the beneficial effects of the replenishment of sediment on the channel
reach depend on the the transport capacity of the river and the environmental conditions,
as well as on the amount of sediment, grain size distribution, released flow and method of
placement (Okano et al., 2004; Kantoush et al., 2010b; Sumi et al., 2009; Sumi and Kantoush,
2010, 2011; Sklar et al., 2009). Commonly, the sediment volume is added along the bank at a
certain elevation from the channel bed, thus avoiding a source of turbidity during the period of
normal flow (Ock et al., 2013). In the so far tested method, the elevation of the replenishment
was sufficient to be completely submerged when a high discharge occurs, typically several
times a year (Sumi and Kantoush, 2010; Okano et al., 2004; Sumi and Kantoush, 2011). In field
experiences, different replenishment injection methods were tested (Ock et al., 2013) (Figure
2.9). The in-channel bed stockpile method places directly the material on the channel bed
(Figure 2.9a). The replenished material, immobile for low flow, would start to be eroded once
the threshold of movement is exceeded. The main purpose is to create spawning forms in a
short time (Ock et al., 2013). The weakness of this technique is in the in-channel work, which
may increase the river turbidity. With the high-flow stockpile technique, commonly applied
in Japan, the sediments are directly placed within the channel bank margin assuming that
during peak flows the flow will be able to erode and transport these sediments, reshaping
the reach (Figure 2.9b). This method performs well in case of short duration and high flow
events, permitting to add a quite large amount of gravel. The major weakness of this approach
lies in the restriction of available sites. With the point bar stockpile method, coarse sediment
is introduced in order to create a point bar. It can be considered as a compromise between
the above mentioned methods (Figure 2.9c). Gravels are placed in site-specific low flow and
bankfull channel dimensions. Thus, this method is limited by the site features and it would be
limited also to erosion and transport downstream. Finally, the high-flow direct injection was
proposed by Gaeuman (2012) (Figure 2.9d). Thereby the material is directly added into the
river using a conveyor belt while a high flow event is occurring. It is evident that the major
weakness of this approach is related to the heavy working conditions and the costs involved
(Ock et al., 2013).
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Figure 2.8 – Replenishment of sediments factors as mentioned by Kantoush et al. (2010b)
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Figure 2.9 – Sediment replenishment injection methods, as proposed by Ock et al. (2013)
2.4 Ecological considerations
Most of the ecological processes on rivers are interrupted by dams (Ligon et al., 1995; Rollet
et al., 2014; Sear, 1995; Grams and Schmidt, 2005), which limit the availability of gravel and
cobbles, ecologically extremely important for creating spawning habitat for fishes (Kondolf,
1997).
As above mentioned, also the lateral migration of rivers is compromised by human interven-
tions. Therefore, the presence of side channels and small islands, typical deposit areas for
smaller cobbles and spawning grounds, are reduced (Ligon et al., 1995). By reductions of these
areas, the present ecosystem is negatively affected with alteration of the food chain Ligon
et al. (1995); Power et al. (1996); Sear (1995); Merz and Ochikubo Chan (2005); Pasternack et al.
(2010).
The sediment transport reduction leads to the creation of an armoured bed. This limits the
possibilities for fish spawning, since fishes are not able anymore to move the large surface
gavels to incubate their eggs (Kondolf, 1997). In order to preserve the ecological habitats and
the biodiversity of rivers, it is necessary to recreate a solid transport that persists in time. The
sediments replenishment proofed to recreate artificial spawning riffles and also to improve
salmonid spawning habitats (Kondolf and Matthews, 1991; Zeh and Dönni, 1994; Gaeuman,
2012). McManamay et al. (2010) found that, for more than 75% of the examined fished species,
a gravel depth greater than 0.1 m measured above the top of the egg pocket assures their
survival. Immediate benefit has been observed in terms of restoration of existing fish habitats
downstream of the dams by sediment replenishment application (Sear, 1995; Gaeuman, 2008;
Ock et al., 2013). Especially, profitable results in terms of new habitats for specific species
and invertebrates were obtained in the United States (Fuselier and Edds, 1995; Gore et al.,
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1998, 2001). Nevertheless, the in-situ experimentations revealed that the spawning grounds
are not durable in time and it is necessary to add continuously additional material (Kondolf
and Wolman, 1993; Kantoush et al., 2010b; Ock et al., 2013; Pulg et al., 2013; Barlaup et al.,
2008). These results confirm that it is still necessary to improve the method of sediment
replenishment (Kondolf, 1997; Kantoush et al., 2010b; Sumi and Kantoush, 2010).
2.5 Laboratory investigation and field observations
2.5.1 Laboratory investigations
The replenishment of sediment is a complex system involving different aspects, related to both
the flow features and the replenishment material characteristics. Thus, a laboratory facility
and systematic experiments are an efficient way to better understand these complexities (Lisle
et al., 1997).
During the last years, several laboratory experiments were performed to assess the general
erosion process of deposits (Kantoush and Sumi, 2010), the evolution of sediment waves
(Lisle et al., 1997; Cui et al., 2003; Sklar et al., 2009) and the influence of sediment supply on
river bed morphology (Ikeda, 1983; Venditti et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2015; Venditti et al.,
2012). In particular, the erosion process of sediment deposits was experimentally investigated
by Kantoush and Sumi (2010). The erosion mechanism, especially for high-flow stockpile
technique, is described as a combination between lateral erosion of the sediment deposit toe,
by hydraulic forces, and mass failure, by gravitational mechanism due to over steepening of
the banks. Field observations at Murou dam confirm these laboratory findings (Kantoush
et al., 2010a). Furthermore, he observed that only the gravel with enough shear strengths to
withstand the high shear stresses in the near bed region is deposited. The rate of erosion of the
total added volume varied in function of the discharge: higher discharges higher the erosion
of the replenishment of sediments (Kantoush et al., 2010a).
The role of sediment supply and sediment replenishment in contributing to river morphology
diversity and alternate bar formation was investigated by Ikeda (1983) and (Venditti et al.,
2012). Ikeda (1983) recreated alternated bars by sediment supply in a plane flume. These
bed morphological changes occurred via small migrating bedforms, growing over time and
stabilized as stationary alternate bars. Their wavelength was found equal to about 6 to 10
times channel width. Experimental finding by Venditti et al. (2012) evidenced that bar loss
due to sediment deficit is reversible by adding sufficient sediment. He recreated sediment
mounds after 3.5 hours testing with upstream sediment supply. These nascent bars resulted
in the creation of alternate bars for constant flow and sediment feed (Venditti et al., 2012).
Thus bar loss due to sediment deficit can be stated as reversible by adding sufficient sediment.
Alternate bars are channel bed forms commonly indicating the beginning of meandering
(Jäggi, 1984).
Recently, the sediment replenishment deposits have started to be analysed as artificial pulses
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which increase locally the sediment supply (Sklar et al., 2009; Lisle et al., 1997; Madej, 2001;
Cui et al., 2003). These studies contribute in understanding the main mechanisms of transport
associated to sediment deposits. Pulses move by translation, by dispersion or by a mixed
mechanism (Lisle et al., 1997, 2001) (Figure 2.10). The pulse of material moves by pure disper-
sion when the apex and the trailing edge do not migrate downstream and the corresponding
center of mass only shifts downstream. It is assumed that the sediments do not propagate
upstream the origin point. A pure pulse translation corresponds to a simultaneous and in-
tegral advancement downstream of the apex, trailing edge and center of mass of sediment
longitudinal distribution. The volume moves like a solid body . Rare cases with mechanism
different from mixed ones have been shown in literature (Lisle et al., 2001).
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Figure 2.10 – Temporal theoretical behaviour of sediment pulse evolution along the longi-
tudinal direction, x, for (a) Initial state, t0, of the pulse and global overview on transport
mechanisms, (b) Dispersion, (c) Translation and (d) Mixed transport at two consecutive time
steps (t1 and t2)
Lisle et al. (2001) demonstrated that dispersive pulses attenuate but have longer impact on
downstream reach, whereas translation pulses maintain the same intensity but in a more
limited impact area. Dispersion was observed by Lisle et al. (2001) while performing tests
with different grain size distributions for both the channel bed and the pulse. Translation was
observed for gravel bed and pulse material finer than the pre-existing bed surface. Further-
more, former experiences indicate that translation of sediments should be expected for low
Froude numbers (Sklar et al., 2009; Humphries et al., 2012). For an ideal replenishment of
sediment, Sklar et al. (2009) stated that the grains may reach the target point by translation,
and then they should move to dispersion. While performing tests on a 0.5% slope flume and
immobile bed, Sklar et al. (2009) found that sediment replenishment are mainly transported
by a mixed mechanism between translation and dispersion. Whereas, more clear tendency
to translation was observed with smaller amounts of fine sediment (Sklar et al., 2009). The
experimental work performed by Cui et al. (2003) basically confirmed the observations by
Lisle et al. (1997): augmentations of finer sediment than the pre-existing bed lead to transla-
tion mechanism, whereas dispersion mechanism is predominant for mixed replenishment
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material. Thus, translation is expected downstream of dams where the replenishment are
commonly composed by finer grains (Sklar et al., 2009).
The role of the discharge in the success of sediment replenishment has started to be investi-
gated by both constant and transient flow. Humphries et al. (2012) and Mao (2012) gave an
important contribution in the understanding of the channel reach response to a hydrograph.
Humphries et al. (2012) compared the effect of a sediment replenishment impacted by a
constant discharge with the effects due to a hydrograph. In those experiments, sediment
replenishment and channel bed have the same grain size distributions. Hydrographs with dif-
ferent peak discharges were released on a flume facility. The hydrograph induces a clockwise
hysteresis in sediment transport. The intensity of the hydrograph defines whether translation
or dispersion of sediment may occur. Large hydrograph (peak much larger than the threshold
of movement for sediment) with steep limbs cause translation, whereas smaller hydrographs
lead to dispersion of the sediment replenishment. These tests were performed on a bed with
fixed stationary bars on the bottom. The sediment supply together with the hydrograph leads
to the creation of bed patches of replenished material. Mao (2012) investigated the sediment
transport rate and grain size for a continuous feed channel and different hydrograph. The sed-
iment transport is less important during the falling limb of the hydrograph showing clockwise
hysteresis of sediments. Furthermore, the size of the transported material increases after the
discharge peak, but the material is less mobile and the rate of entrainment decreases (Mao,
2012). The above mentioned laboratory tests investigated the role of an hydrograph in terms
of influence on the sediment movement and mechanism of transport. The morphological
bed aspect played a marginal role in these studies. Finally, (Nelson et al., 2015) resumed that
transient flows and wide grain size distribution are necessary in order to obtain success in the
sedimetn replenishment.
2.5.2 Field applications
The replenishment of sediments technique has been used since the 1970s in the United States
in more than 17 rivers below dams, like the Sacramento-San Joaquin River basin in California,
the Carmel River below San Clemente Dam and the Lagunitas Creek below Kent Dam (Kondolf
and Matthews, 1991; Gaeuman, 2012). The initial program was increased to a wider scale
from 1992 (Bunte, 2004). The sediments were added in order to recreate artificial spawning
riffles intended to keep the spawning zone in place and also to improve salmonid spawning
habitats. Unfortunately, the data about all the river sediment augmentation projects were
not well collected and much information was lost. On the Trinity river, below Lewiston dam,
the Draft Coarse Sediment Management Plan (CSMP) specifies 0.15 m as a maximum size for
grain diameter, based on empirical observations of bed movement and flow regime. As noted
by Wilcock (2004), addition of finer sediment to a coarse bed can be expected to change the
threshold of bed mobility and bedload transport relation (Kondolf and Minear, 2004).
Nevertheless, the volumes of added gravel were too small compared with the sediment deficit
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and they were washed away by floods with return periods between 1.5 and 4 years (Kondolf,
1997). Thus, the material addition is continuously required. The added material within the
Trinity River Restoration program had a grain size varying from 25 to 102 mm and the amounts
were estimated based on budgets calculations (Gaeuman, 2008). In dependence from the
"water type year", the released amount of replenished material were chosen (Gaeuman and
Krause, 2013). The material was added by high-flow injections during high flow periods. The
field observations proofed that the replenishment lead to increased bed elevation changes
and to the creation of morphological bed forms as medial bars and riffle-like structures.
Figure 2.11 – (a) Englebright dam (California, USA), (b) Injection of sediment along the Yuba
river (California, USA), (c) material excavation (Pictures by G. B. Pasternack)
Sediments were supplied along the Yuba river for promoting spawning grounds for fish in
the framework of a joint project between The United States Army Corps of Engineers (The
Corps), the Pasternack Lab at UC Davis and USFWS. Washed gravels were injected below
Englebright Dam in November 2007, during low flow period, to find out if replenishing cobbles
is a profitable tool for spawning ground enhancement (Figure 2.11). The study aimed at
monitoring if the material would be eroded and where it would deposit. The material (500 tons)
was purchased from a nearby quarry downstream. Then, a high flow (250 m3/s) was released
into the river below Englebright Dam in order to mobilise the replenished volume. Despite
high flows occurred during two years, much of the injected sediment was still in the original
injection location (Pasternack et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the Yuba Accord RMT observed
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an increase in redds population despite the limited eroded material from the deposit. This
response leads to the conclusion that a higher portion of material would have accommodated
even more redds (Pasternack et al., 2004).
Recent applications were undertaken in several Japanese rivers, where the sediment replen-
ishment is used as a tool to restore the reservoir capacity of dams. The common practice in
Japan is to remove the sediments trapped in the reservoir and then transport and place them
on the channel immediately downstream of the dam. One of the most important application
of the method in Japan took place 150 m downstream the Muron dam in 2006 (Kantoush
et al., 2010b). These field application were useful for investigating the response of the river in
terms of morphological changes. Kantoush et al. (2010a); Sumi and Kantoush (2010) provided
a wide investigation on the morphological evolution of the river bed and flow fields during
the experiments. The volume of added sediments was equal to 0.6% of the annual deposited
volume of sediments in the reservoirs (Kantoush et al., 2010a; Sumi and Kantoush, 2010). It
is suggested to add at least the 30% or 40% of the annual deposited volume upstream the
dam. Several tests were performed using both artificial and natural flood. The artificial flush-
ing lasted for about 10 hours during only one day and the remaining grains were moved by
natural flood that have longer period and discharge. The results show a complete erosion of
the replenished volume and, through a monitoring campaign, effects of improvement were
observed in riverbed formations and materials, benthic organisms and algae (Kantoush et al.,
2010a; Sumi and Kantoush, 2010). Furthermore, the results indicate that it is necessary to
increase annually the total amount of sediments.
Since 2004, experiments were undertaken also downstream the Nunome Dam (Japan) (Figure
2.12). Several hundreds cubic meter of material were placed 300 m downstream the Nunome
dam for each experiment, relying on high flow to be eroded (Kantoush et al., 2010a). The added
material was a mixture between sand and gravel, with median grain size diameter d50 equal to
0.38 mm. During the flood, most of the deposit material was eroded allowing restoration of
the sediment transport. Furthermore, the eroded material was deposited on the top of existing
bars and new sand bars was also created. Nevertheless, the major depositions were found
only 300 m downstream the deposit placement and few floods were not completely successful
since the material was not mobilized or transported by the flow (Kantoush et al., 2010a; Sumi
and Kantoush, 2010). Thus, the study points out the necessity to extend the peak flow duration
in order to obtain a complete erosion of the deposit and a longer impact distance (Ock et al.,
2013).
From the morphological point of view, the greatest changes in channel structure was the
disappearance of bars and islands in the reach immediately downstream the dam (Kantoush
et al., 2010a). At 300 m from the dam, the bed morphology changed again demonstrating
the capability of the replenishment technique to restore bed load transport and associated
habitats (Kantoush et al., 2010a). Nevertheless, the newly deposited fine material does not
seem stable and they may be washed away by natural floods (Kantoush et al., 2010a).
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Figure 2.12 – (a) Replenishment downstream the Nunome dam (Japan) (Picture by S. Kan-
toush), (b) Nunome dam (Picture by Hi, A.)
Several other experiences have been carried out also in Alpines rivers in Germany and in
Switzerland. On the Rhine River downstream of Iffezheim dam (Germany) another example
of sediments replenishment took place (Figure 2.13b). In this river, an average of 170,000
tons of gravel and sand are added annually along the banks (Kondolf and Minear, 2004). The
approach has resulted successful in reducing further incision of the riverbed (Kuhnle, 1992).
Furthermore, along the High-Rhine river, 500 m downstream of the hydropower plant of
Eglisau (Switzerland) about 10 m3 of washed gravel were introduced to test the potential of
gravels as spawning ground in 1990 (Zeh and Dönni, 1994). The used grain size distribution
for the sediment augmentation varied from 16 to 50 mm while the grain size dimension of
riverbed varies from 50 to 300 mm. The main differences of this application are the irregular
shape used for the replenishment distributed along the river with a thickness of 0.2 m and
the loss of bedload transport. The sediment augmentation has demonstrated to be able to
recreate stable spawning grounds (Zeh and Dönni, 1994).
Figure 2.13 – (a) Replenishment of sediment along the Sacramento river downstream the
Keswick dam (USA, Picture by Kondolf, G. M.), (b) Replenishment of sediment along the Rhine
river downstream the Iffezheim dam (Germany, Picture by Kondolf, G. M.)
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These field applications have permitted to improve the knowledge on the complex geomor-
phological processes occurring in rivers while applying sediment replenishment (Bunte, 2004;
Kantoush et al., 2010b; Kantoush and Sumi, 2010). Furthermore, they proofed that a successful
replenishment requires of an appropriate combination between available discharge, flood
duration and adapt placement of the sediment replenishment (Ock et al., 2013). Nevertheless,
he stated that the so far achieved knowledge about sediment replenishment is not sufficient to
draw general guidelines for river management downstream of dams. Especially the influence
of discharge, the sediment load on the river geometry and the time scales of changes due to
sediment replenishment are core topics for a better understanding (Kantoush et al., 2010b;
Ock et al., 2013). Without more precise knowledge about these factors sediment replenishment
cannot be adapted appropriately, which may result in undesirable ecological consequences or
even in failure of the restoration project itself (Kantoush et al., 2010b).
2.6 Summary
The replenishment of sediment is becoming a common method to restore morphological
diversity along disturbed and pauperised reaches downstream of dams. The increase of bed
morphology diversity has demonstrated to be efficient in creating spawning grounds for
fishes. Thus, the method helps in restoring both ecological and morphological aspect of rivers.
Nevertheless, the gap of knowledge about the link between sediment supply and channel bed
morphology still requires research (Lisle et al., 1997; Venditti et al., 2012).
More detailed studies are necessary on the factors influencing the success of the gravel aug-
mentation projects, since many of the restoration projects are still only conceptually designed
based on past experiences (Kondolf, 1997; Sklar et al., 2009; Kantoush et al., 2010a). Namely,
the role of the discharge and the frequency of its release (i.e. artificial flood), the required
amount of sediment, their geometrical placement and the mechanism of sediment propa-
gation through the channel are core topics to develop (Kantoush et al., 2010a; Venditti et al.,
2012).
In light of these missing points, this research aims at exploring new aspect related to the
geometrical configuration of deposits. For this reason, for the first time, deposits are placed
on both banks and several geometrical configurations of the sediment replenishment are pro-
posed. Several geometrical aspects of the replenishment deposit are investigated: placement,
length and consecutive augmentations. Thereby, several volumes of grains are tested.
The role of discharge is considered by investigating both constant and transient regimes. Three
submergence ratios link the flow depth with the replenishment height are performed. Then,
the role of transient flows is investigated by means of triangular-shaped hydrographs.
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3.1 Experimental Setup
3.1.1 Experimental channel
The experiments were performed at the Laboratory of Hydraulic Constructions (LCH) of the
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), in Switzerland. The tests were run in a
15 m long, 2.5 m wide and 0.7 m high channel. The side-walls consist of a steel frame with
glass windows (Figure 3.1). At the upstream end of the channel, a basin ensured a regular
inflow into the flume. The water flowing into the channel was provided by a constant-level
reservoir. At the downstream end of the flume, the water flowed through a weir and freely fell
into a basin where it was collected into the laboratory recirculation system. The discharge
was imposed by a pumping system, controlled by a flow-meter, aiming at the envisaged water
depths. The water depths in the channel are measured with a water gauge at the deposit
positions, before these are placed.
When scaling from prototype dimension to a reduced model, it is necessary to be aware of scale
effects. Scale effects arise from the inability to keep force ratios constant between model and
prototype. Open-channel hydraulic models are normally scaled using the Froude similarity
criteria. By this criteria, a constant ratio between inertia and gravity force is guaranteed.
Scale effects and viscous forces are stated to be negligible (Heller, 2011). Therefore, Froude
similarity is applied to these experiments. Considering Froude values for the tested submerged
conditions, the experimental facility well simulates a mountain stream reach, where Froude
varies from 0.3 to 1 (Cui et al., 2003; Weichert, 2006). A reference geometric scale factor λL
of about 10 was used to define the main channel dimensions. The scale factor of 1:10 is
considered adequate for modelling bed morphology of Swiss mountain rivers downstream of
dams (Parker and Toro Escobar, 2002; Cui et al., 2003; Rickenmann, 1997). The longitudinal
slope of the channel, equals to 1.5%, well corresponds to a typical gravel bed stream (Parker
and Toro Escobar, 2002). The model intends to reproduce a river stretch of roughly 150 m in
length and 4 m in width in prototype.
The flume was divided in two geomorphological identical channels (Figure 3.1). This allows
to have a study area where the length-to-width-ratio is more adequate to a reference reach.
With the two channels, two different geometrical configurations of replenishment deposits
were tested simultaneously (Figure 3.5). Each channel had a trapezoidal cross section, with a
channel bed width of 0.4 m and a bank slope of 2:3 (height : length). The channel cross section
is constant along its entire length (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.1 – Construction phase of the experimental channel: (a) preparation of the two chan-
nels, (b) view of the two morphological identical channels after modelling of the trapezoidal
cross section and (c) preliminary test with water
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Figure 3.2 – Schematic cross section of the experimental channel at LCH. The characteristic
diameter d50 of both bed and replenishment material are indicated. The replenishment
deposit occupies about one third of the channel width (in red)
3.1.2 Replenishment characteristics
Sediments
Accounting for bed armoring, typical of downstream dam reaches, the channel bed is formed
by gravel larger than 7 mm with a median diameter, d50,b , of 11.5 mm (Figure 3.3). A reduced
part of the dimensionless bed grain size distribution proposed by Hersberger et al. (2015) is
used, which well reproduces the conditions of Alpine streams. The same material used for the
bed was used for the banks, which are immobile for the performed discharges. The channel
bed is composed by concrete slabs upon which the gravel bed is placed; the sediments are
kept fixed by placing them in a cement mortar. The replenishment volumes are composed
by a finer grains varying from 3 to 8 mm with a d50,r of 5.5 mm. Considering the geometrical
scale factor, the chosen grain size distribution for the replenishment volume lies in the upper
range of possible values for fish spawning habitat (Kondolf and Wolman, 1993; Ock et al., 2013).
The geometric standard deviation of grain size distribution, σ, is equal to 1.30 for the bed and
bank material and to 1.13 for the replenished material. The parameter σ is defined as the ratio
between d84 and d50 of the material. The selected channel and replenishment material are
in the right constant area of the Shields diagram as proposed by Ahmari and Da Silva (2011).
Therefore, the scale effects induced by the different material behaviour after scaling from
prototype to model can be minimised. Indeed, this would occurs for grain dimension smaller
than ±3−4 mm. In Table 3.1 the dimensionless bed shear stress is above the threshold of
movement of 0.047 only for the replenishment material.
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Figure 3.3 – Grain size distribution of replenishment and bed material
Replenishment configurations
The volumes are implemented on the dry channel before the test start and considered to be
eroded and transported by an artificial flood. Considering the methods proposed by Ock et al.
(2013), the sediment replenishment is placed with the in-channel stockpile technique. The
replenishment height is kept constant, equal to 0.07 m (corresponding to 17.5% of channel
width), for all the performed experiments. The total weight of placed gravel and the amount
of washed out from the channel length grains are weighted for each experiment. The replen-
ishment volume is placed in four deposits on both channel banks. Each one with the same
shape and the same volume (around 0.007 m3 on model). Each deposit has a length of 0.75 m
a width of 0.13 m. An exception is made for the tests with shorter and longer deposits, where
they are created with a length of respectively 0.5 and 1.0 m.
Six different geometrical configurations were tested (Figure 7.1). Configurations A, D and F
are defined as parallel with downstream shift of volumes equal respectively to zero, two and
one quarter of replenishment length. The remaining geometrical configurations (B, C and
E) belong to the alternating placement, where the downstream shift of the volumes varying
respectively between half, one and three quarter of replenishment length. To avoid any
influence from the upstream boundary, the first deposit is placed 2.5 m downstream from the
upstream section. For the same reasons, the last 2.5 m channel length before the downstream
section of the channel are not considered for data analysis. Thus, the final observation length
is 10 m.
The grains are coloured red in order to be distinguishable from the channel bed and banks
allowing image tracking of the evolution of the channel morphology (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4 – The six tested geometrical configurations for the replenishment. Detailed: (A)
parallel volumes, (B) volumes shifted half the replenishment length, (C) volumes one replen-
ishment length shifted downstream, (D) single volume and parallel volumes placed on both
banks, (E) volumes 3/4 replenishment length shifted downstream, (F) volumes 1/4 replen-
ishment length shifted downstream. Flow direction from left to right, indicated by arrows.
Distances are indicated along the flow direction
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Figure 3.5 – (a) Configuration C (left) and configuration D (right) on dry channels, (b) Configu-
ration C (left) and configuration B (right) during a test with 100% submergence ratio
3.1.3 Hydraulic conditions
The discharge is indirectly determined by the submergence of the replenishment volumes.
Furthermore, the discharges were chosen in a way that the bed shear stress is large enough to
mobilize the replenishment, but low enough not to erode the bank material. By a trial and
error optimization, the water depth for a submergence ratio of 100% was chosen equal to
0.07 m. Three submergence ratios are tested: non-submerged (water depth equal to 70% of
the volume height, Figure 3.6a), just submerged (water depth equal to 100% of the volume
height, Figure 3.6b) and over submerged (water depth equal to 130% of the volume height,
Figure 3.6c). These three water depths correspond respectively to 0.007 m3/s, 0.019 m3/s and
0.031 m3/s in the experimental channel. A submergence ratio of 100% with a model discharge
of 0.019 m3/s equals 6.0 m3/s in prototype dimension.
Figure 3.6 – Submergence ratios tested on the experimental flume: (a) not submerged, (b)
completely submerged and (c) over submerged
The initial hydraulic conditions for the tested submergence ratios are listed in Table 3.1. The
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hydraulic radius Rh is calculated as the ratio between the cross-sectional flow area and the
wet perimeter for each submergence ratio. The cross sectional averaged flow velocity, taking
into account the imposed discharge, is used to compute the Froude number when divided by
(g∗Rh)(1/2), where g is the gravitational acceleration. The Reynolds numbers Re is respectively
calculated with d50 for both replenishment and bank material, and calculated as follows:
Re = (g ∗Rh ∗S)
1/2∗d50
ν
(3.1)
where S is the longitudinal slope and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the water. For both
materials, the dimensionless bed shear stress τ∗ is calculated as follow:
τ∗ = τ0
(ρ−ρs)∗ g ∗d50
(3.2)
where τ0 is the bed shear stress defined as ρ*g *S*Rh , and ρ and ρs are respectively the water
and sediment density.
The flows are all sub-critical (Fr<1), with the Froude number varying from 0.44 to 0.67 and
fully turbulent (Re>>2000).
Table 3.1 – Initial hydraulic characteristics for different tested submergence condi-
tions, Reynolds and Shields shear stress are estimated considering d50,r epl =5.5 mm and
d50,bed =11.5 mm, for the replenishment and the bed material respectively
Submergence 70% 100% 130%
Discharge m3/s 0.007 0.019 0.031
Flow depth m 0.05 0.07 0.09
Hydraulic radius m 0.04 0.05 0.07
Flow mean velocity m/s 0.30 0.54 0.64
Froude number - 0.44 0.65 0.67
Repl: Grain Reynolds number - 384 446 496
Repl: Shields shear stress - 0.07 0.09 0.11
Bed: Grain Reynolds number - 804 932 1037
Bed: Shields shear stress - 0.03 0.04 0.05
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3.2 Measurement, equipment and data acquisition
3.2.1 Instrumentation
Two types of measurements are made: pictures and laser scanner. The instrumentation
(camera and laser) is mounted on a carriage riding on two rails along the channel at a fixed
height. It is manually driven and moveable along both the longitudinal and cross sectional
directions (Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.7 – (a) Laser scanner, (b) camera: GoPro Hero 3+, (c) acquisition system, (d) moveable
instrumentation installed on carriage and (e) laser scanner on the support
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Camera
Image data (2D) are acquired with a GoPro Hero 3+ black edition camera (Figure 3.7b). The
pictures are taken at 12 Mega-Pixel with a focal length of 2.77 mm. The resolution of each pic-
ture is 4000x3000 pixels. Pictures are collected each 0.5 m along the channel length, resulting
in 22 pictures per channel per time step, with a superimposition of 25% (Figure 3.7d). During
the first test hour, five picture series are taken at 5, 15, 30, 45 and 60 minutes. Then pictures
are taken every 30 minutes for the remaining two hours testing. Two other picture series are
taken at the beginning and at the end of the test, in dry condition, to document the initial and
final channel morphology. More detailed information on the picture acquisition time steps
are provided in Figures 3.13 and 3.14.
To obtain an undistorted image of the entire channel length, a calibration of the camera was
done with the software Agisoft Lens. The latter allows to sort the image residues and to correct
the camera parameters. These parameters are related to normal and tangential distortion. The
software Agisoft Photoscan Professional was used to eliminate the fisheye effect from each
picture and for merging together all the picture recorded for the single channel. Therefore, a
panoramic view of the single channel was built for each recorded time step. Furthermore, the
software creates a panoramic 3D view using the calibration parameters (Figure 3.8).
Laser scanner
The bed morphology (3D) is recorded at the beginning and at the end of each test in dry
conditions by means of a laser scanner (Baumer, model OADM 13I7480/S35A), which measures
distances (Figure 3.7a). The tool is a photoelectric sensor, punctual emitter of light, at a
wavelength of 650 nm. The accuracy of the laser in the vertical direction is±0.8 mm. The laser
was calibrated for then converting measurements in Volt to distances in meters. The laser
profiles are laterally spaced by 20 mm, whereas longitudinally the profile is recorded every 1
mm. In total 25 longitudinal profiles are recorded for each channel.
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Figure 3.8 – (a) Reconstructed picture of the initial state for configuration A on the right
channel and configuration B on the left channel, (b) reconstructed picture of the final state for
the same configurations, (c) cross sectional picture of the reconstructed channel, (d) insight of
configuration B for the final state. Arrows indicate the flow direction
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3.2.2 Data acquisition
To perform both image and laser analysis, the area of interest (Aoi ) was defined. It corresponds
to the channel bed width, without the banks (0.4 m), and longitudinally to the observation
lengthof the channel (10 m). The Aoi is the same for each image. The picture were converted
into a binary metrics by applying an RGB-threshold value based on the Otsu’s method. This
procedure includes the selection of a threshold to minimize the intraclass variance of the
black or white pixels (Otsu, 1979) (Figure 3.9). This method associates a value of 1 to pixel
containing red gravels and 0 to all the remaining pixels. The pixel size is equal to 2.7x2.7 mm2.
Figure 3.9 – (a) Original plane picture for Configuration B at the test end with a submergence
ratio of 100%; (b) Binary conversion of the original picture
3.3 Assessed parameters
For giving a complete overview on the channel bed morphology development and on the time
influence, a set of parameters was defined which are related to the measured variables. These
parameters describe the channel response to sediment replenishment in view of morphologi-
cal changes, time needed for erosion, required flow and influence distance downstream of the
initial replenishment volumes.
1. Persistence of sediment replenishment, (PD , %), which indicates the amount of gravel
which was transported out of the flume based on weight measurements. An efficient
replenishment should have a high persistence value in the reach to be restored. The
persistence, PD , is calculated as:
PD =
(
1 − M w ashed out
M pl aced sedi ment
)
∗100 (3.3)
2. Covered Surface, (C S,%), which is the ratio between the area covered by the replenished
sediments (red pixel , Aor ) and the total area of interest (Aoi ). It is based on 2D images.
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This parameter indicates the grain distribution downstream. C S is calculated as:
C S =
∑
Aor∑
Aoi
∗100 (3.4)
3. Compactness of covered surface, (NC D) which allows for evaluating if the mobilized
gravel tends to aggregate forming clusters. The bed forms looking like cluster are more
likely seen as spawning habitats for fishes (Geist and Dauble, 1998). In literature the
most common approach of assessing compactness of a shape is done by comparing its
perimeter to the perimeter of a circle, containing the same area. The images taken at the
end of each experiment show the irregularity and the presence of holes in the covered
surface. Using the compactness theories presented by Li et al. (2013) and Bribiesca
(1997), the normalized discrete compactness (N DC , %) is defined as:
N DC = Cb −Cb,mi n
Cb,max −Cb,mi n
∗100 (3.5)
where Cb is the sum of all boundaries (in the sense of perimeters) that connect two cells
of covered surface, Cb,mi n represents the minimal amount of connecting boundaries
for a shape of the same area and Cb,max the maximal amount correspondingly. Thus
Cb,mi n would be obtained for a line, while Cb,max results for a contour most close to
a circle. The values of N DC ranges from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates the most compact
shape (Bribiesca, 1997). The advantage of this method is that it can be applied directly
on raster data sets. Furthermore, it is independent from scale and it can account for
holes (Li et al., 2013).
4. Transport distance of center of mass (T D50, m) and sediment front (T D99, m): deter-
mined using the 2D binary images. The center of mass and the front are defined at the
location where 50% and 99% of the covered surface is located upstream, respectively.
The analysis of the transport distances over time allows to estimate the bulk velocity of
the transport of the replenished sediments. This analysis is only meaningful as long as
no sediment is washed out of the channel. This instant (tend ) is defined as the moment
at which the front reaches the lower channel length.
5. Occupation Ratio along the channel, (OC R, %), which represents the portion of replen-
ished sediments covering the bed surface calculated for every cross section. The OC R
along the channel is calculated as follows:
OC Rx =
∑
(r ed pi xel s at cr oss sect i on)∑
(pi xel s at cr oss sect i on)
(3.6)
The Power Spectral Distribution (PSD) of the signal of OC R is used to find periodicity in
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the analysed data (Stoica and Moses, 2005). The PSD is estimated only for the portion
of the channel downstream of the replenishment, in order to avoid an influence of the
original configuration of the latter. As all parameters tend to reach a quasi equilibrium
value after the three hours of experiment, the OC R and corresponding PSD are analysed
only for this final equilibrium state. The entire downstream length is used as data input
for the PSD estimation. Window size is set to half of data length with an overlapping of
50%, for applying Welch’s method. The PSD of the OC R signal is of practical relevance
since it indicates how the replenishment may impact the downstream reach.
6. Topographic Differences. The laser measurement records for the channel bed are used
to evaluate the changes on bed elevation due to the replenishment. The deposit heights
are obtained by subtracting the final elevation from the initial one. The differences are
then averaged in cross sectional direction, which allows a comparison with the OC R.
The resulting cross sectional mean differences are further analysed by interpreting their
PSD in the downstream reach, which is estimated as described for OC R.
7. Bed roughness. The standard deviation of the bed elevation is used as an estimation
of the bed roughness scale, as proposed by Coleman et al. (2011). Standard deviation
is calculated for the initial and final topography of the channel bed. Among others,
one of the main aims of replenishment is to enhance bed morphological changes. The
replenishment may affect the bed roughness by filling the pools with the gravels deposit
(decreasing the global roughness), or by developing bed forms (increasing roughness)
(Madej, 2001).
8. Volume of deposition and erosion: (based on laser measurements) the volumes of
deposition and erosion are calculated from the integration of the differences in bed
elevation over the entire channel length. These values are than further compared with
the persistence (PD).
9. Velocity of center of mass and sediment front: the velocity is calculated as the distance
run by the respectively the T D50 and the T D99, considering from the beginning of the
test, divided by the time required for reaching this distance.
10. Transport mechanism: assessed as Sklar et al. (2009) by comparing the interquartile
length (IQL) with the position of the center of mass (T D50) of the covered surface.
The interquartile length is defined as the length of the central 50% of covered surface,
without considering the upper and lower 25% of the area (Figure 7.2). A large increase of
the IQL with a small change of the T D50 corresponds to a transport of dispersion type.
Whereas a movement of the T D50 associated to a quasi-constant IQL value is related to a
translation mechanism of transport. The slope (IQL/T D50) indicates whether sediment
is transported by dispersion or translation. When the ratio between IQL and T D50
tends to infinite, the transport mechanism is defined as pure dispersion type, while a
ratio equals to 0 represents pure translation type. A mixed mechanism, between pure
translation and pure dispersion correspond to a slope of 0.5, in agreement with Nelson
et al. (2015).
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Figure 3.10 – Schematic representation of the temporal evolution of the longitudinal distribu-
tion of the replenished volume of sediments. Example of dispersion, translation and mixed
transport
3.4 Performed experiments
3.4.1 Preliminary tests
An armoured bed was created by adding the desired material and shaping the two channels.
Then, a constant flow was released in order to wash out the fine particles until the sediment
transport was almost zero. The preliminary tests were performed on this flume conditions
(Figure 3.11), but few problems were immediately highlighted. The replenished material was
percolating into the armoured bed enhancing the bed mobilization. Thus, the traceability and
the quantification of the eroded and transported material was compromised. Therefore, the
armoured bed was replaced by mortar slab assuring a fixed armoured bed.
During preliminary tests, different amounts of replenishment material and configurations
of the deposits were tested. Alternating and parallel placement of the deposits, on one or
both banks, were used . One single volume was not completely eroded nor for 100%, nor
130% submergence ratio (Figure 3.12). Nevertheless it was considered that this amount of
replenished sediments was not enough for creating any morphological variation on the whole
downstream reach. Therefore, the quantity was progressively increased from one single
volume to two (Figure 3.12). The narrowing of the cross section created by the two deposits
placed along the same bank enhances higher transport capacity and therefore the volumes
were eroded and transported. However, the distance travelled by the grains was not longer
than twice the replenishment length, nor morphological relevant changes were observed on
the study reach. The eroded material tended to accumulate close to the channel bank without
affecting the whole bed cross section (Figure 3.12). Finally, the final amount of replenished
material was chosen following also the investigations by Venditti et al. (2010), which indicates
the maximum volume for a replenishment as the amount necessary to cover with a layer of
1 or 2 times d50 the entire bed surface of the channel reach. A total amount of 0.027 m3 was
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thus considered suitable for the replenishment testing.
Figure 3.11 – Preliminary test with single replenishment deposit: (a) height of 0.07 m,(b) length
of 0.75 m and (c) width of 0.13 m, (d) deposit erosion during a preliminary test, (e) channel at
the end of the test showing partial erosion of the replenishment deposit
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Figure 3.12 – Initial state for respectively: (a1) single deposit and (a2) double alternated half
deposits. Final state for 100% submergence for respectively: (b1) single deposit and (b2)
double alternated half deposits
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3.4.2 Performed experiments
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 present an overview of all experiments performed during the whole
study. Tests from 1 to 7 were performed on moveable bed indicated as M , whereas all the
remaining experiments were run on fixed bed, indicated with F . The submergence ratios
listed as 070, 100 and 130 correspond respectively to a water depth of 70%, 100% and 130% the
deposit height. L indicates the replenishment length. Furthermore, the tests are divided in
eight groups, indicated by a letter. To a and b correspond the preliminary tests on moveable
and fixed bed, to c the experiments run with not-submerged condition, d with completely
submerged and e over submerged tests. In groups f and g are respectively included tests with
consecutive replenishment and experiments with different replenishment length. The group
h indicates the tests undertaken with transient flows. In the following chapters, reference to
tests from 11 to 46 will be done.
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Test Submer Conf Bed Duration Q L Placed Camera: Time series Laser
[m3/s] [m] [m3] [min] 1st 2nd
1 100 SV M 4h30 0.019 0.74 0.007 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 75' 105' 120' 135' 150' 180' 210' 240' 27 - Y -
2 130 SV M 1h45 0.035 0.74 0.007 (0' 5' 10' 15' 20' 25' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 105' ww) - Y -
3 100 DAlt M 4h30 0.019 0.37 0.007 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 120' 135' 150' 165' 180' 195' 210 - Y -
4 130 DAlt M 1h45 0.035 0.37 0.007 (0' 5' 10' 15' 20' 25' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 105' ww) - Y -
5 100 DAli M 4h30 0.019 0.37 0.007 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 105' 120' 135' 150' 165' 180' 195 - Y -
6 130 DAli M 1h45 0.035 0.37 0.007 (0' 5' 10' 15' 20' 25' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 105' ww) - Y -
7 100 DV M 4h30 0.019 0.74 0.014 (0' 150' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 105' 120' 135' 150' 180' 210' 24 - Y -
8 070 SV F 2h30 0.007 0.74 0.007 15' first hour, 30' until end - Y -
1 100 SV F 4h30 0.019 0.74 0.007 (0' 15' 30' 60' 90' 120' ww) - Y -
2 130 SV F 1h30 0.035 0.74 0.007 (0' 10' 20' 30' 60' 90' 120' 150' ww) - Y -
3 100 DAlt F 4h00 0.019 0.37 0.007 (0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 105' 120' 135' 165' 195' 225' - Y -
4 130 DAlt F 1h30 0.032 0.37 0.007 (0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' ww) - Y -
5 100 DAli F 4h00 0.019 0.37 0.007 (0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 75' 90' 105' 120' 135' 165' 195' 225' - Y -
6 130 DAli F 1h30 0.032 0.37 0.007 (0' 10' 20' 30' 60' 90' 120' 150' ww) - Y -
7 100 DV F 2h30 0.019 0.74 0.014 (0' 10' 20' 30' 60' 90' 120' 150' ww) - Y -
9 130 DV F 1h30 0.035 0.74 0.014 (0' 10' 20' 30' 60' 90' 120' 150' ww) - Y -
11 070 C F 3h00 0.008 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t Y Y -
12 070 D F 3h00 0.008 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t Y Y -
1 100 A F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
3 100 A F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
2 100 B F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
4 100 B F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
7 100 C F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
15 100 C F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
8 100 D F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
16 100 D F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
27 100 E F 3h00 0.020 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
28 100 F F 3h00 0.020 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
5 130 A F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
6 130 B F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
9 130 C F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
e
c
d
a
b
Reple series
Figure 3.13 – Performed tests in the experimental flume. T =test duration, Q=discharge, Y indicates that data set are available for the
specific test. SV =single deposit, D Al t=alternating double half deposits, D Al i =parallel double half deposits, DV =two deposits, A2,B2,C 2 and
D2=consecutive replenishment configurations. The list is not in chronological order
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Test Submer Conf Bed Duration Q L Placed Camera: Time series Laser
[m3/s] [m] [m3] [min] 1st 2nd
10 130 D F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 (0' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 9t - Y -
31 130 E F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
32 130 F F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
13 100 A F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
14 100 B F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
17 100 A2 F 3h00-6h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y - Y
18 100 B2 F 3h00-6h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y - Y
19 100 C F 3h00 0.020 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
20 100 D F 3h00 0.020 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
21 100 C2 F 3h00-4h30 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90')   7t Y - Y
22 100 D2 F 3h00-4h30 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90')   7t Y - Y
23 100 C F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
24 100 D F 3h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
25 100 C2 F 3h00-6h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y - Y
26 100 D2 F 3h00-6h00 0.019 0.74 0.027 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y - Y
33 100 B F 3h00 0.019 0.50 0.018 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
34 100 C F 3h00 0.019 0.50 0.018 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
35 100 B F 3h00 0.020 1.00 0.036 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
36 100 C F 3h00 0.020 1.00 0.036 (0' 5' 15' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 10t Y Y -
37 H B F 1h30 0.042 0.74 0.027 (0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 90' ww) 7t Y Y -
38 H C F 1h30 0.042 0.74 0.027 (0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 90' ww) 7t Y Y -
39 H1 B F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 11t Y Y -
40 H1 C F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 11t Y Y -
41 H2 B F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 11t Y Y -
42 H2 C F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 10' 20' 30' 45' 60' 90' 120' 150' 180' ww) 11t Y Y -
43 H3 B F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 10' 20' 45' 60' 70' 90' 105' 120' 150' 180' ww) 12t Y Y -
44 H3 C F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 10' 20' 45' 60' 70' 90' 105' 120' 150' 180' ww) 12t Y Y -
45 H4 B F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 30' 60' 90' 105' 120' 135' 150' 165' 180' ww) 11t Y Y -
46 H4 C F 3h00 0.031 0.74 0.027 ( 0' 30' 60' 90' 105' 120' 135' 150' 165' 180' ww) 11t Y Y -
f
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Figure 3.14 – Performed tests in the experimental flume. T =test duration, Q=discharge, Y indicates that data set are available for the
specific test. SV =single deposit, D Al t=alternating double half deposits, D Al i =parallel double half deposits, DV =two deposits, A2,B2,C 2 and
D2=consecutive replenishment configurations. The list is not in chronological order
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4 Influence of geometrical configura-
tion of sediment deposits
This chapter is based on the scientific article "Sediment replenishment: Influence of the ge-
ometrical configuration on the morphological evolution of channel-bed" by E. Battisacco,
M.J. Franca and A.J. Schleiss, accepted for publication in "Water Resources Research", DOI:
10.1002/2016WR019157
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4.1 Introduction
The replenishment of sediment proofed to be an efficient measure to restore morphological
diversity in disturbed river reaches downstream of dams (Ock et al., 2013). In Section 2.3
several examples of successful applications of the method on the field are cited. Previously
performed field experiments always used one single volume of sediment replenishment. To
explore different alternatives, the replenished volume was here divided in four deposits with
the motivation to influence also the morphological evolution downstream. Six different geo-
metrical configurations of sediment replenishment were tested for the first time in a laboratory
experiment and are herein discussed. Furthermore, as mentioned by Kantoush and Sumi
(2010), the choice of the released discharge is fundamental for a successful replenishment
in terms of erosion and distribution of grains. Thus, the geometrical replenishment configu-
rations were run with three submergence ratios of the deposit. The results of the sediment
replenishment mitigation technique are described in terms of occupied surface of the flume
bed and the temporal evolution of erosion and transport of introduced sediments.
4.2 Method
A complete overview on the experimental installation is given in Section 3.1.1. The total
amount of sediment replenishment is divided in four deposits, having the same dimensions.
The deposits are placed on both channel banks creating six different geometries (Figure 4.1).
A complete list of tested cases is provided in Table 4.1. Two data set are available: photos and
laser scanner. The acquisition procedure is detailed in Section 3.2.
Figure 4.1 – Experimental channel with replenished sediment (red) for all tested configurations.
Flow direction from left to right, indicated by the arrow
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Table 4.1 – Analysed tests. Conf = configuration type, Subm = submergence ratio, Tot = total
number of time step, Shift downstream = distance between deposits along the same bank
Test Conf Subm Time steps Data set Shift
Tot Time downstream
% min m
11 C 70 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
12 D 70 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
1 A1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.00
13 A2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.00
4 B1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.37
14 B2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.37
7 C1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.75
15 C2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
19 C3 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
8 D1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 1.50
16 D2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
20 D3 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
27 E 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.19
28 F 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.56
5 A 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.00
6 B 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.37
9 C 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.75
10 D 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 1.50
31 E 130 10 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.19
32 F 130 10 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.56
4.2.1 Analysed parameter
The channel bed morphology development and the time influence are analysed by a series
of parameters based on measured variables. A complete description of the parameters is
available in Section 3.3. Those used for this analysis are listed below.
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Persistence PD %
Covered surface C S %
Compactness of covered surface N DC %
Travel distance of center of mass of sediment T D50 m
Travel distance of the front of sediment T D99 m
Occupation rate OC R %
Power Spectrum Density of OC R-signal PSD db
Bed roughness m
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Reproducibility of the tests and channel reach variables
To assess the reproducibility of the results, the tests for configurations from A to D were
performed two or three times for 100% of submergence. The reproducibility of test is in a
first step assessed visually and later by regarding the equilibrium values of C S and N DC after
three hours, as well as PD (Table 4.2). The maximum difference in term of PD is recorded for
configuration A, equal to 17.6%. The difference might be explained by the variation on the
initial amount of placed sediments. For the other configurations the average difference drops
to less than 10%. In terms of C S and N DC the differences among the different geometrical
configurations are negligible.
To assess the reproducibility of final OC R-signal, the (zero-lag) correlation coefficients be-
tween the different experiments are calculated (Table 4.3). Among similar configurations the
cross-correlation coefficient is high, which confirms the reproducibility of the experiments.
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Table 4.2 – Main results in terms of persistence (PD), covered surface (C S) and compactness
of covered surface (N DC ) for all configurations, for the three submergence conditions and
for the replicated tests. The subscript zer o indicates the values at the initial state and 3h
stays for the value at the end of the test. Tests listed in terms of performed configurations.
Configurations from A to D are repeated at least two times for 100% submergence. The two
highest values for each parameter and each submergence are in bold.
Conf Subm Placed Washed PD C S0 C S3h N DC0 N DC3h
sediment initial 3h initial 3h
% Kg Kg % % % % %
C 70 27.3 0.0 100.0 8.8 10.0 0.92 0.88
D 70 28.5 0.0 100.0 9.4 10.5 0.92 0.86
A1 100 27.0 3.0 88.9 9.6 37.4 0.97 0.84
A2 100 30.0 8.6 71.3 10.1 42.7 0.97 0.83
B1 100 29.7 1.0 96.6 10.4 37.5 0.95 0.85
B2 100 27.0 0.1 99.6 9.4 35.7 0.97 0.86
C1 100 25.9 1.6 93.8 10.2 36.6 0.96 0.83
C2 100 26.2 1.0 96.2 10.0 34.4 0.95 0.84
C3 100 27.0 0.2 99.3 9.2 36.2 0.97 0.86
D1 100 27.9 7.0 74.9 10.1 31.6 0.96 0.79
D2 100 29.4 8.6 70.7 10.2 38.7 0.97 0.83
D3 100 27.0 4.4 83.7 9.7 28.8 0.97 0.83
E 100 24.4 4.1 83.0 8.3 35.3 0.95 0.83
F 100 24.6 8.2 66.6 9.6 34.0 0.94 0.77
A 130 27.0 16.3 39.8 9.9 26.7 0.97 0.79
B 130 27.0 11.7 56.8 9.9 18.8 0.97 0.80
C 130 27.0 10.9 59.6 10.3 24.5 0.97 0.83
D 130 27.0 11.4 57.8 9.7 21.1 0.97 0.80
E 130 21.4 11.0 48.7 8.2 13.2 0.87 0.71
F 130 22.9 15.1 34.3 9.6 29.2 0.94 0.75
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Table 4.3 – Cross-correlation coefficients of the OCR-signals for all the experiments performed
with 100% submergence ratio. The correlation coefficient for similar configuration are in bold
A1 A2 B1 B2 C1 C2 C3 D1 D2 D3 E1 F1
A1 1.00 0.79 0.48 0.48 0.35 0.41 0.48 0.69 0.70 0.63 0.31 0.47
A2 1.00 0.22 0.25 0.09 0.16 0.30 0.59 0.67 0.62 0.03 0.50
B1 1.00 0.91 0.67 0.78 0.66 0.52 0.35 0.38 0.36 0.29
B2 1.00 0.62 0.76 0.79 0.56 0.32 0.39 0.34 0.32
C1 1.00 1.0 0.86 0.52 0.38 0.13 0.17 0.67
C2 1.00 0.63 0.42 0.15 0.24 0.62 0.22
C3 1.00 0.39 0.28 0.40 0.24 0.30
D1 1.00 1.00 0.59 0.49 0.30
D2 1.00 0.88 0.04 0.64
D3 1.00 0.10 0.76
E1 1.00 0.15
4.3.2 Adequate replenishment submergence
Kantoush et al. (2010a) and Kondolf and Matthews (1991) mentioned the relevance of the
flow discharge, seen as an artificial flood, in the mobilization and further deposition of the
sediment replenishment. Therefore, three submergence conditions of the replenishment
volume are tested for two configurations (configurations C and D, Figure 4.1) in order to assess
the most efficient discharge and to confirm former preliminary results. Previous tests showed
low erosion for a non-submergence condition (Bösch et al., 2016).
The efficiency of the submergence is evaluated taking into account the C S, the PD , the travel
distance of the sediment front and by visual observations. Table 4.2 contains the results
in terms of persistence PD, covered surface C S and compactness N DC for all the tested
configurations.
The C S and the travel distance for configuration C and D are almost constant in time for 70%
submergence. After a slight increment of C S in the first 15 minutes of the test, the erosion
process stops and no further changes are observed for both tested configurations (Figure 4.2
and Figure 4.3). In detail, the C S for 70% submergence is always below 20% which together with
the visual observations confirm a low capacity of the flow to erode the replenishment volumes.
Thus, not enough sediment is available to be transported downstream. The difference between
the results with 70% submergence and the two higher submergence conditions in terms of C S
and travel distance, is evident as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.
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Figure 4.2 – (a) Covered surface C S and (b) travel distance of the front T D99 normalized by the
channel width for configuration C as a function of time for different submergence ratio
Figure 4.3 – (a) Covered surface C S and (b) travel distance of the front T D99 normalized by the
channel width for configuration D as a function of time for different submergence ratio
For submergence of 100% and 130%, the C S and the travel distance of the front continuously
vary in time and their values range from 20% to 40% of the bed surface for both configurations.
For configuration C and a submergence ratio of 100%, the C S increases constantly in time
attaining an equilibrium value of about 36% after two hours of testing. This stabilization of
C S value for 100% of submergence occurs roughly when the sediments reach the channel
downstream section (Figures 4.2b and 4.3b.) With a submergence of 130%, for the same
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configuration C, the spread of the sediment along the channel increases rapidly in the first
hour, with a maximum in the first 15 minutes, before reducing to an almost constant value of
about 25%. The sediments rapidly reach the end of the channel for these tests (Figures 4.2b
and 4.3b).
When looking at the travel distance of the replenishment front for the submergence ratio of
130%, the first grains reach the end of the channel (x/w = 31.25, channel end) in less than half
an hour as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. This process continues constantly until the end of
the test, which corresponds to a progressive reduction of replenishment material remaining
in the flume. The highest submergence condition of 130% does not allow for the creation of
stable morphological bed forms downstream, since most of placed material is washed out
and the remaining quantity is not enough to re-establish these bed forms. The PD is also a
good indicator of the behaviour of the replenishment sediment in the observed channel reach
since it indicates the final portion of replenishment material affecting the channel bed. For
70% and 100% submergences, almost all the total initial amount of supplied replenishment
sediment remains in the channel bed, while for the 130% submergence just a small portion is
still present at the end of the tests.
For 100% submergence, the C S increases continuously during the test confirming that the
placed material is eroded and transported along the channel, where it settles and remains.
After two hours of testing, a morphological equilibrium is reached on the channel bed and it is
visually observed that the grain clusters stop developing. Only after two hours of testing do
the first grains of replenishment reach the end of the channel, strengthening the observation
that the erosional processes are not too fast, and that these flow conditions enhance the
recreation of bed forms. Consequently, the submergence of 100% is chosen as the most
adequate submergence condition to be analysed.
4.3.3 Time analysis of sediment replenishment development along the channel
Considering the channel response, the geometrical configurations can be categorized in two
groups. Configurations B, C and E, having volumes shifted downstream more than 1/4 of the
replenishment length (Figure 4.1), produced similar results among each other in terms of
PD , providing values fluctuating between 83% and 99%. Thus, for these cases, almost all the
placed material remained in the study reach. Configurations A and F have lower persistence
in the channel since the almost parallel placement of volumes induces a strong narrowing
of the cross section and the resulting flow concentration increases the flow velocity, and
consequently, the transport capacity. As a result, a larger portion of material is transported
out of the channel. Finally, configuration D behaves in an intermediate fashion between
configurations A and C in terms of flow behaviour and persistence of the placed sediments.
The time evolution of C S is similar for all configurations, with final values after stabilization
ranging typically between 30% and 45% (Figure 4.4). Configuration A has the highest value of
C S and configuration D the lowest. The time evolution of the N DC parameter is similar for all
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configurations ranging from 1, at the beginning of the test, to value as low as 0.77 (Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.4 – Temporal evolution of the covered surface, CS, for all configurations, for 100% of
submergence
Figure 4.5 – Temporal evolution of the compactness, NDC, for all configurations, for 100% of
submergence
For both variables, C S and N DC , the main evolution (increasing for C S and decreasing for
N DC ) is observed in the first 30 minutes of the test, stabilizing after roughly one hour. Cross-
analysing PD, C S and N DC of the replenishment material within the channel reach reveals
that the eroded material is spread bi-dimensionally for configuration A and F and no three
dimensional bed forms (gravel bars) are created. For configuration D, the smaller increase of
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C S compared to the other configurations indicates that the replenishment volumes are not
totally eroded which was confirmed by visual observation. The longitudinal distribution of
the sediment occupation of the channel for all tested configurations at the end of the tests is
shown in Figure 4.6. In Table 4.3, the values of the normalized correlation coefficient between
the longitudinal distribution of OC R are given.
Figure 4.6 – Occupation ratio distribution (OC R) for all configurations: gray line for initial
state , black line after 3 hours, for submergence ratio of 100%. From the top, configurations: A,
B, C, D, E, F
By analysing Table 4.3, some pairs of configurations have a high cross-correlation, with val-
ues reaching 0.76. Thus, similar morphological response can be associated with different
configurations. Low cross-correlation values stand for different bed channel response to
replenishment in terms of OC R. Configuration B, C and E can be associated to an alternating
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configuration of replenishment volumes. Configurations A, D and E are clearly distinguish-
able as parallel geometries. The similar behaviour of certain configurations is visible also in
terms of OC R. In Figure 4.6, more pronounced peaks of OC R are evident for the alternating
configurations. Parallel geometries of initial sediment replenishment volumes result in a more
uniform distribution of replenishment gravel in the channel bed. Thus the OC R does not
present peaks of distribution on the channel bed.
4.3.4 Sediment patterns at equilibrium
The initial and final bed topography was recorded by a laser scanner which highlights the
creation of the morphological bed forms and the erosion of the replenishment volumes (Figure
4.7). The replenishment volumes which are more downstream situated are completely eroded
at the end of the experiment for all configurations. On the other hand, the most upstream
volume is not always completely eroded by the flow. The bed forms created by the eroded
grains have maximum heights of 30 mm for configuration B, which is almost five times the
d50,r of the replenishment material. Furthermore, the volumes downstream may impose two
effects: trap the upstream eroded sediments in between them and, by imposing a backwater
effect, reduce the transport capacity of the flow. These effects limit the longitudinal transport
of sediments.
Figure 4.7 – Bed topography of the Aoi obtained for (top) initial state, (middle) final state and
elevation differences in mm (bottom), for configuration B and a submergence ratio of 100%.
Colour bar in mm. Channel width, w , equals to 0.4 m
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The Power Spectrum density, PSD , of the channel depositions is analysed together with the
PSD of the OC R-signal based on 2D images. The PSD results in a wavelength for grain depo-
sition on channel bed. To avoid the influence of the initial placement of the replenishment
volumes, the portion of channel occupied by them is not considered. In Figure 4.8, the PSD
of the OC R-signal for the configurations B, C and E have a pronounced peak at a distance of
about 1.5 and 1.6 times the channel width (w), respectively. Such pronounced morphological
pattern is not visible for the remaining configurations. The same result is evident within the
OC R distribution (Figure 4.6).
Figure 4.8 – Signal power of bed elevation changes, PSD, along the downstream reach for all
configurations, by means of 2D images
For configurations A, D and F, the material is spread throughout channel width without
creating clusters. The second peak observed for geometry B and C at a distance of 2.8 times
the channel width seems to be a harmonic of the first one. Another artefact is related to the
continuous increase of the signal power which can be explained by the channel length being
too short in order to observe periodicity.
Figure 4.9 shows the PSD of the mean deposition changes of the OC R-signal for the laser
scanner data set. The highest deposits occur in areas where OC R reaches bigger values with a
morphological bed pattern of 1.7 times the channel width. In agreement with Figure 4.8, the
wavelength of morphological bed forms is more evident for alternating configurations (B, C
and E), while the parallel geometries do not highlight periodicity.
4.4 Discussion
The effect of different submergence ratio on the replenishment of sediment erosion and
transport was evaluated. Six geometrical configurations were tested.
A ratio of 100% submergence regime produces the most adequate spread of the material along
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Figure 4.9 – Signal power of mean bed deposition changes, PSD, along the downstream reach
for all configurations, by means of laser data
the channel bed and within the study reach, with high persistence of the placed material
locally, and a complete erosion of the replenishment volumes. Visual observations confirm
the erosional process described by Kantoush et al. (2010b), assuming to be valid for all tested
configurations.
The covered surface (C S) and the compactness (N DC ) have a logarithmic-type behaviour,
composed by a rapid initial increase lasting less than one hour, attending an equilibrium state
within two hours of testing. Thus, the test duration was sufficient to completely study the
process of erosion and transport of sediment replenishment. The behaviour is the same for
all the geometrical configurations. Nevertheless, some differences are remarkable in terms
of covered surface C S, compactness N DC and persistence PD . Configurations A and D have
high initial flow velocity inducing fast erosion of volumes. Thus, a wider spread of material
is achieved during the first hour with consequent covered surface values, C S, close to 50%.
However, the covered surface values for the remaining configurations do not reach 40%. The
higher values are due to the initial parallel geometry.
Considering both the covered surface C S and the cluster compactness N DC , for parallel
configurations high values of C S are linked with low N DC . Indeed, alternating geometries
have high values for both above-mentioned variables.
The channel responds differently to parallel and alternating configurations. Parallel configura-
tions create a narrowed cross section resulting in higher flow velocity and transport capacity.
The replenishment volumes are thus easily eroded by the flow. Additionally, the material is
mainly spread over the whole channel width as confirmed by the lower N DC results. For
alternating configurations, the upper volumes behave like a fixed obstacle, deviating the flow
toward the opposite bank, facilitating erosion. Consequently, the downstream replenishment
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volumes are firstly eroded. Alternating geometries are more efficient in terms of C S and
present higher N DC values. These configurations facilitate the creation of bed clusters as
gravel bars.
The OC R analysis reveals a grain pattern distribution along the downstream reach, with
peaks of depositions occurring in a repeating distance. By PSD analysis of the OC R-signal a
wavelength equal to around 1.7 times the channel width is observed for certain geometrical
configurations. The wavelength of such depositions is close to the replenishment length. Con-
sequently, it can be assumed that the replenishment dimension plays a key role in determining
the downstream bed morphology. In agreement with Venditti et al. (2012), it is demonstrated
how the replenishment of sediment can help restore the bed morphology in sediment de-
pleted reaches. Thus, the presence of a periodicity for certain geometrical configurations,
highlighted by the PSD of the OC R-signal, helps in the choice of a geometrical configuration
for field application in relation to the expected results. By using an alternating geometry, a
more diversified morphological pattern may be imposed close to the injection point of the
material for a downstream length of about 10 times the channel width. On the other hand,
parallel configurations produce a wider spread of replenished grains on a longer impact area
downstream.
The deposits created downstream by the eroded grains have a maximum height of about five
times the median grain size diameter of the replenishment material. Thus, the bed elevation
changes produced by the replenishment are not pronounced. This might be explained by these
reasons. Firstly, the width of channel is not allowed to vary thus avoiding flow velocity changes
and the deposition and erosion of bank material at different locations as mentioned by Nelson
et al. (2015). Secondly, considering the results in Babaeyan-Koopaei (2012), the laboratory
setup is close to the limit between plane bed and alternate bar regime such that the deposition
of eroded material in alternate patterns is not strongly facilitated. Thirdly, the fixed armored
bed does not allow the small grains to penetrate into the armored bed layer. In Venditti
et al. (2012) it is demonstrated that the fine sediments of replenishment, percolating into
the armoured bed layer, increase the mobilization of bed material. The same behaviour was
observed during the preliminary tests performed with an armored bed but not fixed in mortar.
This setup was later abandoned since it was not possible to precisely quantify the amount
of replenished material percolated and to monitor the material movement. The influence of
the geometrical configuration of replenishment volumes is still poorly investigated. Thus, the
use of a fixed bed allows for an easier identification of the movement of the replenishment
material throughout the channel, which was the main goal of the study. Furthermore, the
imposed water depth and related bed shear stress were not high enough to produce the
complete destruction of the armour layer. In those conditions, the use of a fixed bed is a good
approximation of the river reach state downstream of dams where frequent morphological
floods are missing. The bed forms obtained in the present research could be seen as mounds
forming the initial condition for alternating bars development as remarked by Venditti et al.
(2012).
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4.5 Conclusions
By using systematic laboratory experiments the relation between the released discharge,
the amount of gravels and the geometrical configuration for a successful replenishment of
sediment downstream of dams could be obtained. These variables are assessed by testing
six geometrical configurations on a flume facility reproducing a typical alpine gravel-bed
stream. The sediment replenishment performed in the flume facility reproduces the high-flow
stock pile method. The erosion process of sediment replenishment includes two phases: first,
toe erosion, second, mass failure and downstream transport of the sediments. Thus using
a replenishment slope close to the internal friction angle of the material may facilitate the
process.
The experiments showed that a complete submergence of the replenishment volumes by
supplied discharge (i.e. artificial flood) is suitable for providing sediments on a considerable
length downstream. The persistence of the added material is observed in a channel reach
of roughly ten times the replenishment length. Parallel geometrical configurations of the
sediment replenishment produce a larger spread of the eroded material on the entire channel
bed. However, these geometries do not enhance the formation of clear defined bed-forms
along the channel bed. Alternating geometrical replenishment configurations promote bed
morphological cyclic patterns having a scaling wavelength corresponding to the replenishment
length. The parallel configurations should be preferred for re-establishing a longer impact
distance of the replenishment.
Since the replenishment of sediment method can serve different purposes, it may be suggested
to choose parallel configurations for a bed fining, while alternating geometries are more
favourable for increasing the complexity of bed morphology. This helps in recreating a natural
sediment transport along the disturbed reach downstream a dam. Applying multiple sediment
replenishment volumes with an alternating geometries is successful in creating downstream
bed morphology patterns. The obtained bed forms can be used as spawning grounds by fish,
thus re-establishing former ecological habitats. Furthermore, the results show for the first
time that adding multiple replenishment volumes at the same time facilitates the volume
erosion and increases the delay before the following replenishment campaign.
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5.1 Introduction
By replenishment of sediment it is possible to re-establish morphological bed forms, fining the
bed and recreate gravel bars (Sklar et al., 2009). Furthermore, experiment works demonstrated
the reversibility of bar formation by supplying again enough sediment on the reach (Venditti
et al., 2012). Ock et al. (2013) stated a lack of knowledge for defining guidelines for river
restoration by replenishment based on previous experiences. A insufficient knowledge on
these factor might derive to replenishment failure or even to undesirable ecological effects
(Kantoush et al., 2010b). This chapter investigates the response of the channel bed to different
replenishment length. Three different lengths were tested with a submergence ratio of 100%
on two geometrical configurations. The results show that the discharge, together with the
geometrical placement of volumes, have a dominant influence on the erosion process. The
pattern of the obtained morphological forms, created on the channel bed and related to the
replenishment length, is presented and discussed.
This chapter is part of the proceeding of the ISRS 2016 Conference, in Stuttgart (Germany).
The submitted paper is titled "Laboratory experiments on the influence of the length of a
sediment replenishment applied with alternated geometrical configuration", by E. Battisacco,
M.J. Franca and A.J. Schleiss.
5.2 Method
5.2.1 Experimental setup
The experiments were performed in the flume which is detailed in Section 3.1.1. Preliminary
tests have demonstrated that alternating configurations provide a more robust bed morpho-
logical pattern on channel bed. Thus, those configuration, B and C, are herein considered for
the evaluation. Three replenishment lengths are tested (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1 – Experimental channel with replenished sediment (dark) for configuration B (left
column) and C (right column). Replenishment sediment with different length: 0.5, 0.75 and
1.0 m (rows from top). On the bottom, distances along the flow direction in meter
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In configuration B the volumes are shifted downstream by half a deposition length, while for
configuration C they are shifted by one deposit length. The non-dimension replenishment
lengths, defined as the ratio between deposit length (L) and channel width (w=0.4 m), result
in respectively 1.25, 1.87 and 2.5. The replenishment material is placed in four deposits on the
channel bed following the in-channel stockpile method (Ock et al., 2013). Due to the different
deposit length, the total amounts are respectively: 0.018, 0.027 and 0.036 m3. The efficiency
of the replenishment is discussed in terms of persistence of placed material, compactness
of channel bed forms and more or less pronounced capacity to restore bed form periodicity.
Former results demonstrated the core role played by the submergence conditions of the
replenishment volume (Bösch et al., 2016). A submergence of 100% is the most adequate for
obtaining a complete volume erosion, a high persistence of placed material and a large area
of impact on the channel bed. This submergence condition assures a bed shear stress large
enough to erode the replenished sediment and small enough to let the channel bed and banks
immobile. The discharge on the experimental facility is equal to 0.019 m3/s corresponding to
a flow depth of 0.07 m. The discharge is kept constant over the entire experiment duration.
5.2.2 Experimental procedure
To evaluate the impact of the sediment replenishment in the downstream channel bed mor-
phology nine series of pictures are taken during the tests by a GoPro Hero 3+ Camera. Channel
bed topography is measured with the laser scanner for initial and final condition of each
replenishment experiment. A pumping system controls the flow which is fixed for a sub-
mergence ratio of 100%. More detail information on the experimental procedure and on the
measurement installation are provided in Section 3.2.
5.2.3 Data analysis
The analysis is computed on the area of interest (Aoi ), defined as the channel bed surface
(L∗w = 4 m2). The temporal evolution of the morphological changes on the area of interest
Aoi is evaluated by means of several parameters on the binary images. A complete description
of the parameters is available in Section 3.3. Those used for this analysis are listed below. Each
parameter is calculated for each phase of test. The experiments analysed in this chapter are
listed in Table 5.1.
Persistence PD %
Covered surface C S %
Compactness of covered surface N DC %
Occupation rate OC R %
Power Spectrum Density of OC R-signal PSD db
Difference in channel elevation ∆zb mm
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Table 5.1 – Analysed tests. Tot = total number of recorded time steps, Length = replenishment
longitudinal dimension
Test Conf Subm Tot Time steps Data set Length
% min m
33 B1 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.50
19 B2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
35 B3 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.00
34 C1 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.50
20 C2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
36 C3 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.00
5.3 Results
Former experiments have demonstrated the efficiency of these replenishment configurations
in terms of eroded material, persistence on the channel bed and restoration of bed forms (see
Chapter 4). The present study aims at evaluating the influence of the replenishment length
on the above-mentioned parameters. A clear alignment is remarkable on the CS behaviour
in terms of L/w ratio (L= replenishment length, w= channel width). The temporal evolution
of the covered surface follows a logarithmic function, approaching an equilibrium state after
two hours for all the performed experiments (Figure 5.2). Thus the C S values are constantly
increasing in time with consequently spreading of replenishment grain. Nevertheless, this
value does not overcome the 30% of the channel width for the lower L/w whereas higher values
are reached for the other configurations. For both configurations, the maximum CS value
corresponds to 0.37 for a L/w ratio equal to 1.87 (Figure 5.2). A difference is remarkable for
the same L/w between configuration B and C. Higher CS values are obtained with the longer
replenishment during the first hour, for then approaching an equilibrium state. Different is
the case for the NDC. The compactness of the bed forms reaches its maximum for L/w equal
to 1.87 (Figure5.3).
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Figure 5.2 – Temporal evolution of covered surface C S for all the experiments
Figure 5.3 – Temporal evolution of compactness N DC for all the experiments
The other configurations, presenting lower values of NDC, indicate that the replenished
material is spread on the entire channel bed without creating clusters. The persistence after
the replenishment is generally high (Table 5.2). No remarkable differences are visible between
the geometrical configurations. For the lower tested L/w ratios, the persistence is 100% for
both geometrical cases. The PD decreases to 69% and 73% respectively for configuration B
and C for a replenishment length of 1 m. In agreement with what shown by the CS temporal
evolution, the fast initial erosion corresponds to a high rate of washed out material, thus the
lower persistence (Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2 – Covered surface C S: initial, final and relative increase; persistence PD for tested
configurations and compactness N DC : initial, final and relative decrease. N = total number of
time steps. *(final-initial)/initial
Configuration CS Relative PD NDC Relative
initial final increase* initial final increase*
- - % % - - %
B1 5.69 27.97 392 94 0.88 0.71 -19
B2 10.44 37.48 259 96 0.95 0.85 -11
B3 11.22 36.14 222 69 0.86 0.75 -13
C1 5.34 26.19 390 100 0.82 0.79 -4
C2 10.18 36.61 260 100 0.96 0.83 -13
C3 10.18 34.88 243 73 0.89 0.77 -13
The spread of material on channel bed leads to a bed fining. The initial standard deviation of
the bed elevation reduces from around the average diameter of the bed, d50,b (11.5 mm), at
the test beginning to the average diameter of the replenished material, d50,r (5.5 mm), after
three hours. The fining effect is more prominent for configuration B, where the maximum
value reach the 50% of the initial state (Table 5.3).
Table 5.3 – Standard deviation (STDV) of bed elevation along the channel reach downstream
of the replenishments for initial and final condition. *(final-initial)/initial
Configuration STDV Relative increase*
initial final increase*
mm mm %
B1 8.71 5.25 40
B2 12.59 6.89 45
B3 10.81 5.31 50
C1 9.98 6.42 35
C2 12.22 7.01 43
C3 12.01 6.79 43
The occupational ratio, OC R, is an index of the grain distribution along the downstream
reach of the channel. In Figure 5.4, the OCR and the deposition heights are shown for both
configurations. The distances along the channel length, x, were normalised using the channel
width, w . Furthermore, the initial replenishment positions were excluded from the data
analysis. Clusters of high and low C S section are established. For configuration B the peak
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cluster is placed at x/w=16, thus around 0.4 m far the most downstream volume.
Figure 5.4 – (a,c) Occupational ratio distribution, OCR, and (b,d) deposition height averaged in
cross sectional direction along the downstream reach after 3 hours, for configurations B and C
The pattern created by the replenishment is regular and the same distribution of peaks for
the OC R and deposition are obtained in both cases. However, configuration C shows better
accordance for all the replenishment lengths. The OC R decreases along the flow direction
since the material is not enough for equally cover all the Aoi . However, for both configuration
cases, a slight OC R increase is present close to the channel end. In agreement with the C S,
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it is not surprising that the OC R and the deposition height distribution for the longer L/w
replenishment are not pronounced. Indeed, the reduce amount of placed material reduces the
final deposition height. The PSD of the OC R signal revels a clear peak for both configuration
B and C. Generally, these alternated configurations lead to a periodicity of bed forms occurring
with a periodicity of 1.6 channel width (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). The periodicity is more relevant
for configuration C than B. Where the L/w equal to 1.87 shows a periodicity for configuration
B in line with the results for configuration C. Shorter and longer replenishment volume of
configuration B does not show periodicity as clear as for 1.87 L/w ratio. The bed pattern
becomes more consistent when compared with the OC R distribution. Peaks of distributions
can be visually located on channel bed (Figure 5.7). Like for the analysis of the PSD, the
photo analysis show a difference from the configuration B to C comparing the L/w equal to
2.5. The clear bed pattern of configuration C is not present in B for the same replenishment
length. Recalling the PD values, configuration B has suffered from a higher material wash
out (69%, 73% respectively for configuration B and C) that may explain the lack in bed forms
in the downstream part of the channel. Furthermore, the influence of the initial geometry
appears in Figure 5.7. Configuration B, with volumes shifted half the replenishment length
downstream, induces a stronger section narrowing with consequent flow acceleration. The
upstream replenishment directs the flow to the opposite bank working initially like a fix
obstacle. Thus, at the last time step a considerable portion of the volume has not been eroded.
Different flow behaviour occurs for configuration C, whereas for the same discharge and
replenishment length, the flow is not diverged by the upstream volume and the erosion
process appears more uniform.
Figure 5.5 – Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the OCR-signal (laser data) for all the experiments,
in the downstream reach
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Figure 5.6 – Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the deposition heights (image data) for all the
experiments, in the downstream reach
Figure 5.7 – Panoramic view after 3 hours for L/w=2.5: configuration B (top) and configuration
C. Flow direction indicated by blue arrow. Replenishment grains represented by the darker
areas between dash lines
5.4 Discussion
For obtaining a complete erosion of volumes, persistence of placed material and bed forms,
former experiments demonstrated the adequateness of 100% submergence of replenishment
volumes. The present results show high persistence of material for the performed configura-
tions in agreement with Bösch et al. (2016) for the shorter replenishment deposit. Due to the
consistent wash out of placed material for the replenishment of 1.0 m length, the persistence
of such deposits is consistently lower. Consequently, the remaining portion of placed material
is not enough for affecting the entire channel length.
Different hydraulic behaviours can be assumed analysing the proposed geometrical config-
urations. For short replenishment, the cross sectional narrowing contributes just locally to
increase flow velocity and diverging flow direction, thus the erosion is diffused on all the
replenishment volumes. Otherwise, the diverged flow by the upstream volume is lead toward
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a reduced cross section where flow velocity and transport capacity are higher. Thus, bigger
amount of placed material exit the channel end with a lower final persistence. This effect is
more prominent for configuration B where the volumes are closer one each other.
Replenishing sediment on an experimental flume leads to a bed fining. In general this ob-
servation is in agreement with the reaction of steep mountain gravel streams to sediment
pulse input described by Madej (2001) which observed a roughness decrease due to sediment
pulse. Furthermore, recent morphodynamic modelling performed by Ferguson et al. (2015)
predicted a bed fining related to increased sediment supply.
A clear bed pattern is observed for the alternated configurations, especially when volumes
are shifted one length downstream from the first. Laser and pictures are able to capture the
development of a periodic deposition, that may indicate the initiation of a more pronounced
morphological change. As it was already observed by Venditti et al. (2012) the periodic deposi-
tions and alternated bars are reversible process and they can be re-established when sediment
supply is restored. Nevertheless, the peaks of deposition height are not very pronounced and,
often, the grains tend to fill the void between large sediments on the channel bed. The limited
deposit height may also be explained by the constraints of experimental setup. The fixed
bed does not allow the fine grain to filter in the armour layer, thus avoiding mobilisation of
bed material like already confirmed in the literature Venditti et al. (2010). Likewise, it can be
expected that deposits height may be increased with a moveable bed.
Venditti et al. (2012) highlighted that distance between bars is equal to their length. Herein
results show a periodicity ranging from 1.5 to 1.7 channel width independent from the re-
plenishment length. The bed form pattern, more pronounced for configuration C and lower
L/w , allows to the assumption that an optimum replenishment length to channel width exist.
Indeed, it can be assumed that high L/w allow higher wash out of material with corresponding
reduction of available placed grains. Thus, the channel bed would be less influenced by the
positive effects of the replenishment. However, the obtained periodicity is below the periodic-
ity of alternate bars of 6 to 10 channel width (Ikeda, 1983; Whiting and Dietrich, 1993). The
difference from the results herein to literature observations might be corrected by a longer
observation length for the PSD analysis. The PSD analysis is performed only on 7 m of
experimental channel, corresponding to a maximum observable wavelength of 3.5 m (± 9w).
5.5 Conclusions
The replenishment of sediment is a suitable technique to reduce negative effects downstream
of dams. Laboratory experiments were performed aiming at determining the impact of several
sediment replenishment lengths on the downstream morphological bed forms development
in a laboratory flume. Tests are run applying three different lengths to channel width ratios and
two geometrical configurations. The results show the efficiency of sediment replenishment in
re-establishing bed form periodicity on an experimental flume.
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The proposed geometrical configurations present very similar results in terms of persistence
of placed material, spreading of replenished grains on the channel bed and wavelength of bed
forms. The channel is affected on its entire length by the replenishment in terms of surface
occupied by the placed material. Alternated configurations leads to re-establishing a bed form
periodicity despite the length of the replenishment deposit.
Longer replenishments tend to enhance higher flow velocities and higher transport capacity.
When cross sectional narrowing is extended for a longer distance along the channel, more
sediments exit the downstream section and the replenishment is less effective in creating bed
forms. The configurations with volumes shifted by one length downstream are more efficient
for re-establishing morphological bed variety: higher persistence of material on channel bed,
big channel bed surface affected by transported grains and development of bed channel form
for the three length variants. The obtained pattern is stable in time and reaches an equilibrium
state before the test end. A smaller amount of grains per time are less prone to be transported
far away and the reaches suffer for a more diffuse effect. When the volumes have a length to
channel width ratio lower than 2.5, then the portion of material remaining on place is bigger,
allowing to higher deposits on longer distances. Volumes with length to width ratio equal to
one re-established periodicity for twenty times the channel width.
This outcome is of essential importance in case of scarce availability of material. It can be
assumed that an optimum length to channel width ratio exists in sediment replenishment
method. Thus lower amount of material are enough in creating bed form periodicity on
channel bed. Since the amount of material can be reduced, it helps in lowering problem of
transport distance and excavation cost. Overall the costs of sediment replenishment may be
decrease, rising the restoration project feasibility.
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6.1 Introduction
The proposed literature review about sediment replenishment in Section 2.3 points out gaps
of knowledge on the frequency of replenishment operation. The so far field applications
of sediment replenishment show the need of repeating the procedure almost one time per
year. In the present study the influence on channel bed morphology of consecutive gravel
augmentation is assessed by means of systematically laboratory experiments using multiple
replenishment deposits. This allows to determine three characteristics: the effect of sediment
replenishment on channel bed morphology, the persistence of formed depositions and if a
larger amount of sediment enhances higher changes in bed topography.
This chapter is part of an extended paper available in the River Flow 2016 conference proceed-
ings, titled "Influence of consecutive sediment replenishment on channel bed morphology"
by L. Bösch, E. Battisacco, M.J. Franca and A. J. Schleiss, based on a Master Project performed
at the Laboratory of Hydraulic Construction (LCH) in collaboration with L. Bösch.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Experimental setup
The experiments were performed in the tilting flume presented at Section 3.1.1. The replen-
ishment material is placed in four deposits, of equal shape and volume (± 0.007 m3 each)
following four different configurations. Configurations A, B, C and D are tested (Figure 6.1).
From configuration A to D, deposits are placed parallel and then they are shifted downstream
of half a deposition length to two deposition lengths. Preliminary investigations found optimal
constant equal to 100% of submergence of the replenishment. This corresponds to a flow
depth 0.07 m and a discharge of 0.019 m3/s, kept constant over the entire experiment. This
discharge allows effective erosion of the replenishment and the largest area of impact was
observed (Bösch et al., 2016). Initial hydraulic conditions in the experimental channel are
listed in Table 6.1.
Figure 6.1 – Experimental channel with replenished sediment (red) for all tested configurations.
Flow direction from left to right, indicated by the arrow
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Table 6.1 – Initial hydraulic conditions in the experimental channel. For the flow: Discharge Q,
velocity V and Froude number F r f . Respectively for replenishment material and channel bed
material are listed: Dimensionless bed shear stress θc and Reynolds number Re
Q h V F r f Re f Replenishment Channel bed
θr Rer θb Reb
m3/s m m/s - - - - - -
0.019 0.07 0.54 0.65 34203 0.09 446 0.04 932
6.2.2 Experimental Procedure
Each test is performed in two phases. After placing the first replenishment into the dry channel,
discharge is applied continuously over three hours with a submergence ratio of 100%. Then
the test is interrupted in order to undertake the laser measurements, to weight the washed
out sediments and to refill the eroded replenishment. Thus, the same initial geometry as for
the first replenishment is built. The test is restarted with the same discharge for another three
hours. The total test duration is 6 hours.
To analyse the influence of consecutive sediment replenishment two different data sets are ac-
quired: picture (2D) and laser (3D-Topography). Detailed information about the measurement
installation and data acquisition procedure are provided at Section 3.2.
6.2.3 Data analysis
The channel bed morphology development and the time influence are analysed by a series
of parameters based on measured variables. A complete description of the parameters is
available in Section 3.3. Those used for this analysis are listed below. Each parameter is
calculated for each phase of test. The list of tests analysed in this study are provided in Table
6.2. The same kind of analysis is performed for both first and second replenishment.
Persistence PD %
Covered surface C S %
Compactness of covered surface N DC %
Travel distance of center of mass of sediment T D50 m
Travel distance of the front of sediment T D99 m
Occupation rate OC R %
Power Spectrum Density of OC R-signal PSD db
Bed roughness m
Volume of deposition mm3
Difference in channel elevation ∆zb mm
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Table 6.2 – Analysed tests. Subm = submergence ratio, Shift = distance from the first deposit to
the second, N = number of recorded time steps
Test Conf Subm Time steps Data set Shift
N Time downstream
% min m
13 A 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.00
14 B 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.37
17 A2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.00
18 B2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.37
15 C 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
16 D 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
19 C 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
20 D 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
21 C2 100 7 0,5,15,30,45,60,90 Photo, Laser 0.75
22 D2 100 7 0,5,15,30,45,60,90 Photo, Laser 1.50
23 C 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
24 D 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
25 C2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
26 D2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
6.3 Results
Hereinafter, only the results for configuration A and B are discussed. The plots for configura-
tions C and D are available in Appendix B.7.
6.3.1 Reproducibility of test
Visual observations during the experiments show that erosion of the deposits occurs as a
combination of fluvial erosion at the deposit toe and mass failure of the above placed sed-
iment due to over-steepening. The collapsed mass is than further eroded and transported
downstream by fluvial forces. Deposits are eroded in each configuration similarly. For all
the tested configurations, the most upstream deposit is less eroded than the others at the
test end. The highest erosion of the most upstream deposit is achieved for configuration A.
This difference is related to the higher transport capacity induced by the geometrical con-
figuration and strong cross sectional narrowing. Some reproducible differences between
the four configurations can be observed. For at least two experimental runs available for all
configurations, configuration A leads to the highest C S, whereas the lowest value of C S after
three hours testing is shown by configuration D. For configuration C and B after three hours
testing, only minor differences in C S can be observed. The relative increase of C S strengthens
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that configuration D has the lowest resulting C S. The reproducibility of tests is confirmed by
the persistence PD. Configurations A and D lead to a PD between 71.3% and 88.9%, while
configurations B and C show remarkably higher values of PD ranging between 93.8% to 99.6%
(Table 6.3).
Table 6.3 – Comparison of persistence PD after 3 h, covered surface C S of initial condition
and after 3 h for all experiments. STDV = standard deviation of covered surface C S increase
Conf PD CS CS Relative Mean CS
3 h initial 3 h increase 3 h
% % % % %
A 88.9 9.6 37.4 291 40.0
71.3 10.1 42.7 322
B 99.6 9.4 35.7 280 36.6
96.6 10.4 37.5 259
C 99.3 9.2 36.2 294 35.8
93.8 10.2 36.6 260
96.2 10.0 34.4 245
D 83.7 9.7 28.8 195 33.0
74.9 10.1 31.6 213
70.7 10.2 38.7 279
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the initial and final occupational ratio distribution, OC R, for both
experiments with configurations A and B. The corresponding figures for configurations C and
D can be found in Appendix B. In Figure 6.3, it can be seen that the OCR-signal after three
hours follows a very similar pattern for both experiments with configurations A and B. The
same reproducibility of OC R distribution occurs for all the other configurations. The analysis
of the OCR distribution for these configurations is detailed in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.2 – Occupation ratio for configuration A. Initial state in gray and final state in blue
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Figure 6.3 – Occupation ratio for configuration B. Initial state in gray and final state in blue
The power spectrum density PSD of the OC R-signal for all the tested configurations is shown
in Figure 6.4. As already mention in Section 4.3, both alternating configurations B and C show
a pronounced peak in their OC R-signal for a wavelength of about 1.5 and 1.6 times channel
width (w) respectively. Configurations A and D do not show so pronounced peak in their
PSD . In all experiments the resulting PSD of the final OC R-signal is similar for each replicate
configurations, thus also reproducibility in the periodicity can be assumed. The second peak
observed, at the double wavelength for configurations B and C, seems to be an artefact of the
first one. Thus, it is not further described.
Figure 6.4 – Power spectrum density PSD of the OC R-signal for the first replenishment and
all the tested configurations
6.3.2 Influence of second replenishment
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the initial and final state for both the replenishment phases for
configurations A and B. The same plots for remaining configurations C and d are provided
in Appendix B. These figures evidence that deposition areas are not changed by the second
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replenishment. As occurred for the first replenishment test, the most upstream deposit suffers
from a less complete erosion. Nevertheless, this deposit is almost completely eroded for
configuration A after 6 hours testing.
Figure 6.5 – Experimental channel for configuration A with replenished sediment (red): (a)
initial state, (b) end of first replenishment test, (c)end of the second replenishment test
Figure 6.6 – Experimental channel for configuration B with replenished sediment (red): (a)
initial state, (b) end of first replenishment test, (c)end of the second replenishment test
Figure 6.7 shows the temporal evolution of covered surface C S over the entire six hours of
experiment. It can be seen that after the second gravel augmentation C S increases slightly
at the beginning, although this increase is less pronounced than for the first replenishment.
After the initial increase, the C S tends toward an equilibrium state. The final value lies slightly
above the value attained at the end of the first replenishment. This equilibrium is reached for
both replenishment phases around after 1.5 hour testing. The final values of persistence PD
and covered surface C S are listed in Table 6.4. For all configurations the second replenishment
leads to a slight increase in final C S. The increase is smaller for configurations A and D than
for configurations B and C.
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Figure 6.7 – Temporal evolution of the covered surface C S for first (dot) and second replenish-
ment (cross), for all tested configurations
Table 6.4 – Comparison of CS and PD after 1st and 2nd replenishment
Conf 1st PD 2nd PD 1st CS 2nd CS Difference
3 h 6 h 3 h 6 h
% % % % %
A 71.3 13.9 42.6 42.9 0.3
B 96.6 40.8 37.5 42.0 4.5
C 96.2 -0.03 34.4 38.0 6.7
D 70.7 -0.06 38.7 38.4 0.5
For both configurations A and B, the PD of second replenishment is around 56% smaller
than after first replenishment (Table 6.4). This finding is further confirmed by the volumes
of the deposition, where the increase due to the second replenishment is smaller (Table
6.5). Nevertheless, for configuration B a relative increase by 20% is observed in deposited
volume. Unfortunately, the current installation does not allow to distinguish between material
belonging to the first or second replenishment. Therefore, it is not possible to establish if the
consecutive replenishment enhances the transport of first bed depositions.
For both configurations, A and B, the first replenishment leads to a remarkable bed fining,
reducing initial standard deviation from around the average diameter of the bed material,
(d50,b = 11.5 mm) to the replenishment average diameter (d50,r = 5.5 mm). The second
replenishment slightly increased the bed roughness, while the effect is again more pronounced
for the alternating configuration (B and C) (Table 6.6).
The temporal evolution of compactness N DC over six hours is shown in Figure 6.7. The
compactness N DC tends to increase in the first 30 minutes after the second replenishment.
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Table 6.5 – Volume of deposition along entire channel after 1st (3 h) and 2nd (6 h) replenish-
ment. *=(2nd -1st )/1nd
Deposition Deposition Relative increase*
3 h 6 h
mm3 mm3 %
A 9.24E+06 9.60E+06 4
B 1.10E+07 1.31E+07 20
Table 6.6 – Standard deviation (ST DV ) along the channel reach downstream of the replenish-
ment for initial condition, after 1st (3 h) and after 2nd (6 h) replenishment. *=(2nd -1st )/1nd
STDV STDV STDV Relative increase*
initial 3 h 6 h
mm mm mm %
A 11.09 5.31 5.49 3
B 12.59 6.89 7.24 5
After this initial increase, N DC approaches again the equilibrium value reached after first
gravel augmentation. The influence of the second replenishment on the equilibrium value of
N DC is thus small (Table 6.7). After the second replenishment, alternating configurations (B
and C) show more compact covered surface than the parallel configurations.
Figure 6.8 – Temporal evolution of the compactness of bed forms N DC for first (dot) and
second replenishment (cross), for all tested configurationsB
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Table 6.7 – Comparison of CS and PD after 1st and 2nd replenishment
Conf 1st NDC 2nd NDC Difference
3 h 6 h
- - -
A 0.83 0.81 -0.02
B 0.85 0.85 0.00
Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the OC R and its cumulative sum for both configurations A and
B, for the first (solid line) and the second replenishment (dashed line) in the channel reach
downstream of the initial replenishment deposits.
(a) OC R configuration A
(b) OC R configuration B
Figure 6.9 – Occupational rate (OCR) along channel reach downstream of the replenishments
for configuration A and B. First replenishment=solid line, second replenishment=dashed line
In these figures the distance along the channel length, x, is normalized by the channel width,
w . Clusters of replenished material are created after the first replenishment. For both con-
figurations A and B, the second replenishment does not change the spatial pattern of OC R
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established after the first replenishment. In case of the alternating configuration B, the OC R
is slightly increased by the second replenishment mainly after x/w = 17. This observation is
confirmed by the cumulative sum of OC R, where a difference between first and second re-
plenishment can only be observed after this distance. For the parallel configuration A, no such
trend can be identified. Thus, for this configuration the effect of the second replenishment is
small over the entire channel length.
(a) Cumulative sum of OC R, for configuration A
(b) Cumulative sum of OC R, for configuration B
Figure 6.10 – Cumulative sum of the occupational rate (OCR) along channel reach downstream
of the replenishments for configuration A and B. First replenishment=solid line, second
replenishment=dashed line
These observations are confirmed by analysis of the bed topography changes, ∆zb , obtained
by the laser scanner (Figure 6.11). Generally peaks in the ∆zb are consistent for the first and
second replenishment, thus pattern established after the first augmentation remains. For
configuration B, mean deposition height is remarkable increased to 4.12 mm. For alternating
configurations (B and C), the increase in deposition height due to the second replenishment
mainly occurs after x/w = 17 as it was already the case for the OC R (Figure 6.12). For the
parallel configurations (A and D), only a minor effect of the second replenishment can be
observed. In latter case, mean deposition height is only increased by 0.2 mm and no large
difference in the cumulative sum can be observed.
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(a) OC R configuration A
(b) OC R configuration B
Figure 6.11 – Elevation difference (∆zb) of the morphological bed changes (bottom) for config-
uration A (green) and configuration B (blue), after first (solid line) and second replenishment
(dashed line) downstream of replenishments
The analysis of the laser and the image data leads to the assumption that the patterns of
OC R and ∆zb are highly correlated. This observation is proved by the correlation coefficients
shown in Table 6.8. The highest correlation is obtained for configuration B (0.94), while
configuration D shows the lowest correlation (0.78) between image in terms of OC R and
laser data (measured deposit heights). This high agreement between laser and image data
strengthens the soundness of the results and supports the method of monitoring effects of
sediment replenishment by means of images.
Table 6.8 – Correlation coefficients between OCR-signal and deposition height along the
channel reach downstream of the replenishment for all the configurations
Configuration A B C D
Correlation coefficient 0.88 0.94 0.79 0.78
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(a) Cumulative sum of OC R, for configuration A
(b) Cumulative sum of OC R, for configuration B
Figure 6.12 – Cumulative sum of the elevation difference (∆zb) for configuration A (green)
and configuration B (blue), after first (solid line) and second replenishment (dashed line)
downstream of replenishments
A periodicity in the distribution of bed forms is observed by the PSD of the first replenishment
OC R-signal and of the bed elevation changes ∆zb (Figure 6.13, solid line). The depositions of
replenished material along the downstream channel reach have a wavelength of 1.5w . This
result is confirmed when observing the OC R pattern for configuration B (Figure 4.6). Peaks
in the OC R can be located visually at a smaller distance than twice channel width. For the
parallel configuration A, no pronounced peaks in the OC R can be observed. Consequently,
the PSD does not show relevant wavelength for this configuration for both data sets.
The PSD of the second replenishment is shown in Figure 6.13 (dash line) for both OC R-
signal and bed elevation changes ∆zb . The wavelength of bed forms created by the first
replenishment is not changed by the second augmentation of sediments. Nevertheless, the
PSD amplitude is increased by the consecutive replenishment, in agreement with OC R and
deposition volume analysis.
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(a) PSD of OC R-signal
(b) PSD of deposition heights
Figure 6.13 – Power spectral density PSD of the changes in bed elevation ∆zb downstream of
the replenishments
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Bed channel morphological variations
The comparison between the analysed parameters, such as persistence PD , covered surface
C S and compactness of bed forms N DC , show a high reproducibility of the final values for all
the tested configurations. The longitudinal distribution of replenished material described in
terms of occupational ratio OC R is almost the same between replicate tests, confirming the
reproducibility. This is one more time strengthened by the consistent periodicity observed in
the PSD .
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6.4.2 Influence of second replenishment
The second replenishment has only a minor effect on channel morphology in terms of covered
surface C S and compactness of bed forms N DC . The second replenishment reached the
same equilibrium values of C S and N DC obtained after the first replenishment. Nevertheless,
a slight increase in C S is observed for the alternating configurations (B and C). A remark-
ably smaller portion of replenished material remains on the channel bed after the second
replenishment, leading to a lower value of persistence PD. The occupational ratio OC R of
the second replenishment is similar to the first, and the same peak of replenished material
concentrations are observed. The only minor influence of the second replenishment indicates
that the volume of the first gravel augmentation was enough to create an equilibrium condi-
tion in the channel. Nevertheless, a slight increase in the deposition heights is observed after
the second replenishment for the alternating configurations. The analysis of the cumulative
OC R and ∆zb shows that this increase is most likely to occur in the very downstream channel
reach. Thus it can be assumed that for configuration B an equilibrium state was not reached
over the entire channel reach after the first replenishment. A second replenishment could
thus increase the impact length. For the parallel configurations, no general increase in the
OC R and ∆zb signal can be detected after the second replenishment meaning that an equi-
librium situation was achieved after the first augmentation. The periodicity of depositions
developed during the first replenishment remains constant after the second replenishment
as observed by the PSD analysis. Thus, it can be assumed that the pattern of deposition
created after the first replenishment is stable in time and the second replenishment has less
impact than the first augmentation on the channel bed morphology. This periodic depositions
can be understood as mounds, forming the initial condition of alternating bars, as it was
already observed by Venditti et al. (2012). Nevertheless, the deposition heights are not very
pronounced. Former studies highlighted that channel width variations are core condition for
the formation of topographic variations (Nelson et al., 2015). Width variations lead to changes
in flow velocity and consequently allow deposition in wider channel section and erosion in the
narrower, respectively. These diversities in flow velocity cannot occur on this flume, therefore
the deposit heights are limited. In addition, the present experimental conditions are close to
the plane bed occurrence for alternated bar formation, as proposed by Ahmari and Da Silva
(2011). No enhanced bed elevation variations can thus be expected, but the zone limits from
Ahmari and Da Silva (2011) are based on field observations and their validity are not assured
for laboratory experiments. Finally, the fixed bed does not allow small replenished grains to
percolate into the armored channel bed. Venditti et al. (2010) stated that augmentation of
fine grains, which could percolate, may increase the mobilization of bed material. It can be
assumed that changes in channel bed topography and deposition heights would be higher
in the case of a mobile bed. In addition, the minor effects of the second replenishment can
be explained by the change in initial roughness condition. The first replenishment decreases
roughness of the channel bed. This consequently results in higher bed shear stress, which
leads to increased transport capacity. In order to increase the effect of the first replenishment
on the upper river reach by means of a second replenishment the applied discharges should be
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decreased accounting for the established roughness conditions. Thereby, a higher persistence
value may be reached. This conclusions are strengthened by the results from Ferguson et al.
(2015), who showed that bed fining and consequently increased bed shear stress raised the
transport capacity by an order of magnitude. With increased transport capacity the augmented
sediment is transported further downstream, where the first replenishment had no impact and
deposited there with a similar pattern. When applying consecutive replenishment without
accounting for reduced roughness, the impact distance of replenishment material along the
downstream reach may be increased. In light of these observations, only one input point for
sediment replenishment may be needed. This is an advantage in case of limited access for
sediment replenishment in the more downstream river reach. By using only one upstream
implementation point, the distance between excavation and deposition site is reduced, no-
tably reducing the costs of restoration projects. Regardless the configuration, roughness of
channel bed is decreased by the replenishment from initial standard deviation corresponding
to the d50,b to the d50,r . This result is in agreement with the reaction of steep mountain gravel
streams to a first sediment pulse input, observed by Madej (2001).
6.5 Conclusion
Sediment replenishment can be applied for different goals, such as the fining of armoured
channel bed downstream a dam or the enhancement of channel bed elevation variations.
In the present study different geometrical configuration of replenishments and the effects
of consecutive gravel augmentation were experimentally investigated. The channel bed is
influenced in different ways depending on the geometrical configuration. The alternated
configuration is found to be more effective: persistence of material in the channel is higher and
the development of periodic bed elevation changes can be observed only for this configuration.
The periodic bed patterns follow a wavelength which correspond to the length of replenish-
ments. Although a remarkable bed fining is observed for both configurations, configuration
A leads to the largest covered surface value and corresponding bed fining. The decrease in
roughness induced by the first replenishment leads to higher transport capacities as initial
condition for the second replenishment. An increase in replenishment volume by means
of a second replenishment did not remarkably enhance elevation changes. It is assumed
that channel bed variation may be enhanced by decreasing the discharge. This would would
help in keeping more material on the channel bed, by matching the roughness conditions
established after the first replenishment. The pattern of deposition established after the first
replenishment is very stable. The volume of the first replenishment was enough to establish
an equilibrium condition along the channel. In case of the alternating configuration this equi-
librium condition was not reached over the entire channel length after first replenishment,
and the second replenishment did remarkably influence the very downstream reach of the
channel. Consecutive sediment replenishment is stated to be an effective measure in order to
increase the impact length of river restoration projects. This is of essential importance in case
of limited access for sediment replenishment along more downstream river reaches.
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7.1 Introduction
The technique of sediment replenishment has demonstrated to be successful in re-establishing
morphological bed forms and reactivating the natural sediment dynamics in sediment de-
pleted river reaches. In order to perform a successful river restoration by sediment replen-
ishment technique, the transport mechanism responsible of the grain erosion and transport
should be clarified.
So far, the main mechanism responsible of the erosion and transport of sediment replenish-
ment in an open-channel have been studied in the field or in laboratory, with either one single
replenishment volume or with continuous feeding on a moveable bed. These conditions do
not fit completely with the river state downstream of a dam.
In agreement with former studies, sediment replenishment deposits can be assumed and anal-
ysed as artificial pulses which increase locally the sediment supply. It was demonstrated that
pulses may move by a translation, by dispersion or by a mixed mechanism (Lisle et al., 1997,
2001). The same kind of analysis is performed on the multiple replenishment of sediment.
Former experiences were performed is the same range of Froude number by Sklar et al.
(2009) and the sediments were mainly moved by a translation-type mechanism. For practical
applications of sediments replenishment, translation-type mechanism is of particular interest
mainly where the access points for delivering the material are limited. In these cases, a
longer portion of channel reach is affected by the replenishment effects (Sklar et al., 2009). In
this research, for the first time, the mechanisms of transport are investigated in laboratory
with multiple sediment volumes replenished in the channel on a fixed armour bed. Six
geometrical replenishment configurations with alternated and parallel volumes are tested in
the laboratory. In addition, two submergence ratios of the volumes of sediments are tested:
complete submergence and over-submergence of the replenishment volume.
7.2 Method
A complete overview on the experimental installation is given in Section 3.1.1. Preliminary
series of tests confirmed that three hours of test duration are enough for achieving an equilib-
rium state in terms of erosion and transport. The total amount of sediment replenishment is
dived in four deposits, having the same dimensions. The deposits are placed on both channel
banks creating different geometries (Figure 7.1). The complete submergence ratio (water
depth=deposit height, 100%) and over submergence ratio (water depth= 1.3 deposit height,
130%) are tested. A complete list of tested cases is provided in Table 7.1.
The temporal evolution of the erosion and transport processes are recorded by means of
photos as described in 3.2. The initial and final bed topography are registered by a laser
scanner. During the first hour of test five series of photos are acquired at 0, 5, 15, 30, 45 and
60 minutes (t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, t6). The following two test hours, the interval between photos is
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Figure 7.1 – Experimental channel with replenished sediment (red) for all tested configurations.
Flow direction from left to right, indicated by the arrow
extended to 30 minutes (t7, t8, t9, t10). For the submergence condition of 130%, the time series
at 5 minutes has not been recorded. According to these intervals, in all graphs showing the
test results, times are listed from t1 to t10, with t1 corresponding to the initial state and t10 to
the channel configurations at the end of the test.
Table 7.1 – Hydraulic characteristics for the two tested submergence conditions (100%
and 130%), Froude and Reynolds numbers are estimated considering d50,r epl =5.5 mm and
d50,bed =11.5 mm
Submergence 100% 130%
Discharge m3/s 0.019 0.031
Flow depth m 0.07 0.09
Hydraulic radius m 0.05 0.07
Velocity m/s 0.54 0.64
Fr, Froude number - 0.65 0.67
Re, Repl: Particle Reynolds number - 446 496
θr , Repl: Shields number - 0.09 0.11
Bed: Particle Reynolds number - 932 1037
θb , Bed: Shields number - 0.04 0.05
7.2.1 Analysed parameters
The effects of the replenishment on the bed morphology in the channel reach is analysed in
terms of persistence, occupation surface, spatial and temporal distribution of replenished
material as presented in (Battisacco et al., 2016; Juez et al., 2016). Following, the parameters
used for determining the transport mechanisms which drives the replenished material along
the channel reach during the test duration are listed. These parameters describe the channel
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Table 7.2 – Analyzed tests
Conf Subm Time steps Data set Shift
Tot Time downstream
% min m
C 70 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
D 70 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
A1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.00
A2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.00
B1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.37
B2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.37
C1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.75
C2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
C3 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.75
D1 100 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 1.50
D2 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
D3 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 1.50
E 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.19
F 100 10 0,5,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.56
A 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.00
B 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.37
C 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 0.75
D 130 9 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo 1.50
E 130 10 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.19
F 130 10 0,15,30,45,60,90,120,150,180 Photo, Laser 0.56
response to sediment replenishment in view of morphological changes, needed time for
erosion, required released flow and affected distance downstream of the initial replenishment
volumes. The above mentioned parameters are presented in a more complete way in Section
3.3.
The transport mechanism is assessed as by Sklar et al. (2009) comparing the interquartile
length (IQL) with the position of the center of mass (T D50) of the covered surface. The
interquartile length is defined as the length of the central 50% of covered surface, without
considering the upper and lower 25% of the area (Figure 7.2). A large increase of the IQL
with a small change of the T D50 corresponds to dispersion transport. Whereas a movement
of the T D50 associated to a constant IQL value is related to a translation mechanism. The
slope (IQL/T D50) indicates whether the sediment are transported by dispersion or translation.
For the herein setup, a slope of 1 corresponds to pure dispersion, while 0 represents pure
translation. A mixed mechanism, between pure translation and pure dispersion correspond
to a slope of 0.5, in agreement with Nelson et al. (2015).
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Persistence PD %
Covered surface C S %
Compactness of covered surface N DC %
Travel distance of center of mass of sediment T D50 m
Travel distance of the front of sediment T D99 m
Velocity of center of mass Velocity T D50 m/s
Velocity of center of sediment front Velocity T D99 m/s
Occupation rate OC R %
Transport mechanism
Figure 7.2 – Schematic representation of the temporal evolution of the longitudinal distribu-
tion of the replenished volume of sediments. Example of dispersion, translation and mixed
transport
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Transport distance of the front and the center of mass
The temporal evolution of the front and of the center of mass of the replenished material for a
submergence ratio of 100% is shown in Figure 7.3 and Table 7.3. In Figure 7.3 it can be seen
that the for all the tested configurations the front of the moving grains reaches the end of the
channel. However, the time when this happens varies in relation with the initial conditions.
For parallel configurations (A, D and F), the front of the moving mass, T D99, reaches the
channel end between 30 and 45 minutes after the beginning of the test. For configuration D,
the first grains reach the final section in 15 minutes. For the parallel geometries (A, D and
F), the erosion and transport processes are mainly occurring during the first 45 minutes. For
these cases, the flow is concentrated over roughly one third of the channel cross section, thus
flow velocity and transport capacity are higher.
With alternated configurations (B, C and E), the water flows over about two third of the channel
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Figure 7.3 – Temporal evolution t of the transport distances x/w of T D99 (empty symbols) and
T D50 (filled symbols), for all configurations (from A to F) and for a submergence ratio of 100%
width. Consequently, the erosion process develops more progressively. The slope between the
normalized distance (x/w) and the time, indicating the velocity, is less steep for alternated
configurations, thus the transport process needs more time as can be seen in Figure 7.3. The
T D99 of the moving mass may reach the last channel section in two hours. The position of
the mass center, T D50, of the replenishment grains moves downstream mainly in the first two
hours of test. Then, the T D50 tends to an equilibrium slightly downstream the first half of
the channel length from x/w=15.8 to 18.6. The temporal evolution of T D99 and T D50 for a
submergence ratio of 130% are shown in Figure 7.4 and Table 7.3. It is visible that the erosion
process becomes faster compare with a submergence ratio of 100%. Furthermore, no clear
difference on the behaviour of the different geometrical configurations is visible. The most
downstream channel section is reached (position of T D99) in approximately 30 minutes for all
the configurations. For the remaining test duration a part of the replenishment material is
transported out from the observation reach. Thus, a continuous decrease of the total volume
of replenishment sediments is observed in the channel reach. The position of T D50 evolves
quickly in the first test hour and stabilizes in the position corresponding to x/w=20.
Table 7.3 gives the distances run by the T D50 and T D99 for all the performed replenishment
configurations and the two submergence ratios. The velocities are calculated as the ratio
between travel distance, for both T D50 and T D99, and needed time to reach the distance (i.e.
V [m/s] = T D50,120mi n [m] / 5*60 [s]). Independently from the submergence ratio, a decrease
of the velocity is observed between the first and the second test hour. This confirms the
previous observations on the erosion process occurring in the first hour of experiment. From
the second hour until the end of the test the velocity decreases to values close to zero. Thus,
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Figure 7.4 – Temporal evolution of the transport distances of T D99 (empty symbols) and T D50
(filled symbols), for all configurations (from A to F) and for a submergence ratio of 130%
the transport process has reached an equilibrium state and no further remarkable changes
occurred.
7.3.2 Temporal distribution of sediment along the channel length
The success of the application of the artificial replenishment of sediments can be evaluated
by the extension of the area affected by the mobilized sediments, as mentioned by Sklar et al.
(2009). In the first column (a) of Figure 7.5 and 7.6, the time evolution of the occupation
ratio (OC R) for a submergence ratio of 100% is shown. Areas of channel bed covered by
replenished material alternate with others almost not affected by the replenishment grains.
This distribution of replenished material throughout the channel bed is established in only
about 15 minutes from the test beginning. Some peaks of sediment concentration are observed
along the channel. Their positions are the same for all the remaining test duration. This trend
of OC R distribution is similar for all the different geometrical configurations. Nevertheless,
the temporal analysis points out a variation in the intensity of the OC R peaks in time, column
(a) from Figure 7.5 to 7.8.
In these figures it is visible that, during the first 1.5 hour, more intense peaks of OC R are
located in the upstream half of the channel, with values sometimes higher than 80%, whereas
the peaks downstream are not higher than 50%. In the second half of the duration of the tests,
the peaks of OC R decrease, whereas an increase of OC R is visible downstream. This different
evolution between the upstream (x/w < 18) and the downstream regions (x/w > 18) indicates
that a transfer of sediments is occurring from a region to the following. The OC R follows a
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clear pattern, with a wavelength corresponding to the length of the replenishment volume as
already observed in preliminary tests (Battisacco et al., 2016). It can be also noted that, for
the parallel configurations (A, D and F), the pattern observed downstream shows the imprint
of the initial form of the replenishment. On the other hand, for alternating configurations, a
shorter and more varied wavelength of the downstream pattern is observed.
The temporal evolution of OC R for a submergence of 130% is presented in the first column
(a) of Figures 7.7 and 7.8. For parallel configurations, especially A and F, the peaks of OC R
are as high as 80% for the initial time steps in the upstream half of the channel, and lower
than 40% in the downstream channel reach. These higher initial values of OC R for parallel
configurations correspond to a wider spread of material over the channel width. The peaks
in OC R sediment distribution are less intense for a submergence ratio of 100% than 130%
for parallel replenishment geometries (A, D and F). The comparison in OC R distribution
between a submergence ratio of 100% and 130% shows that, for alternating configurations
(B, C and E), the peaks of sediment concentration are located slightly more downstream with
a higher submergence. This longer distance is due to the higher transport capacity for the
130% submergence, which leads to a higher initial deposit erosion and transport. For the
same reason, the depositions are more intense for higher discharge, since the flow erodes
more grains. In addition, the geometrical configuration contributes to strengthen the effect
of submergence. Parallel configurations confine the flow in one third of the cross section,
notably increasing the transport capacity.
In Figures 7.5 and 7.6, second column (b), the correlation function between the OC R distribu-
tions of consecutive time steps is presented for each configuration and a submergence ratio of
100%. Correlation functions were determined for the instantaneous signals of OC R paired by
consecutive time steps. The peak of correlation function corresponds to the distance between
similar patterns of the longitudinal distribution of the replenishment sediment through the
channel. The spatial lag (corresponding to the peak of correlation) divided by the time step
between the OC R signals corresponds to a travelling velocity of the sediment patches.
The main movement of replenished material occurs mainly during the first 5 to 15 minutes
from the test beginning (t2 and t3). The part of channel bed occupied by the transported grains
in the interval t2-t3 remain constant for the rest of the test, despite the variation of the OC R
values. Thus, the lags between OC R distributions tend to zero since no further significant
movements of the bed forms occurred in the channel bed. The alternated configurations (B,
C and E) require more time compared to parallel geometries to reach an equilibrium state
in terms of covered surface as already observed by (Battisacco et al., 2016). For alternated
configurations, the correlation function presents a somehow flatter distribution around the
peak. This effect is related with a higher variety of bed forms in the channel.
The correlation functions for the submergence ratio of 130% are shown in Figures 7.7 and
7.8, second column (b). The main movement of sediment patterns occurs in the first 15
test minutes of testing. No significant differences can be seen between the geometrical
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configurations. Thus, the transport dynamics of parallel (A, D and F) and alternated (B, C and
E) configurations are similar for 130% submergence ratio.
The temporal evolution of the normalized cumulative sum of the OC R distribution is pre-
sented in Figures 7.5 and 7.6, third column (c), for a submergence ratio of 100%. The cumu-
lative sum of the OC R signals, along the longitudinal direction, allows to infer the time the
replenished sediments require to be active on the whole channel, complementary the previous
analysis. The cumulative sum also illustrates the temporal evolution of the process of filling
and depletion of the sediment replenishment. The cumulative of OC R is normalized by the
area of interest in these figures.
In alternated configurations (B and C mainly), it clearly takes longer (45 minutes) until the
replenished sediments can be observed along the whole channel. This happens when a
flat region is not longer observed in the longitudinal distribution of the cumulative sum of
OC R (i.e. Figure 7.5, configuration B, from t5 to t6). For the parallel (A and D) and nearly
parallel configurations (E and F), the replenished sediments are present throughout the entire
channel before 15 minutes. Later, with more evidence for parallel configurations (A and F),
the cumulative area decreases in the downstream half of channel reach, corresponding to a
channel depletion. For alternated configuration B and C, the depletion of sediments from
the channel is lower than for parallel configurations (A, D and F). The persistence of bed
morphological forms seems to last longer for the alternated configurations.
For a submergence ratio of 130% (see Figure 7.7 and 7.8, third column (c)), the replenished
volumes for all the geometrical configurations have suffered for a complete erosion in the
upstream half of the channel after 15 minutes. The maximum occupation of bed surface
occurs in less than half an hour of testing corresponding to the initial spread of material.
For the remaining test duration, the flow continues to transport the sediments and the bed
morphology is washed away. No clear differences are evident between alternated and parallel
configurations of replenishment volumes.
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conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F
0.1 10.40 10.08 9.74 10.62 9.82 9.96
5 13.13 11.46 13.04 13.32 14.52 12.00 1.750 1.528 1.738 1.776 1.935 1.600 175.033 152.833 173.833 177.633 193.533 160.033
15 15.27 14.15 14.37 15.27 17.52 15.34 0.679 0.629 0.638 0.679 0.779 0.682 67.878 62.878 63.844 67.878 77.878 68.178
30 15.96 15.13 15.23 16.68 17.60 17.13 0.355 0.336 0.338 0.371 0.391 0.381 35.472 33.622 33.839 37.072 39.106 38.072
45 16.59 15.70 15.94 16.61 18.51 17.50 0.246 0.233 0.236 0.246 0.274 0.259 24.570 23.259 23.615 24.604 27.426 25.926
60 16.56 15.55 16.56 17.04 18.74 18.50 0.184 0.173 0.184 0.189 0.208 0.206 18.394 17.278 18.394 18.936 20.819 20.553
90 17.01 16.62 17.52 16.89 19.24 19.23 0.126 0.123 0.130 0.125 0.143 0.142 12.602 12.313 12.974 12.513 14.252 14.241
120 16.74 16.92 18.79 17.36 19.47 18.98 0.093 0.094 0.104 0.096 0.108 0.105 9.301 9.401 10.439 9.643 10.818 10.543
150 16.77 17.19 17.62 17.49 19.35 18.87 0.075 0.076 0.078 0.078 0.086 0.084 7.454 7.641 7.831 7.774 8.601 8.388
180 16.36 17.31 19.08 16.99 18.95 19.08 0.061 0.064 0.071 0.063 0.070 0.071 6.059 6.412 7.065 6.293 7.018 7.068
conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F
0.1 11.96 12.56 13.11 14.61 12.69 12.19
5 22.39 19.44 21.74 19.67 22.48 20.46 2.985 2.592 2.898 2.622 2.997 2.727 298.533 259.233 289.833 262.233 299.733 272.733
15 29.84 22.56 23.21 25.53 27.98 26.16 1.326 1.002 1.031 1.135 1.243 1.162 132.611 100.244 103.144 113.478 124.344 116.244
30 30.61 25.21 24.87 30.84 30.84 30.98 0.680 0.560 0.553 0.685 0.685 0.688 68.022 56.022 55.272 68.539 68.539 68.839
45 30.85 29.31 29.49 30.81 31.06 31.05 0.457 0.434 0.437 0.456 0.460 0.460 45.704 43.426 43.681 45.648 46.015 46.004
60 30.90 29.99 30.41 30.97 31.07 31.07 0.343 0.333 0.338 0.344 0.345 0.345 34.336 33.319 33.786 34.411 34.519 34.519
90 31.02 30.99 31.08 30.90 31.11 31.11 0.230 0.230 0.230 0.229 0.230 0.230 22.980 22.957 23.024 22.885 23.041 23.046
120 30.90 31.08 31.09 30.96 31.08 31.07 0.172 0.173 0.173 0.172 0.173 0.173 17.168 17.268 17.272 17.197 17.264 17.260
150 30.88 31.07 31.01 30.98 31.09 31.11 0.137 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.138 13.724 13.808 13.781 13.768 13.818 13.824
180 30.80 31.10 31.11 30.90 31.12 31.12 0.114 0.115 0.115 0.114 0.115 0.115 11.406 11.518 11.520 11.443 11.526 11.526
conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F
0.1 10.05 10.07 10.22 11.01 10.08 9.96
5 17.59 21.27 21.46 18.62 18.90 13.98 2.345 2.836 2.861 2.482 2.519 1.863 234.533 283.633 286.133 248.233 251.933 186.333
15 19.55 21.48 21.28 18.99 21.71 19.51 0.869 0.954 0.946 0.844 0.965 0.867 86.878 95.444 94.578 84.411 96.478 86.711
30 19.06 21.64 21.61 19.62 21.03 19.95 0.424 0.481 0.480 0.436 0.467 0.443 42.356 48.089 48.022 43.606 46.722 44.322
45 19.59 21.32 22.12 20.04 21.09 20.44 0.290 0.316 0.328 0.297 0.312 0.303 29.015 31.581 32.770 29.693 31.248 30.281
60 20.03 21.92 21.82 19.96 20.82 20.79 0.223 0.244 0.242 0.222 0.231 0.231 22.253 24.353 24.244 22.178 23.128 23.094
90 19.32 21.98 22.75 19.10 20.76 21.84 0.143 0.163 0.169 0.141 0.154 0.162 14.307 16.280 16.852 14.146 15.380 16.174
120 20.52 22.09 22.62 19.27 20.73 21.12 0.114 0.123 0.126 0.107 0.115 0.117 11.401 12.272 12.564 10.706 11.518 11.735
150 20.32 22.81 22.53 19.38 20.70 21.79 0.090 0.101 0.100 0.086 0.092 0.097 9.031 10.138 10.014 8.611 9.201 9.684
180 20.32 22.81 22.53 19.38 20.77 21.72 0.075 0.084 0.083 0.072 0.077 0.080 7.526 8.448 8.345 7.176 7.693 8.045
conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F conf. A conf. B conf. C conf. D conf. E conf. F
0.1 12.91 12.93 13.80 15.65 13.21 12.19
5 31.09 31.14 31.08 31.14 30.90 26.56 4.145 4.152 4.143 4.151 4.120 3.541 414.533 415.233 414.333 415.133 412.033 354.133
15 31.10 31.05 30.98 31.14 31.14 31.03 1.382 1.380 1.377 1.384 1.384 1.379 138.211 137.978 137.678 138.378 138.411 137.911
30 31.11 31.08 31.11 31.14 31.11 31.09 0.691 0.691 0.691 0.692 0.691 0.691 69.139 69.056 69.139 69.206 69.139 69.089
45 31.09 31.14 31.02 31.13 31.13 31.15 0.461 0.461 0.459 0.461 0.461 0.461 46.059 46.137 45.948 46.115 46.115 46.148
60 31.09 31.07 31.03 31.17 31.15 31.17 0.345 0.345 0.345 0.346 0.346 0.346 34.544 34.519 34.478 34.628 34.611 34.636
90 31.12 30.91 31.13 31.15 31.13 31.17 0.231 0.229 0.231 0.231 0.231 0.231 23.052 22.896 23.057 23.074 23.057 23.091
120 31.12 31.08 31.11 31.14 31.10 31.17 0.173 0.173 0.173 0.173 0.173 0.173 17.289 17.264 17.285 17.301 17.276 17.314
150 31.12 30.64 31.05 31.15 31.11 31.17 0.138 0.136 0.138 0.138 0.138 0.139 13.831 13.618 13.801 13.844 13.824 13.854
180 31.12 30.64 31.05 31.15 31.12 31.17 0.115 0.113 0.115 0.115 0.115 0.115 11.526 11.348 11.501 11.537 11.526 11.545
Submergence ratio 100%
Normalised distance TD50, x/w [-] Velocity TD50, [m/s] * 10
-2
Time, [min]
Normalised distance TD99, x/w [-] Velocity TD99, [m/s] * 10
-2 
Time, [min]
Submergence ratio 130%
Time, [min]
Normalised distance TD50, x/w [-] Velocity TD50, [m/s] * 10
-2
Time, [min]
Normalised distance TD99, x/w [-] Velocity TD99, [m/s] * 10
-2 
Table 7.3 – Normalized distances and velocities of travel distance of the center of mass T D50
and travel distance of the sediment front T D99, for all the configurations and for a submer-
gence ratio of 100% and 130%. Parallel configurations (A,D,F) are highlighted in gray
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Figure 7.5 – First column (a) Occupation ratio distribution (OCR), Second column (b) temporal evolution of the OCR-distribution correlations,
Third column (c) cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution, for configurations A, B and C, and 100% of submergence. Area initially occupied by
the replenished deposits in gray
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Figure 7.6 – First column (a) Occupation ratio distribution (OCR), Second column (b) temporal evolution of the OCR-distribution correlations,
Third column (c) cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution, for configurations D, E and F, and 100% of submergence. Area initially occupied by
the replenished deposits in gray
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Figure 7.7 – First column (a) Occupation ratio distribution (OCR), Second column (b) temporal evolution of the OCR-distribution correlations,
Third column (c) cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution, for configurations A, B and C, and 130% of submergence. Area initially occupied by
the replenished deposits in gray
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Figure 7.8 – First column (a) Occupation ratio distribution (OCR), Second column (b) temporal evolution of the OCR-distribution correlations,
Third column (c) cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution, for configurations D, E and F, and 130% of submergence. Area initially occupied by
the replenished deposits in gray
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7.3.3 Dispersion and translation
Figure 7.9a shows, for a submergence ratio of 100%, the evolution of the location of the
center of mass, T D50, against the interquartile length, IQL, both normalized by the channel
width. This method was proposed by Sklar et al. (2009). It can be seen that transport is
slightly dominated by dispersion in all the experiments. The alternated configurations, B,
C and E, move downstream mainly by dispersion. By time, the transport mechanism for
alternated configurations evolves from mixed to dispersive dominated. Nevertheless, for
configurations B, C and E a component of translation (slope < 0.5) is observed in the last time
steps. The remaining configurations, with parallel replenishment volumes, are governed by
an intermediate mechanism between translation and dispersion, with a slight preference for
translation.
The transport mechanism for a submergence ratio of 130% is shown in Figure 7.9b. The erosion
process is speed up by the increased flow velocity and the mechanism is purely translation
independently of the performed configurations. Nevertheless, parallel configurations (A, D
and F) are more close to a mixed transport mechanism.
Figure 7.9 – Location of the center of mass (T D50) against the interquantile length (IQL), both
normalized by the channel width (w), for a submergence ratio of 100% (a) and 130% (b)
7.4 Discussion
7.4.1 Influence of the submergence ratio in the transport mechanism
The performed replenishment of sediments evolves downstream both by translation and dis-
persion mechanism of transport. The temporal evolution of the occupation ratio for a submer-
gence ratio of 100% shows all the components of dispersion: attenuation of the peak intensity
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in the fix locations, movement downstream of the leading edge and, by consequence, spread
of the sediments along the channel. For a submergence ratio of 100%, the erosion occurs at
the beginning of the test, while the transport process develops more progressively in time. The
transport mechanism changes from dispersion-dominated to translation-dominated in the
last phases of test.
Translation is observed for a submergence ratio of 130%. Alternating configurations, especially
B and C, lead to a lower spread of the material on channel bed. On the other hand, for the
same displacement of center of mass, parallel configurations (D and F) show a bigger spread
of grains. The different behaviour is due to the higher flow velocity and transport capacity.
The OC R signals and the correlation functions for both submergence ratios underline two
main sediment movement in terms of displaced amount of sediments. A large sediment
displacement runs out in the first minutes and it is responsible of the high sediment erosion
upstream and the creation of bed form pattern further downstream. The second sediment
movement lasts during the whole the test duration, and correspond to the displacement of
smaller amount of sediments as shown in the temporal evolution of OC R (see Figures from 7.5
to 7.8). This movement is responsible of depletion of upstream bed forms in favor of increase
of the downstream ones in the later states of the test. Nevertheless, the deposition pattern of
the replenishment is unaltered during the test duration.
Furthermore, for a constant discharge, a small amount of sediments is continuously moved
downstream to fill the less densely covered areas. In agreement with McManamay et al. (2010),
flows without high flow variations do not provide changes in the bed shear stress. The herein
performed discharges do not allows these bed shear stress variations. Therefore, streambed
mobilization is not possible. A constant flow allows only the shift of sediments at areas that
have already deposits. Also when applying consecutive replenishments, it was obsreved that
the eroded sediments tend to deposit in the same downstream areas occupied by the first
replenishment Bösch et al. (2016).
7.4.2 Relation between transport mechanisms and the objectives of river restora-
tion projects
Whether translation- or dispersion-type of transport processes should be favoured, when
performing artificial replenishment of sediments into a river reach, depends on the objectives
of the restoration project. Our results show that translation transport is associated mainly to
high submergence of the replenishment. This situation is more suitable when a longer impact
distance is wanted. This may be the case of a restoration project aiming at restore sediment
supply at great distances. A submergence ratio of 100% of the replenishment favours a shorter
distance effect but more persistent in time.
The bed form pattern created by either parallel or alternated configurations of the replenish-
ment deposits may also be a criteria of choice in the aim of the project. Parallel configurations
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of replenishment volume behave like a single mass moving downstream, with a more chaotic
distribution of grains on the channel bed. The movement downstream for alternated con-
figurations enhances the formation of more pronounced alternate bars, leading to a more
natural morphological aspect. Alternated configurations might be preferred instead of parallel
in order to obtain a clearer bed pattern and slower diffusion of the grains towards downstream.
Nevertheless, the geometrical configuration of the replenishment volumes plays a marginal
role compared to the submergence ratio.
Sediment replenishment volumes, finer than the pre-existing bed, lead to a wide bed surface
fining and to a re-mobilization of part of the armoured bed since they are able to percolate
through (Frey and Church, 2009; Venditti et al., 2010). This bed refinement also conditions
the downstream transport of sediment by the creation of flow corridors with higher transport
capacity (Juez et al., 2016).
The use of a constant discharge corresponds to a single flood event of a duration of nine hours
in prototype, considering Froude scale transformation and a geometrical scale factor of 1:10.
This single event might be quite far from a real application. Nevertheless, as mentioned in
Battisacco et al. (2016), the test duration guarantees the achievement of an equilibrium state
for the morphological bed forms.
For a submergence ratio of 130%, the length of the experimental channel may be a limitation
for the present study, especially considering the distance travelled by the grains. For these
flow conditions, a portion of the replenishment material went out of the channel. Therefore, it
was not possible to observe if the grain deposition patterns followed the same trend further
downstream.
7.5 Conclusions
The transport mechanisms of multiple sediment replenishment volumes are studied by a series
of laboratory experiments for two submergence ratios and six geometrical configurations of
the deposits.
The replenishment volumes are eroded rapidly in the first minutes and the grains distribution
along the downstream reach is maintained stable for the remaining test duration with small
changes. Two velocities of movement can, thus, being seen. The first is responsible of the
initial sediment movement, while the second sediment displacement is responsible of the
depletion of the bed forms upstream for the increase of those more downstream.
Regardless the geometrical configuration of the replenishment volumes, the mechanism is
mainly dispersive when the replenished deposits are subjected to a complete submergence.
By the spatial and temporal analysis of sediments distribution, it is observed that the grains,
when transported downstream, deposit following a clear pattern. These patterns keep their
positions along the channel, but reduce their amplitude with time due to sediment depletion.
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With higher submergence ratio, the flow velocity and transport capacity are higher, and in
these flow conditions the transport mechanism is more of the translational type. The main
erosion phase and the longest movement of grains occur in the first minutes, while then the
distribution of grains attains an equilibrium in terms of occupied areas.
The dispersive mechanism leads to more stable bed forms and more important morphological
changes. The aquatic fauna and flora may find benefits by the restoration of a stable bed
pattern, where spawning habitats can be created by fishes since different flow conditions, in
terms of velocity and bed shear stress, are enhanced. The thickness of these bed forms is equal
to three to five times the median diameter of the replenished material. Thus, considering the
applied geometrical scale factor, enough for being new spawning ground areas for fishes.
A translation-type transport mechanism of sediment replenishment requires a shorter flow
release, i.e. artificial flood, and the effects are distributed farer downstream the river reach.
These conditions are suitable for the operational and economical points of view. Indeed,
minimizing the released amount of water and the time required for the operation are aspects
to be considered in field applications. Furthermore, the translation behaviour permits to
affect longer distances, thus, allowing to overcome problems of reaches difficult to be affected
by the replenishment deposits.
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8 Transient flows released on sediment
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8.1 Introduction
Previous tests showed that when placing multiple replenishment deposits on both banks of the
flume in alternating configuration, a complete material erosion is achieved. The succession
of narrower and larger sections due to the geometrical configuration establishes hydraulic
forces able to erode and transport all the material, as described in Chapter 4. These results
were obtained using a constant discharge on the flume, corresponding to a complete volume
submergence (water depth = replenishment height). These may not be really representative
of the hydraulic conditions during an artificial flood release. Thus, a series of experiments
was run using a triangular shaped hydrographs. Recently, Humphries et al. (2012) and Mao
(2012) studied the morphological response of a channel reach to a hydrograph with constant
sediment feeding from upstream. Therefore, both studies cannot be directly related to sedi-
ment replenishment in armoured bed. Mao (2012) investigated the sediment transport rate
and grain size for a continuous feed channel and different hydrograph, whereas Humphries
et al. (2012) compared the effect of a sediment replenishment impacted by a constant dis-
charge with the effects due to a hydrograph. In line with these studies, this Chapter aims
at investigating the influence of hydrographs with different rising and falling limb slopes
applied on alternated replenishment configurations. The hydrographs are comparable to the
complete submergence case by the same total bed shear stress performed on the entire test
duration. The results in Chapter 4 indicate that sediment replenishment deposits placed in
an alternating configurations are completely eroded by a complete submergence and they
develop morphological bed forms on the downstream reach. In light of the use of sediment
replenishment as a tool for restoring morphological variability in dam affected reach, these
configurations are here considered for evaluating the influence of the hydrograph.
8.2 Methods
8.2.1 Experimental setup and data acquisition
Detailed information on the flume facility are available in Section 3.1.1. Two alternating
configurations, B and C, are tested with the transient flows. Figure 8.1 shows the flume
installation with the replenished volumes forming the two alternating configurations.
The available data set are pictures and laser scanner. The instrumentation is mounted on
a moveable structure on longitudinal and cross sectional directions (Figure 8.2). All the
information related to experimental facility and data acquisition procedure are presented in
Chapter 3. A summary of the data available for all the performed tests are provided in Table
8.1. The analysis is undertaken on the area of interest (Aoi ) defined as the channel bed surface
(channel width, 0.4 m, times observation length, 10.0 m). The Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979) is
used to converted the image into binary metrics. The data analysis is performed on the binary
picture.
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Figure 8.1 – (a) Flume channel with implemented sediment replenishment, (b) Sediment
replenishment configurations (B and C) and their dimensions
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Figure 8.2 – Flume installation: (a) instrumentation mounted on carriage and (b) view of the
channel from the downstream end
8.2.2 Tested configurations and hydrographs
The channel response to the sediment replenishment is tested with both constant and tran-
sient discharge. A constant discharge with complete submergence of the replenishment
volumes proofed to be an adequate condition for the erosion of the volumes and the creation
of morphological bed forms downstream (see Chapter 4).
In addition, four triangular-shaped hydrographs were tested. The hydrographs have the same
peak discharge, but different rising and falling limb slopes (Figure 8.3a).
The test duration is equal to 180 minutes for all the performed tests. The peaks of discharge
occur respectively at 20, 45, 90 and 160 minutes from the beginning of the experiment. Differ-
ent time steps are shown for each performed cases, with higher frequency close to the passage
of the discharge peak. In the following data analysis the above mentioned hydrographs are
recalled: H1, H2, H3, H4 and Hc (Table 8.1).
Table 8.1 – Conditions of the tests for configuration B and C. The discharge is indicated as Q in
[m3/s]. Peak indicates the time needed for reaching the discharge peak. Time step indicates
the timing of pictures
Discharge Name Peak Max Q Time step
[min] [m3/s] [min]
Variable H1 20 30 0, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180
Variable H2 45 30 0, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180
Variable H3 90 30 0, 10, 20, 45, 60, 70, 90, 105, 120, 150, 180
Variable H4 160 30 0, 30, 60, 90, 105, 120, 135, 150, 165, 180
Constant Hc - 19 0, 5, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180
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Figure 8.3 – (a) Designed discharge: constant discharge and hydrographs, (b) Dimensionless
bed shear stress for the designed discharges and threshold of movement
These hydrographs are divided in steep and mild configuration. H1 and H2 belong to the first
group, which have steeper rising limb than falling one. Following the same criteria, H3 and
H4 are defined as mild hydrographs. The hydrographs have been defined in a way that the
constant discharge and transient flow create the same total bed shear stress integrated in three
hours testing (Figure 8.3b).
The definition of bed shear stress, τ0, and dimensionless bed shear stress, τ∗, are provided
in Section 2.1. A dimensionless time is used in the following plots considering the constant
discharge case with complete submergence as reference. The dimensionless time, T i me∗, is
defined as the time needed by the uniform flow (at the uniform flow velocity, vm,100 for 100%
submergence) to run throughout the observation length, L (equal to 10 m) (see Section 3.1.3).
T i me∗[−]= t
L/vm,100
(8.1)
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8.2.3 Analysed indicators
The indicators listed below describe the channel response to both a constant and a transient
flow in terms of morphological bed forms, bed fining and transport distance. A complete
description of the analysed parameters is provided in Section 3.3. The herein computed
parameters are listed:
Persistence PD %
Covered surface C S %
Compactness of covered surface N DC %
Occupation rate OC R %
Power Spectrum Density of OC R signal PSD db
Bed roughness K s m1/3/s
Volume of deposition mm3
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Visual analysis of the response of bed morphology on transient and con-
stant flow
Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show the replenished material distribution for configuration B at 30, 60,
120 and 180 minutes from the test beginning (20 minutes for H3) for transient and constant
discharge tests. At 30 minutes from the test begin the discharge peak has already passed for
the test with hydrograph H1, whereas for all the remaining case the discharge is still increasing.
In the case of H1, the replenishment volumes are almost completely eroded at this time step
and only a few grains remain in the original positions. The replenishment material has already
reached the channel end section and a continuous reduction of the initial replenishment
volume is occurring. For the other transient flows, the more upstream volumes are almost
unaltered by the flow, while the downstream deposits have suffered from erosion.
The erosion process has started from the downstream tail of the replenishment deposits where
the transport capacity is higher due to the section narrowing. On the other hand, a constant
discharge, with a submergence ratio of 100%, after 30 minutes from the test begin has eroded
and transported the most downstream deposits almost 10 times their lengths toward the
channel. Furthermore, a bed morphological pattern has already started to develop on the
channel bed. The material is deposited with a clear pattern on the whole channel bed. The bed
morphology is slightly modified between the two time steps at 120 and 180 minutes, meaning
that an equilibrium state in terms of erosion and transport of replenished material is reached
in the meanwhile.
For the transient flows, at the test end, the deposits are completely eroded and the material
is spread on the whole channel bed. Part of the replenished material went out from the
observation reach and the available material on channel is, thus, reduced. Nevertheless, a bed
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morphological pattern is created on the channel bed.
In Figures 8.6 and 8.7, the temporal evolution for configuration C for the same time steps
are plotted. For the transient flows, after 30 minutes from the beginning of the test, the
initial volume shapes are slightly modified. It can be seen that the erosion starts from the
more downstream deposits, while the more upstream do not suffer from any erosion. For the
constant flow, three over four deposits are almost completely eroded and the process is taking
place on the most upstream replenishment. Nevertheless, the bed morphology presents slight
differences between this time step and the final state.
At the test end, the replenished volumes are totally eroded for all the cases. The amount of
sediment remaining in the channel reach varies depending on the applied hydrograph. The
portion of replenished material going out from the channel reach increases as the duration of
the hydrograph rising limb becomes longer. For H4, when the discharge peak occurs most of
the replenished material has already exited the observation channel. As mentioned in Chapter
3, the observation length is defined as the undisturbed length on channel, thus excluding the
upstream and downstream 2.5 m.
The erosion and transport processes behave similarly for configurations B and C. For both
configurations morphological bed forms are created.
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Figure 8.4 – Temporal evolution of the erosion and transport of replenished material by picture
records for configuration B, for all tested flow conditions at 30 and 60 minutes from the test
begin
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Figure 8.5 – Temporal evolution of the erosion and transport of replenished material by picture
records for configuration B, for all tested flow conditions at 120 and 180 minutes from the test
begin
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Figure 8.6 – Temporal evolution of the erosion and transport of replenished material by picture
records for configuration C, for all tested flow conditions at 30 and 60 minutes from the test
begin
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Figure 8.7 – Temporal evolution of the erosion and transport of replenished material by picture
records for configuration C, for all tested flow conditions at 120 and 180 minutes from the test
begin
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8.3.2 Temporal distribution of sediment replenishment material on channel bed
In Figure 8.8 the temporal evolution of the covered surface C S for the transient flow cases
is plotted as a function of the dimensionless time, T i me∗, and the dimensionless bed shear
stress τ∗.
Figure 8.8 – Temporal evolution of covered surface C S as function of the dimensionless time
T i me∗ and the dimensionless bed shear stress τ∗
The C S distribution varies with the steepness of the rising limb. For steep rising limbs, as
H1 and H2, the C S has a peak between 100 and 200 T i me∗ after the discharge peak. For
H4, considered as a mild hydrograph, the C S maximum is attained before the discharge
peak (corresponding to the maximum value of τ∗), whereas H3 reaches the maximum of C S
almost in correspondence with the discharge peak. In all the performed cases, configuration
B shows higher maximum values of C S than configuration C, reaching 47% for H4. After the
discharge peak, the C S tends to an equilibrium state with smaller variations in time for both
configurations H1 and H4. For a steep rising limb (H1 and H2), the maximum C S value drops
respectively about 20% and 10% for configurations B and C at the test end. For H3 and H4, the
C S diminishes of 30% for configuration B and 20% for configuration C. Most of the replenished
material is washed out from the observation length once the discharge decreases, especially
for steep hydrographs when a parallel volume geometry (configuration B) is placed in the
channel. The remaining material in the observation stretch for configuration C is bigger (Table
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8.2).
Table 8.2 – Main results in terms of persistence (PD), covered surface (C S) and compactness
of covered surface (N DC ) for all configurations. The subscript zer o indicates the values at the
initial state and 3h stays for the value at the end of the test
Test Conf Peak Placed Washed PD C S0 C S3h N DC0 N DC3h
sediment initial 3h initial 3h
min Kg Kg % % % % %
39 B, H1 20 23.2 15.3 34.1 9.6 25.5 0.93 0.59
41 B, H2 45 23.0 9.6 58 8.4 25.7 0.89 0.66
43 B, H3 90 29.9 11.7 60.8 8.7 20.2 0.90 0.62
45 B, H4 160 23.8 14.7 38.2 9.3 15.3 0.90 0.53
19 B, Hc - 27.0 0.1 99.8 9.4 37.5 0.97 0.86
40 C, H1 20 24.6 3.6 98.5 8.0 29.7 0.90 0.73
42 C, H2 45 23.2 4.1 82.2 8.5 27.6 0.87 0.74
44 C, H3 90 23.9 9.0 62.2 7.5 13.0 0.89 0.57
46 C, H4 160 22.0 9.8 55.6 5.9 19.9 0.87 0.67
20 C, Hc - 27.0 0.2 99.3 9.2 36.2 0.97 0.86
The hydrographs lead to a higher spread and transport of the replenished material compared
to the constant discharge case, as described in Chapter 4. For a submergence ratio of 100%,
constant during the test duration, the erosion of the replenished material occurs in the first 50
T i me∗ of testing, for later approaching an equilibrium state. The C S for configurations B and
C are about 35% at the equilibrium state.
The occupation of the channel bed by the replenished material is evaluated also in terms
of compactness N DC of the covered surface. Table 8.2 presents the initial and final values
of C S and N DC for all the performed cases. As highlighted from Figures 8.4 to 8.7, the
bed forms at the test end are more evident for cases performed with a constant discharge
than with any transient flows. Nevertheless, configuration C leads to more compact bed
morphological shapes with maximum values obtained for steep rising hydrographs (H1 and
H2). For configuration B, the lowest N DC corresponds to the longest rising limb H4. In this
case, a high portion of replenished material was transported out from the observation reach.
Figure 8.9 presents a phase plot with the covered surface C S against the dimensionless bed
shear stress τ∗. For each transient flow case, configurations B and C behave similarly. For steep
rising limb, H1 and H2, the final C S value is higher than the initial state. This corresponds to a
global bed fining on the channel bed. For these cases, a counterclockwise behaviour can be
seen for the covered surface C S.
On the other hand, the C S for H3 attends the maximum value almost simultaneously to the
discharge peak. The final C S value for H3 is close to the initial condition for both configura-
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tions, with a slight better performance of configuration B. Therefore, it can be assumed that
the sediment replenishment has a minor effect on the channel bed (Figure 8.9). Differently
from the other cases, the maximum C S is achieved before the bed shear stress peak for the
mildest hydrograph H4.
Figure 8.9 – Covered surface (C S) plotted versus the dimensionless bed shear stress (τ∗) for
configuration B (a) and C (b), and all the flow conditions
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8.3.3 Bed roughness and deposition depth
The standard deviation ST DV of bed elevation variations can be used to state the morpholog-
ical changes occurred on the bed channel (Coleman et al., 2011). Table 8.3 plots the values of
ST DV before and after the replenishment for the performed experiments.
Table 8.3 – Standard deviation of bed elevation changes for configuration B and C. The data
are provided by the laser measurements. * = (final- initial)/initial
Test Configuration STDV Relative
initial final increase*
[mm] [mm] [%]
B H1 11.98 6.44 -46
B H2 11.62 5.92 -49
B H3 11.65 5.69 -51
B H4 11.65 6.37 -45
B Hc 12.59 6.89 -45
C H1 12.00 7.19 -40
C H2 12.21 7.24 -41
C H3 12.14 7.13 -41
C H4 12.07 6.80 -44
C Hc 12.22 7.01 -43
The bed fining provided by configuration B is slightly higher than configuration C. Configu-
ration B leads to a wide spread of the material on the channel bed, due to the geometrical
placement of volumes. On the other hand, the flow is initially guided towards the replenish-
ment volumes for configuration C. Thus, the transported material has a bigger tendency to
group in bed forms.
The general reduction of channel bed surface roughness reaches the 51% for H3 for configura-
tion B. However, it should be remembered that a consistent portion of replenished material
went out from the observation reach for the long rising limb test (H4).
8.3.4 Comparison of volumes between constant discharge and hydrograph
The needed water volumes for obtaining the maximum values of covered surface C S are illus-
trated in Figures 8.10 and 8.11. The maximum volume is required by the constant discharge.
In Chapter 4 it is stated that after two hours of test, an equilibrium state in terms of C S. This
released volume is used as reference case against the hydrograph volumes. The H1 requires
the 21% of the flow volume needed for the constant discharge case, while for H2, H3 and H4
respectively the 39%, 47% and 74% are necessary for configuration B.
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Table 8.4 – Maximum covered surface C S values and required time for achieving it with related
released water volume. The ratio is calculated between constant discharge and transient flow
volumes
Test Conf CS Volume Ratio
max time
[%] [min] [m3] [%]
B H1 45 30 35.4 21
B H2 41 60 66.2 39
B H3 45 90 81.0 47
B H4 46 150 126.6 74
B Hc 35 150 171 100
C H1 39 30 35.4 26
C H2 32 60 66.2 48
C H3 37 70 48.5 35
C H4 34 135 102.5 75
C Hc 34 120 137 100
Figure 8.10 – Schematic representation of the required flow volume for achieving the maximum
of covered surface (C S) for configuration B, for all the flow conditions
Figure 8.11 – Schematic representation of the required flow volume for achieving the maximum
of covered surface (C S) for configuration C, for all the flow conditions
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8.3.5 Power spectral density of OCR-signal
Deposition patterns of the replenished material along the channel reach are visible from
Figures 8.4 to 8.7. The wavelength of these bed forms is derived by the power spectral density
analysis (PSD). Figure 8.12 shows the PSD for the tested cases.
Considering the constant flow case, both configurations have frequency peak at a wavelength
of 1.7*w . When using a transient flow, the frequency peak for configuration B moves from 1.7
to 2.2 times the channel width w . The peak intensity is higher for H1 and H2, while for H3 and
H4 the peak is much smother. For configuration C, the wavelength is constant, equal to 1.7*w
independently from the performed case. The morphological bed forms are more evident for
this configuration.
Figure 8.12 – Power spectral density of the OCR-signal for configuration B and C, for constant
discharge (Hc ) and transient flow (H1, H2, H3 and H4). Wavelength normalized by the channel
width, w
8.3.6 Transport mechanism for transient flows and constant discharge
Figure 8.13 shows the transport mechanism for configurations B and C when subjected to
a transient flows and a constant discharge. A general behaviour can be withdrawn for the
proposed cases: a mixed transported develops during the initial phases of tests, then both
configurations move towards a translation transport mechanism. This development is more
evident for configuration C, especially for long duration rising limbs (H3, H4 and Hc ). Thus,
for these cases, the grains tend to move compacted through the channel length.
For configuration B, the movement is generally mixed, toward translation in the last phases.
Thus, it can be assumed, that a general spread of material on the whole channel is occurring.
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This phenomenon is related to the section narrowing effect which leads to a higher transport
capacity. The latter, together with a mild hydrograph, produces a prominent translation
movement of material. The continuous increase of bed shear stress in the rising limb does not
allow the eroded sediment to settle and the transport lasts longer than for steep hydrographs.
On the other hand, the narrowing effect is not evident for configuration C. It can be stated
that the replenished material moves like a solid body toward the channel by translational-type
mechanism.
Figure 8.13 – (a) Transport mechanism for configuration B and all tested cases, (b) Transport
mechanism for configuration C and all tested cases
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Morphological bed response to sediment replenishment and transient flow
Large deposition of material in terms of occupied surface and persistence is observed for
steep hydrographs (H1 and H2) on the channel bed before the discharge peak. On the other
hand, for mild hydrographs, most of the replenished grains have already left the channel at
the discharge peak. The deposition of material on channel reach is thus lower, in agreement
with Humphries et al. (2012). A counterclockwise hysteresis effect between discharge and
sediment transport is thus occurring.
Counterclockwise and clockwise hysteresis are well know mechanism for sediment transport
(Kuhnle, 1992; Humphries et al., 2012; Mao, 2012) and they were observed for both hydrographs
and constant discharge tests. In particular, these patterns are considered releated to delay
in sediment supply by Habersack et al. (2001), or consolidation of supplied material by Reid
et al. (1985) or passage of bed forms by Bell and Sutherland (1983). Kuhnle (1992) linked the
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development of hysteresis effect with the choice of the discharge peak. As observed by him,
the hysteresis is counterclockwise when the peak discharge of the hydrograph is not enough
for eroding the armour layer. Otherwise, clockwise hysteresis is observed for high flow. The
here applied discharge for both transient and constant flow is settled low enough to mobilize
only the replenished material, whereas bad and banks are considered immobile. In detail, the
performed hydrographs have a dimensionless bed shear stress 2.5 times above the threshold of
movement considered equal to 0.047. The constant discharge, for a complete submergence of
the deposits, is set with a dimensionless bed shear stress of 2 times the threshold of movement.
Thus, both belong to the low flow stage in agreement with Kuhnle (1992) and Humphries et al.
(2012). The experiments performed by the above mentioned authors were run on a moveable
bed with sediment supply from upstream. These conditions may not be well representative
of the reach downstream of dams where the sediment replenishment is normally applied.
This justifies the lack in positive and negative lags linked to sediment supply and observed in
others studies (Kuhnle, 1992).
Nevertheless, the use of a steep hydrograph leads to a wide bed fining which is almost stable
in time after the occurrence of the discharge peak. The equilibrium state is assessed in
terms of stability of the bed surface occupied by replenished material. By bed fining, the bed
roughness is increased and the bed shear stress decreased. The armoured bed layer,of reaches
downstream of dams, can be re-mobilized by the addition of finer material. A long rising limb
does not affect the channel bed immediately downstream the replenishment location, where
almost no bed fining is observed. In the latter case, most of the replenished material went
out from the observation reach. This reduction of replenishment material is related to the
geometrical configuration. For configuration B the deposits are shift half the replenishment
length downstream and the flow is constrained in one third of the channel bed. Therefore, the
flow transport capacity is much higher.
In agreement with Sklar et al. (2009); Lisle et al. (1997); Sear et al. (2008); Cui et al. (2003),
sediment replenishment deposits move by a combination of dispersion and translation, where
translation is dominant. For a submergence ratio of 100%, the transport mechanism evolves
from a dispersion dominated type to translation type in the last time steps. In partial agree-
ment with Lisle et al. (2001); Cui et al. (2003); Sklar et al. (2009), the translation occurs when
the replenishment sediments are finer than the pre-existing bed and the replenishment has
a narrow grain size distribution. In agreement with Sklar et al. (2009) and Humphries et al.
(2012), translation is enhanced when sediment supply is lacking from upstream and for higher
discharges. Steep hydrographs, such as H1 and H2, tend to privilege a mixed mechanism while
large rising limbs tend more to translation. Steep hydrograph leads to a longer and higher
persistence of material in the reach immediately downstream the deposits initial location.
Thus, this configuration may be suggested for local effect of the replenishment downstream a
dam. For a longer distance impact, longer rising limbs are suggested. Thus, the choice of the
hydrograph shape seems of key importance in relation to the sediment replenishment final
purpose.
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As for the constant flow, hydrographs released on sediment replenishment volume create
downstream morphological pattern, as highlighted in Chapter 4. For configuration C with
volumes shifted one length downstream, the wavelength of such bed forms equal the constant
flow case, independently from the hydrograph shape. For configuration B, with deposits
shifted half the length, the wavelength is increased at 2.2 times the channel width. However,
the amplitude of the latter is less intense due to the reduced availability of replenished material
especially for mild rising limbs.
8.4.2 Suggestions for field applications
By using a hydrograph instead of a constant discharge release from the dam bottom outlet for
mobilising the replenishment material, allows for better results in terms of persistence and
bed form development. Configuration B shows an average increase of 30% in terms of covered
surface C S when releasing a hydrograph in the channel. In particular, steep hydrographs
(steeper rising than falling limb) allows to economize 70% of the released water compared to a
constant flow case.
The artificial flood is normally created by a water release from the bottom outlets of dams.
Therefore, the economic advantage in preferring the hydrograph is clear. Nevertheless, it is
worth to mention that ecological issues can still occur by using a triangular shape hydrograph.
Artificial releases from dams flood dry areas, where the river fauna can temporarily accommo-
date. A rapid closure of the bottom outlets may not leave the fauna enough time to join the
main reach again. Thus, fish population mortality can locally increase.
8.5 Conclusions
The response of sediment replenishment volumes to transient flows is evaluated by a series
of channel experiments and compared with the constant discharge tests. Four triangular
shape hydrographs, with same discharge peak but different rising limb slopes, are released
on a channel where alternated replenishment volumes are placed. The hydrographs and the
constant submergence case are comparable in terms of induced bed shear stress for the entire
test duration.
The ringing limb slope plays a key role in determining the channel morphological response
in terms of replenished material remaining close to the initial placement and robustness of
bed forms. A steep limb leads to a rapid erosion and spread of replenished material. In this
context, the maximum occupation of channel by replenishment grains occurs right after the
discharge peak. On the contrary, when a low rising limb is applied, the maximum channel
occupation is achieved before the discharge peak. Nevertheless, most of the replenished
material has run more the channel length distance while the discharge peak impacts. The
configuration with volume shifted half replenishment length downstream (configuration B)
leads to a more intense spread of replenished material, and longer distances are travelled.
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Replenished volumes shifted one length downstream (configuration C) create a more robust
channel bed pattern with a wavelength corresponding to the constant discharge case. The
replenished material, independently from the geometrical configuration, are transported by a
mixed mechanism in the initial phases of test, while a clear translation mechanism takes over
in the final states.
Steep hydrographs generate bed fining on the whole channel bed that can be estimated by the
standard deviation of channel topography changes. The average grain size is almost halved
when a steep hydrograph is released on the channel. Thus, a decrease roughness is produced
on flume. On the other hand, no improvement of bed fining is provided by low rising limbs.
It can be observed that the channel bed, after the sediment replenishment, goes back to the
initial roughness state since most of the replenished material exited the channel.
Steep hydrographs allow to restore a morphological variability in the downstream reach of
the deposit location. This morphological variability is defined in terms of distribution of the
replenished material on the channel bed. A reduction of more than 70% of released water
volume can be obtained by applying a short hydrograph lasting until the peak discharge.
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9.1 Introduction
It is challenging to provide general guidelines, since each reach downstream of a dam has
peculiarities and the singular river characteristics should be taken into account. Therefore, a
field application of sediment replenishment helps clarifying the processes that are simplified
in laboratory conditions. A field application of sediment replenishment has be designed
following the results provided by this research.
9.2 Application of sediment replenishment on the Sarine river
It was observed that the residual reach between the Rossens dam and the mouth of the Gérine
river suffered from a lack in sediment supply since the dam construction. Furthermore, this
reach consists on a residual flow affected by hydropeaking. Figure 9.1 show the temporal
evolution of this river reach from the 1929 (before the dam construction in 1948) until nowa-
days. It is evident that a considerable morphological change took place during these years.
In particular, the vegetation grown over the floodplain areas and the river has moved from
braided to single stretch.
An artificial flood was released along this affected residual reach of the Sarine river (Switzer-
land) in order to mobilise the armoured bed and to clean the channel bed from the growing
vegetation. A triangular-shaped hydrograph was defined, with a total duration of 28 hours.
The discharge increased from the actual residual flow of 2.5 m3/s to almost 255 m3/s. The
peak discharge lasted for five hours. The flood was released from the bottom outlets of the
Rossens dam (Figure 9.2).
This artificial flood gave the opportunity to experience the results of this research on the field.
Four deposits, for a total amount of 1000 m3 were placed in alternating configuration about
8 km downstream the dam (Figure 9.3a). The four deposits have a length of about 20 m, a
width of 10 m (corresponding to one third of the river width) and a height of 1.5 m (Figure
9.3b). The material required for creating the deposits was excavated by the floodplain near by
the deposition areas. The deposits were thus build with a wide grain size distribution with a
high component of fine material (Figure 9.4).
In each deposit 250 RFID tracers were placed in respectively numbered gravels (Figure 9.5).
The tracers were placed at three different height inside the deposits: bottom, middle and
top. The RFID tag can be track when passing trough an electromagnetic field. Therefore, two
antennas were installed on the channel bed. The antennas create the appropriate frequency
able to catch the RFID signal. Being eroded and transported, and passing through the antennas
placed along the reach, it would be possible to track the movement of the stones and their
timing.
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Figure 9.1 – Evidence of morphological changes from aerial photos of Sarine river (Fribourg,
Switzerland), (a) 1929, (b) 1943, (c) 1972 and (d) 2016. Source https://map.geo.admin.ch
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Figure 9.2 – (a) Water released from the bottom outlets of the Rossens dam, (b) Rossens arch
dam
Figure 9.3 – (a) Residual reach along the Sarine river (source from https://map.geo.admin.ch/),
(b) sketch of the geometrical placement of replenished deposits
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Figure 9.4 – (a) View on the most upstream deposit placed on the left bank, (b) third and
fourth deposits placed on the banks, (c) first and third deposits viewed from downstream, (d)
machine operating the sediment replenishment placement
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Figure 9.5 – (a) Traced gravels and (b) numbered stone with RFID tag placed on one deposit
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10.1 Conclusions
10.1.1 Which geometry of sediment deposits are suitable for recreating morpho-
logical variability at the water reaches downstream sediment-retaining struc-
tures?
The geometrical configuration play a key role in the success of a sediment replenishment,
since it leads to different hydraulic conditions which are able to divert the flow and facilitate
deposit erosion. By placing the sediment replenishment only along one bank the flow erodes
the deposit toe and the main effect is mass failure. In these circumstances, the transport
capacity is not enough for transporting the material along the channel and the eroded grains
tend to accumulate nearby the original positions. The occupation of both the channel banks
by sediment replenishment provides increase both flow velocity and transport capacity with-
out compromising the natural water flow and leaving enough space on the channel bed. By
cross section narrowing, a backwater effect is induced that leads to a higher deposit erosion.
When placing four deposits on the channel, the backwater effect acts eroding the most down-
stream and creating an initial deposition zone between the two upstream and the following.
Furthermore, the transport capacity is increased and the eroded grains travel longer distances
downstream the laboratory reach. The occupation of maximum two third of channel width by
placing the replenished material on both banks seems appropriate for achieving a complete
erosion and the transportation of the eroded material. The above mentioned hydraulic effects
are amplified in terms of achieved erosion and run distances by the grains when using longer
replenishment. The study demonstrated that long replenishment placed on both banks create
a long cross sectional narrowing, which drastically change both flow velocity and transport
capacity. Thus, the replenished material is transported for longer distances, but no clear bed
morphological patterns are created. For a ratio of about 1, bed forms are re-establish for a
distance of twenty times the channel width. Nevertheless, the depositions heights are not
enough in terms of providing an ecological river improvement. For two reasons these con-
figurations proofed to be suboptimal: not enough replenishment material is left for creating
morphological bed forms (ratio length to width equals to 1.25), only bed fining is obtained
in the channel without the creation of morphological patterns (ratio length to width equals
to 1.25). When the ratio between deposit length and channel width is lower than 2.5, higher
persistence of replenished material is achieved. An optimum ratio is found equal to 1.87
which leads to a complete volume erosion and to the creation of morphological variability
downstream.
10.1.2 Where and how have replenishment deposits to be placed in order to be
mobilized and conveyed in order to recreate bed morphological forms?
This research revealed that bed morphological variations are sensitive to the initial geometrical
configurations of sediment replenishment deposits. Both parallel and alternating configura-
tions were tested. Sediment replenishment configurations are considered parallel when the
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downstream shift of the deposits varies between zero and one quarter of the deposit length.
Alternating configuration of deposits include downstream shift between half to three quarter
of volume length. The parallel configurations lead to a wide spread of the replenished material
on the whole channel bed. Thus, a general bed fining is obtained. Most of the replenished
material reaches the channel downstream end leading to the conclusion that long distances
may be travelled by the eroded grains. On the other hand, alternating configurations create a
bed morphological pattern in channel. The morphological patterns is regular and repetitive
with a wavelength equal about to the replenishment length. The deposition heights are almost
five times the median grain diameter of the replenishment, therefore they can be considered
as profitable spawning habitats for alpine fish species. These configurations may help in
light of sediment replenishment as a tool to restore morphological variability and recover the
ecological issues downstream of dams.
10.1.3 Which controlled discharges are necessary for mobilizing the deposits down-
stream of the retaining structure? Which transport mechanism is related
to the different cases?
The laboratory tests included seven discharge conditions, among which three were constant
discharges and four transient flows. A complete submergence of the replenishment deposit is
required for obtaining complete erosion and transportation of the material. When the water
depth is lower than the deposit height, the transport capacity is not enough and most of the
placed material do not suffer from any erosion. This is the case of a river reach downstream a
dam, where generally only a residual flow is released. Therefore, an artificial flood is required
for obtaining replenishment deposit erosion. In these flow conditions, the deposits are lat-
erally eroded at the beginning, then the erosion process finds a new equilibrium. This new
condition is achieved with the reduction of the cross sectional narrowing effect. With over
submerged ratio, both flow velocity and transport capacity are increased and the replenished
material is quickly eroded. The overtopping of the deposits leads to a wider erosion. The
transport distance is longer compared to the above tested cases. This discharge requires bigger
consumption of water and reduced the creation of morphological variation downstream.
Nevertheless, the application of an over submerged condition may help in overtaking site
access limitations since sediment replenishment can reach longer distances.
The application of a constant discharge seems to be not directly applied to field application
where the water is released from a dam. The limits are related to the dam operations timing
and also to ecological implications. When the released discharge from a dam increases, the
fauna may find other places where to settle with different velocity and lower water depth.
With a quasi instantaneous closure of the bottom outlet of the dam, the same areas will be
quickly dry again leaving almost no time to the fauna to move back to the main channel. In
these context, the mortality of river inhabitants may be high. Therefore, triangular shaped
hydrograph were also performed on two alternating configuration and compared with the
corresponding complete submergence cases. Both steep and mild hydrograph were tested.
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The hydrograph was defined steep for a rising limb slope steeper than the falling one, whereas
the other way around describes the mild hydrograph.
The same results in terms of covered surface and persistence of replenished material obtained
at the test end for the constant discharge case are achieved immediately after the flow peak
when applying a steep rising hydrograph. The greatest improvement achieved by the use of
steep hydrograph is the drastic reduction of released water. Almost the 70% of the constant
discharge water volume may be economised without affecting the quality of the morpholog-
ical results. Mild rising limbs of the hydrograph lead to a progressive increase of transport
capacity which erodes all the replenished deposits. These grains are transported beyond the
observation reach, thus it can be assumed that longer distances can be run. Due to the high
flow transport capacity, the persistence is really low in the reach close to the initial deposit
location. Transient flows instead of a constant discharge do not affect the development of a
bed morphological pattern. Both the tested geometrical configurations create bed clusters
with a certain periodicity. For the more compact configuration (B , deposit shifted downstream
half the length), the wavelength of these bed forms is larger than for the constant discharge.
For complete alternating configuration (C ), constant discharge and transient flows have the
same wavelength. These observations indicate that transient flow should be preferred to
constant discharge in order to limit the water consumption, performing a high persistence of
replenished material.
The role of the released discharge is studied in terms of frequency of the operation by testing
consecutive replenishment on several geometrical configurations. A second replenishment
affects the downstream portion of channel where the first replenishment had slight impact.
The eroded material from the second replenishment follows the deposition patterns created
by the first replenishment. Therefore, it can be concluded that the deposition height can be
increased by consecutive replenishment. Nevertheless, the change in bed roughness should
be taken into account while performing consecutive replenishment. Sediment replenishment
of fine material leads to bed roughness smoothing and fining. The fine grains of the replen-
ished percolate through the armoured bed enhancing the transport capacity close to bed
surface. Therefore, the released discharge should be also decreased accounting for the new
bed roughness. The replenished deposits are mainly transported by a dispersive mechanism
for a complete submergence of the volumes, while a translation mechanism is evident for
higher submergence conditions. The latter does not contribute in the creation of stable mor-
phological patterns. Thus, spawning habitats and morphology cannot be properly restored
while these flow conditions occur. Two velocities of movement for the replenished material
can be observed. The higher velocity is responsible of the initial volume erosion, while the
lower one contribute to deplete the more upstream bed forms to increase the thickness of
those downstream during the entire test duration.
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10.2 Future work
This research provides a contribution to the understanding of the sediment replenishment
method. Nevertheless, further work is needed in order to provide a complete guideline for
sediment replenishment application.
In particular, the role of the grain size distribution of the replenished material should be
investigated. The present research has investigated only a narrow grain size that accounts
for spawning ground needs, thus different distributions can be tested. The replenishment of
fine material has demonstrated to participate in bed fining and construction of bed forms.
Nevertheless, this behaviour may change for grains which size is much smaller than the
existing bed. Furthermore, the role played by the longitudinal slope should be tested. The
stability and the shape of bed forms are related also to the channel slope. Therefore, a steeper
or milder reach will probably establish a different bed pattern.
The fixed armoured bed was necessary to initially study the channel response to the replen-
ishment of multiple volumes and to clearly follow erosion and deposition processes. Further
investigations may consider a non-fixed armoured bed which allows for estimating the possi-
bility of the replenishment to partially break it. Moreover, by the introduction of a non-fixed
bed it would be possible to investigate the degree of percolation of fine sediments. In the
above mentioned conditions, continuous test recording is recommended for studying the
stability of morphological bed patterns and provide a more precise understanding on the
timing for erosion.
Future study on consecutive replenishment and linked change in bed roughness are necessary.
It is suggested to investigate this aspect by using a different color for each replenishment
deposit for better understanding the transport dynamic and the stability of bed forms.
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Appendix A. Appendix:
Experiments with constant discharges
A.1 Experiment 1, Configuration A, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
A 100 0 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.1. Experiment 1, Configuration A, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.2 Experiment 2, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 100 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.2. Experiment 2, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Appendix A. Appendix:
Experiments with constant discharges
A.3 Experiment 3, Configuration A, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
A 100 0 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.3. Experiment 3, Configuration A, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Appendix A. Appendix:
Experiments with constant discharges
A.4 Experiment 4, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 100 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.4. Experiment 4, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.5 Experiment 5, Configuration A, 130% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
A 130 0 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.5. Experiment 5, Configuration A, 130% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.6 Experiment 6, Configuration B, 130% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 130 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.6. Experiment 6, Configuration B, 130% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.7 Experiment 7, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 70 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.7. Experiment 7, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.8 Experiment 8, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 100 2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.8. Experiment 8, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.9 Experiment 9, Configuration C, 130% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 130 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.9. Experiment 9, Configuration C, 130% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.10 Experiment 10, Configuration D, 130% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 130 2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.10. Experiment 10, Configuration D, 130% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.11 Experiment 11, Configuration C, 70% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 70 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.3 0.008 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.11. Experiment 11, Configuration C, 70% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.12 Experiment 12, Configuration D, 70% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 70 2 0.75 0.13 0.027 28.5 0.008 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.12. Experiment 12, Configuration D, 70% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.13 Experiment 13, Configuration A, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
A 100 0 0.75 0.13 0.027 30.0 0.019 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.13. Experiment 13, Configuration A, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.14 Experiment 14, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 100 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 29.7 0.019 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.14. Experiment 14, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.15 Experiment 15, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 100 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 25.9 0.019 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.15. Experiment 15, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.16 Experiment 16, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 100 2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.9 0.019 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.16. Experiment 16, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.17 Experiment 19, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 100 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 26.2 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.17. Experiment 19, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Appendix A. Appendix:
Experiments with constant discharges
A.18 Experiment 20, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 100 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 29.4 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.18. Experiment 20, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.19 Experiment 23, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 100 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 23.7 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
Figure A.1 – (Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from
left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
Figure A.2 – Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and compactness N DC for the tested
configuration
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A.19. Experiment 23, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Figure A.3 – Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in
minutes
Figure A.4 – Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replen-
ished deposits in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Figure A.5 – Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.20 Experiment 24, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 100 2 0.75 0.13 0.027 23.2 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
Figure A.6 – (Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from
left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
Figure A.7 – Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and compactness N DC for the tested
configuration
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A.20. Experiment 24, Configuration D, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.21 Experiment 27, Configuration E, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
E 100 3/4 0.75 0.13 0.027 24.4 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.21. Experiment 27, Configuration E, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.22 Experiment 28, Configuration F, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
F 100 1/4 0.75 0.13 0.027 24.6 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.22. Experiment 28, Configuration F, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.23 Experiment 31, Configuration E, 130% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
E 130 3/4 0.75 0.13 0.027 21.4 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.23. Experiment 31, Configuration E, 130% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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A.24 Experiment 32, Configuration F, 130% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
F 130 1/4 0.75 0.13 0.027 22.9 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.24. Experiment 32, Configuration F, 130% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.25 Experiment 33, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 100 1/2 0.50 0.13 0.027 13.4 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and compactness N DC for the tested configuration
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A.25. Experiment 33, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.26 Experiment 34, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 100 1 0.50 0.13 0.027 14.0 0.019 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.26. Experiment 34, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with constant discharges
A.27 Experiment 35, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 100 1/2 1.00 0.13 0.027 31.0 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a)Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.27. Experiment 35, Configuration B, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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A.28 Experiment 36, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 100 1 1.00 0.13 0.027 32.9 0.020 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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A.28. Experiment 36, Configuration C, 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Appendix B. Appendix:
Experiments with consecutive replenishment deposits
B.1 Experiment 17, Configuration A 2N D , 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
A 100 0 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3-6 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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B.1. Experiment 17, Configuration A 2N D , 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Appendix B. Appendix:
Experiments with consecutive replenishment deposits
B.2 Experiment 18, Configuration B 2N D , 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 100 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3-6 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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B.2. Experiment 18, Configuration B 2N D , 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with consecutive replenishment deposits
B.3 Experiment 21, Configuration C 2N D , 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 100 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3-4.5 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 1.5 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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B.3. Experiment 21, Configuration C 2N D , 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with consecutive replenishment deposits
B.4 Experiment 22, Configuration D 2N D , 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 100 2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3-4.5 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 1.5 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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B.4. Experiment 22, Configuration D 2N D , 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Appendix B. Appendix:
Experiments with consecutive replenishment deposits
B.5 Experiment 25, Configuration C 2N D , 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 100 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3-6 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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B.5. Experiment 25, Configuration C 2N D , 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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B.6 Experiment 26, Configuration D 2N D , 100% submergence
Parameters
Conf Sub Shift L w Vol Weight Q Duration Time steps
% m m m m3 kg m3/s h
D 100 2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.019 3-6 10
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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B.6. Experiment 26, Configuration D 2N D , 100% submergence
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with consecutive replenishment deposits
B.7 Effect of second replenishment on Configurations C and D
(c) OC R configuration C (d) OC R configuration D
(e) Cumulative sum of OC R, for configuration C (f) Cumulative sum of OC R, for configuration D
Figure B.1 – Occupational rate (OCR) along channel reach downstream of the replenishments
and their cumulative sum for configuration C and D. First replenishment=solid line, second
replenishment=dashed line
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Appendix C. Appendix:
Experiments with transient flows
C.1 Experiment 39, Configuration B, hydrograph H1
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 20 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.1. Experiment 39, Configuration B, hydrograph H1
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with transient flows
C.2 Experiment 40, Configuration C, hydrograph H1
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 20 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.2. Experiment 40, Configuration C, hydrograph H1
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with transient flows
C.3 Experiment 41, Configuration B, hydrograph H2
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 45 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.3. Experiment 41, Configuration B, hydrograph H2
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with transient flows
C.4 Experiment 42, Configuration C, hydrograph H2
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 45 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.4. Experiment 42, Configuration C, hydrograph H2
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with transient flows
C.5 Experiment 43, Configuration B, hydrograph H3
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 90 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.5. Experiment 43, Configuration B, hydrograph H3
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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C.6 Experiment 44, Configuration C, hydrograph H3
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 90 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.6. Experiment 44, Configuration C, hydrograph H3
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with transient flows
C.7 Experiment 45, Configuration B, hydrograph H4
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
B 160 1/2 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.7. Experiment 45, Configuration B, hydrograph H4
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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Experiments with transient flows
C.8 Experiment 46, Configuration C, hydrograph H4
Parameters
Conf Peak Shift L w Vol Weight Qp Duration Time steps
mi n m m m m3 kg m3/s h
C 160 1 0.75 0.13 0.027 27.0 0.031 3 11
Configuration states
(Top) Initial state, (Bottom) final state after 3 hours testing. Flow direction from left to right
Assessed parameters
(a) Covered surface C S (b) Compactness N DC
(a) Temporal evolution of covered surface C S and (b) compactness N DC for the tested config-
uration
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C.8. Experiment 46, Configuration C, hydrograph H4
Temporal evolution of the occupation ratio distribution OC R. Time steps in minutes
Cumulative sum of the OCR-distribution. Area initially occupied by the replenished deposits
in gray. Time steps with same color map as above
Temporal distribution of the OCR-distribution correlations
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